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FOREWORD 

During the quarter century since the creation of the first atomic 
bomb, a tremendous number of nuclear and thermonuclear warheads of 
various sizes have been accummulated in the world. Various transport 
systems have been created, allowing delivery of nuclear warheads to 
any point on the earth. Although an agreement was signed in 1963, for- 
bidding the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere, in space and 
underwater, some countries still continue to perform nuclear weapons 
tests. American strategic aircraft fly regularly with nuclear bombs 
onboard, 

Some countries, desiring to develop their own nuclear weapons, 
are delaying in signing the treaty. 

Therefore, the problem of protection of the population from the 
effects of the radiation of nuclear explosions is a problem of prime 
importance. 

The creation of shielding effective against the radiation of 
nuclear explosions is a difficult and interesting scientific task. 
Although in principle the design of shielding from the radiation_of 
nuclear explosions is no different from the design of the biological 
shielding of nuclear reactors, it has a number of peculiarities result- 
ing from the specific geometric conditions and quality of the radiation 
involved. 

Over the past few years, books have been published relating to 
various aspects of the phenomena accompanying nuclear explosions. 
The monographs of 0. I. Leypunskiy Gamma-Izlucheniye Atomnogo Vzryva 
[The Gamma Radiation of a Nuclear Explosion] (Atomizdat Press, 1959) 
and P. A. Yampol'skiy Neytrony Atomnogo Vzryva [The Neutrons of an 
Atomic Explosion] (Gosatomizdat Press, 1961) are dedicated to descrip- 
tion of the physical processes involved in the propagation of gamma 
radiation and neutrons in a nuclear explosion; the spatial distribution 
of the doses of neutrons and y  radiation during nuclear explosions are 
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analyzed. Problems of shielding from radiation are hardly discussed 
in these books. 

The book Deystyiye Yadernogo Oruzhiya [The Effects of Nuclear 
Weapons] (Translated from the English, Voyenizdat Press, 1963) presents 
a general description of all aspects of nuclear explosions and shielding 
against damaging effects. However, this book is descriptive in nature 
and is more an introduction to the problem than a practical guide. 

The book of R. V. Petrov et al. Zashchita Ot Radioaktivnykh 
Osadkov [Protection From Radioactive Fallout] (Medgiz Press, 1963) and 
that of L. V. Spenser Zashchita Ot Gamma-Izlucheniya Radioaktivnykh 
Vypadeniy [Protection From the Gamma Radiation of Radioactive Fallout] 
(Translated from the English, Atomizdat Press, 1965) contain valuable 
material on protection from the radiation of radioactive fallout. The 
book of Petrov analyzes the general radiation situation arising when 
radioactive fallout occurs following an explosion. The book of Spenser 
presents an approximate method of designing shielding against y  radia- 
tion, corresponding to the specific geometric conditions which obtain 
when areas and structures are contaminated with radioactive fallout. 

Thus, as yet no one has discussed the design of shielding from 
the primary radiation of a nuclear blast, and only one book has pre- 
sented a method for approximate design of shielding of structures from 

vthe radiation of radioactive fallout. 
\ 

However, many publications have appeared in the periodical 
literature in the past six or seven years concerning both clarification 
of the propagation of penetrating radiation in the atmosphere and its 
transmission through shielding. These data have not yet been systemi- 
tized in order to allow their use for the design of shielding from the 
radiation of nuclear explosions. 

The use of these data is important, since correct design requires 
detailed knowledge of the characteristics of the field of ionizing 
radiation. 

Actually, the dose within a protective structure can be calculated 
if we know the spectral and angular distributions of radiation on the 
outer surfaces of its walls. In a nuclear explosion, the field of 
radiation consists-rof radiation scattered in the air and radiation 
reflected from the earth, with complex spectral and angular character- 
istics. Equally detailed information is required on the radiation 
passing through the shielding. 



In order to prevent this information in a small book, along with 
characteristics of the attenuation of radiation in shielding and a 
calculation method, the authors have omitted general definitions and 
physical interpretation of certain phenomena. The authors assume that 
the basic concepts of the physics of shielding have been sufficiently 
fully covered in certain monographs, for example B. Price, K. Horton 
and K. Spinney Zashchita Ot Yadernykh Izlucheniy [Shielding Against 
Nuclear Radiation] (Translated from the English, Foreign Literature 
Press, 1959); G. Goldstein Osnovy Zashchity Reaktorov [Principles of 
Reactor Shielding] (Gosatomizdat Press, 1961); and Yu. A. Kazanskiy 
et al. Fizicheskiye Issledovaniya Zashchity Reaktorov [Physical Studies 
of Reactor Shielding] (Atomizdat Press, 1966). 

The principle of the arrangement of the book should be clear 
from the Table of Contents and requires no explanation. 

Keeping in mind the fact that the planning of shielding structures 
involves both specialists in the area of nuclear equipment and construc- 
tion engineers, practical calculations are presented in two versions. 
A simplified version is presented for an approximate solution, requiring 
no computer equipment. Precise design of complex structures requires 
the use of electronic computers. In these cases, calculation methods 
are presented in this book. 

The authors hope that the book will be useful to a broad range of 
scientific workers and engineers working in the area of radiation pro- 
tection, as well as persons directly involved in the•"development of 
protective structures. 



CHAPTER 1. A NUCLEAR EXPLOSION AS A SOURCE OF IONIZING RADIATION 

§ 1. Brief Description of Phenomena Accompanying a Nuclear Explosion 

The explosion of a nuclear warhead is accompanied by liberation 
of a tremendous quantity of energy, concentrated in a small volume, 
over an extremely brief period of time. The colossal energy density 
causes heating of the material in the area of the explosion to temp- 
eratures on the order of tens of millions of degrees. 

Matter heated to these high temperatures emits energy in the form 
of electromagnetic radiation over an extremely broad spectrum -- from 
x-rays to long wave electromagnetic energy. 

A large portion of this energy is absorbed by the outer layers of 
the weapon. These layers, being heated, begin to glow and transmit 
energy outward. The energy radiated at these high temperatures is 
absorbed in the air, heating the layers of air adjacent to the bomb. 
The area of air surrounding the weapon begins to glow, forming the so- 
called atomic explosion fireball. As the air is increased in tempera- 
ture, its pressure increases as well. The fireball grows very rapidly 
due to radiant transfer of energy. 

As the fireball grows, the temperature of its outer areas decreases. 
Whereas at high temperatures the increase in size of the fireball 
results from radiant heat conductivity, during later stages the transfer 
of energy is achieved by displacement of the air mass from the area of 
increased density outward. 

In the initial stage following the blast, the leading edge of the 
shock wave (area of sharp pressure, density and temperature gradient) 
corresponds with the boundary of the fireball. As the temperature 
drops, the moment arrives when the shock wave separates from the boun- 
dary of the fireball and moves further away from the blast center, 
while the fireball, expanding slowly, continues to glow for several 
more tenths of a second. 
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After passage of the shock wave, the pressure behind the wave 
equalizes; therefore, in the high temperature area adjacent to the 
blast center, the density of the air is less than atmospheric: an 
area of low density is formed. This area, due to its low density, 
rises upward. 

The radioactive cloud containing the remains of the bomb rises 
upward, but soon the heavy particles begin to drop out of the cloud 
and fall to the ground along the path of movement of the cloud, forming 
a radioactive wake. 

The most important factors in the damaging effects of a nuclear 
blast are the shock wave, light radiation and ionizing radiation. The 
quantity of energy in these damaging forms extending for various dis- 
tances from the center of the blast depends on the type of nuclear 
warhead and the medium in which the blast occurs. If the blast occurs 
in the atmosphere at an altitude of less than 30 km, 35 % of the total 
blast energy is expended in the form of light radiation. Under these 
conditions, about 50% of the energy of nuclear fission is expended in 
the formation of the shock wave. The remaining 15% is liberated in 
the form of ionizing radiation. Of this radiation, about 5% is the 
initial radiation, acting during the first one minute following the 
moment of the blast, while 10% of the total energy of the nuclear 
explosion makes up the residual radiation, which appears over an 
extended period of time. The residual radiation results almost 
entirely from radioactive fission products. In a thermonuclear explo- 
sion, in which only about one-half of the total explosive energy is 
liberated as a result of the fission reaction, residual radiation 
amounts to only 5% of the energy liberated by the blast. 

The portion of the energy of ionizing radiation is a small frac- 
tion of the total energy liberated in a nuclear blast; however, due 
to the great penetrating capacity and difficulty of detecting ionizing 
radiation, this radiation may have a damaging effect even at great 
distances from the radiation source and even in shelters. Therefore, 
ionizing radiation is an important damaging factor of a nuclear weapon. 

Depending on the nature of the object and the purpose of the atomic 
attack, a nuclear blast may be performed in the air, at the surface of 
the ground (water) or underground (underwater). Therefore, atmospheric, 
surface and underground (underwater) explosions are differentiated. 

Usually, an atmospheric nuclear explosion is used to destroy city 
or industrial buildings, to damage personnel and equipment on the field 
of battle. Under these conditions, it is set off at an altitude of 
several hundreds or thousands of meters over the ground, depending on 
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the power of the blast. A surface blast is designed to destroy strong 
surface structures, railroad junctions, heavy shelters, airfields, and 
to damage surface ships. It may be performed at an altitude of a few 
tens of meters over the surface or directly at the surface (contact 
explosion). 

An underground nuclear blast may be used to damage especially 
strong underground structures.  In certain cases, a surface or under- 
ground explosion may be used for radioactive contamination of the 
terrain in the enemy rear area as well. 

The external picture of the blast, as well as the effects of its 
damaging factors, depend on the position of the blast center in rela- 
tionship to the surface of the earth. During an atmospheric blast, 
the fireball does not touch the surface of the earth at the moment of 
its maximum brightness, and its dimensions depend on the power of the 
blast. The maximum radii of the fireball for atmospheric and surface 
explosions of the same power do not differ very greatly. The mean 
radius of the fireball can be described approximately by the following 
expression: 

r^ = 33.6q°'4m, (1.1) 

where q is the power of the explosion, kt. 

The maximum size of the fireball is not immediately achieved, 
although the rate of growth of the fireball is rather great, so that 
it can be considered that it does not rise to any significant height 
above the point of the explosion during the time of its formation. 
Therefore, the height of a blast at which the fireball will not contact 
the surface of the earth is determined by its radius [see (1.1)]. 

If the distance between the blast center and surface of the earth 
(water) is not over r~, the external picture of the explosion is 

essentially the same as for an explosion occurring directly on the 
surface. Therefore, blasts occurring both directly on the surface and 
at a slight altitude above the surface are both considered surface 
blasts. With increasing altitude of the explosion, an intermediate 
position develops, in which the fireball does not contact the surface 
of the earth, but the column of dust and soil rising from the earth 
catches up with the rising cloud of fission products and is connected 
to it. This type of explosion is looked upon as a low altitude atmos- 
pheric blast. 
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During the period when the fireball glows, its temperature is 
so high that, at least in its interior, all of the matter of which the 
nuclear weapon is made is in the vapor state. This matter includes 
the radioactive fission products, uranium (or plutonium) which has 
not fissioned, the envelope around the charge and other parts of the 
nuclear weapon. 

At the moment of an explosion, a mass of gas flies outward from 
the explosion center. A hollow sphere is formed in the center, the 
dimensions of which depend on the power of the explosion. After the 
departure of the shock wave, the pressure within the fireball returns 
to normal, but the density of the gas becomes near zero, since the 
temperature within the fireball is extremely high. 

It is this significant difference between the densities within 
and without the fireball which leads to the rise of the radioactive 
cloud. 

§ 2. The Neutrons of a Nuclear Explosion 

During a nuclear explosion, the primary source of neutrons con- 
sists of the prompt fission neutrons emitted in the first few tenths 
of a microsecond. 

235 
Upon fission of nuclei of U   or other fissionable material, 

the energy spectrum of prompt neutrons can be described by the follow- 
ing formula [1]: 

 5_£n_ 
O0(£n) = ]/£ne * < . (1-2) 

In this expression, parameter e depends on the energy of excita- 
tion of the fission fragments which is related in turn to the mean 
number of neutrons v per fission event. This relationships is expressed 
by the following dependence: 

e^0,78 + 0,621 (v + \)l/>   MeV . (1.3) 

The value of v for fission by thermal neutrons is well known for most 
fissionable nuclei: 

U*» —v = 2,47 ±0,03; 

U»'-v = 2,51 ±0,03; 

pL1239_v= 2,90 ±0,04. 



233 
This indicates that when U   is split by thermal neutrons, the 

value of e is 0.02 MeV higher than for the fission of U235; for 

Pu239, the increase is 0.07 MeV. Thus, for thermal neutron fission, 

the spectrum of Pu239 contains 30% more neutrons with energies of 10 MeV 
235 

than the spectrum accompanying fission of U 

It is known that v increases approximately linearly with the 
energy of the neutrons causing fission, and that the increase for 

U235 is 0.15 per 1 MeV. This change in v, together with the relation- 
ship (1.3) between e and v presented above indicates that the mean 

energy of fission neutrons for U   increases by 0.04 MeV as the energy 
of the neutrons causing fission is increased by 1 MeV. This slight 
change in the energetic characteristics of the fission neutrons with 
a change in the energy of neutrons causing fission or the energy of 
the nuclei undergoing fission can be ignored. 

During a thermonuclear explosion based on reactions with lithium 
deuteride and the products of this reaction, the following main reac- 
tions occur [2]: 

D + D->He34-n-h 3,25 MeV; 

D + D-*T + p + 4,0 MeV; 
rt4-Li8-*He<, + T + 4,8iMeV. 

T + D ^ He*-f-ri-f- 17,6 MeV. 

The probability.of the last two reactions is approximately 100 
times higher than the probability of the first two reactions; there- 
fore, explosions of this type characteristically emit neutrons with 
energies of around 14 MeV. These neutrons interact with the structural 
elements of the bomb and the unreacted nuclear fuel. The higher energy 
of neutrons in this case results in the nuclear reaction (n, 2n). Fur- 
thermore, the reaction of inelastic scattering of neutrons on the heavy 
nuclei of the structural elements of the weapon is quite probable, 
resulting in the formation of neutrons with most probable energy around 
4 MeV [3]. 

The spectrum of neutrons formed upon explosion of a bomb based on 
the fi ssion-synthesis-fission principle, ignoring the moderation of 
neutrons within the material of the bomb, should be approximately as 
shown on Figure 1.1. This hypothetical spectrum consists of three 
main components:  fission neutrons with most probable energy around 
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800 KeV (curve 1), neutrons developing as a result of inelastic scat- 
tering of 14 MeV neutrons, with most probable energy about 4 MeV 
(curve 2) and the 14 MeV neutrons (curve 3). The relationship between 
the various groups of neutrons can be significantly changed, depending 
on the share of power in the energy balance of the explosion attributed 
to fission and to thermonuclear reactions, as well as the design of 
the bomb. 

E , MeV 
n 

Figure 1.1. Probable Spectrum of Neutrons 
Formed Upon Explosion of a Weapon Operating 
According to the Fission-Synthesis-Fission 
Principle (ignoring Moderation in the Shell): 

1, fission neutrons; 2, neutrons resulting 
from inelastic scattering of neutrons with 
energy ]k  MeV; 3, neutrons with energy ]k  MeV 
developing in the synthesis reaction 

The actual spectrum of neutrons formed by explosion of a bomb 
operating according to the fission-synthesis-fission principle will 
be softer and smoother, as a result of moderation of neutrons in 
the materials and structure of the warhead. 

The distribution of neutrons leaving the shell of a nuclear weapon 
by energies is determined by the structural characteristics of the 
weapon, i. e. the quantities characterizing the permeability of the 
outer portions of the weapon. The problem of transformation of the 
spectrum of fission neutrons as they penetrate through the shell of a 
weapon was discussed in detail in [4]. 
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Calculation of the spectrum of neutrons (density 2 g/cm ) is 
presented in [4] and its results are shown on Figure 1.2. 

MeV 

Figure 1.2. Spectrum of Neutrons Formed 
Upon Explosion of Weapon Based on Fission- 
Synthesis-Fission Principle: 

1, spectrum of fission neutrons; 2, spectrum 
of neutrons leaving shell with radius of 25 
cm; 3, spectrum of neutrons leaving shell 
with radius 50 cm 

As we can see, the spectrum of neutrons leaving the shell is 
quite different from the spectrum of the primary fission neutrons. 
The spectrum of the scattered neutrons includes a significant fraction 
of neutrons at low energies. Figure 1.2 also indicates that the forms 
of the spectra of neutrons leaving shells of various thicknesses cor- 
respond, differing only in the absolute quantity of neutrons emitted 
during the process of moderation. 

In addition to the fission neutrons, a small quantity (less than 
1%) of so-called delayed neutrons is formed in the chain reaction of 
fission of uranium or plutonium; these neutrons are emitted from the 
strongly excited nuclei with excess neutrons. 
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Table 1.1 shows the basic data characterizing the delayed neutrons 
which develop upon fission of uranium and plutonium [5] . The yields of 
neutrons for each group are presented in the form of the fraction of 
the total number of delayed neutrons represented by the delayed neu- 
trons emitted in each group. 

Table 1.1 

DELAYED NEUTRONS EMITTED DURING FISSION 

Pu 
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lf
 L

if
e,

 
se

c 
   

   
   

  1
 

(Si     ' 
W , 

C \ 
d > 

Share of Delayed Neutrons, ai/Zal 

3 
O 

XJ3 . 
Th'" U"' U1" U"< puu» {>UM0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

54,5 
21,8 
6,0 
2,2 
0,50 
0,18 

250 
460 
405 
450 
520 

0,034 
0,150 
0,155 
0,446 
0,172 
0,043 

0,086 
0,274 
0,228 
0,316 
0,073 
0,023 

0,038 
0,213 
0,188 
0,407 
0,128 
0,026 

0,013 
0,137 
0,162 
0,388 
0,225 
0,075 

0,038 
0,280 
0,216 
0,328 
0,103 
0,035 

0,025 
0,270 
0,184 
0,359 
0,135 
0,027 

Total yie 
per fissi 
event 

sld"" 
.oh 

0,0496 
±0,0020 

0,0070 
±0,0004 

0,0165 
±0,0005 

0,0412 
±0,0017 

0,0063 
±0,0003 

0,0088 
±0,0006 

Tota 
per., 
emit 
fiss 

1 yi« 
neuti 
ted c 
ion 

sid; 
"on 
lurinj ■ 

1 

0,0029 0,0067 

/ 

0,0021 

OTT 2^9 
For the fissionable elements V        and Pu  , the half life periods 

of delayed neutrons correspond within the measurement errors, since the 
delayed neutrons are formed from the same fragments. The yields of 
individual groups of delayed neutrons differ, since the curve of the 
distribution of fragments is different for the different isotopes. 

The total yield of delayed neutrons increases with increasing 
mass number of  fissionable material. The greater yield of delayed 
neutrons in U238 and Th232 apparently results from the presence of 
longer decay chains. 

The mean energy of delayed neutrons is on the order of 0.5 MeV 
or less (significantly lower than the energy of prompt fission neu- 
trons) . However, we must also note for further analysis that in 
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contrast to prompt neutrons, the delayed neutrons are formed after the 
shell has been blown away and therefore do not experience its moderat- 
ing influence as they fly outward. 

In addition to the sources of neutrons during fission and synthesis 
which we have mentioned, two more should be noted: photoneutrons and 
activation neutrons. 

Photoneutrons are formed by the reaction (y-n), when the energy 
of photons exceeds the binding energy of a neutron. For most nuclei, 
the binding energy is greater than 7 MeV. Significant formation of 

photoneutrons can be expected only in the nuclei D, Be , C  and Li , 
the threshold energies of photons of which are 2.23, 1.67, 4.9 and 
5.3 MeV respectively. The values of photoneutron cross sections can 
be found in [6] . 

The only reaction in which activation neutrons can arise is the 
17      17 17 

reaction 0  (n, p)N . The nucleus of the isotope N  decays with a 
half life of 4.14 sec, forming the isotope 017. Most of the neutrons 

17 
emitted by 0  have energies of 1±0.2 MeV. 

17      17 
The reaction threshold of 0 (n, p)N  is about 8.0 MeV, and 

its cross section for neutrons in the fission spectrum is on the order 
of 3.2 ybarn. Therefore, the contribution of this reaction to the 
total yield of delayed neutrons is apparently quite slight and will 
be ignored in this work. 

Let us now determine the total number of neutrons leaving a 
nuclear weapon at the moment of the explosion. 

As we know, upon fission of nuclei of the material used as nuclear 
fuel (U235 or Pu23^), each fission event liberates approximately 

-4 2.8:10  erg of energy. As we know, detonation of one g TNT liberates 

an energy of 4.18'10  erg (1000 cal); this indicates that a nuclear 
explosion acccompanied by the liberation of energy equivalent to the 
energy of detonation of 1 Kt of TNT involves N = 1.5-1023 fission 
events. If we consider the number of neutrons required to maintain 
the chain reaction, the fission of N nuclei liberates N(v - 1) free 
neutrons. For example, for a plutonium bomb, assuming v * 3, the 
number of neutrons liberated upon explosion of a weapon with a power 

23 
of 1 Kt will be approximately 3-10 

Thus, the number of neutrons liberated in the fission chain 
reaction is determined by the power of the explosion, i. e. the 
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quantity of fissioning material; however, the number of neutrons flying 
outward depends also on the design of the weapon. The number of 
neutrons liberated upon explosion of a purely thermonuclear bomb 
corresponds approximately with the number of neutrons liberated upon 
explosion of a bomb of the same power, based on the fission reaction. 

When a three-phase bomb is exploded, the thermonuclear reaction 
is used.as an intermediate process, which initiates high energy neutrons, 
causing'fission of U238 atoms included in the composition of the shell. 
Therefore, a significant portion of the energy of the explosion of 
this type of bomb is the energy of fission of the uranium nuclei. 
As studies performed in [7] have shown, the mean number of neutrons 

v produced by fission of U238 by neutrons with an energy of 14 MeV 
is 4.5±0.32 per fission event. Knowledge of the value of v for 

U238 allows us to estimate the number of neutrons liberated upon 
explosion of a three-phase thermonuclear bomb. It corresponds approx- 
imately to the yield of neutrons by a weapon operating according to 
the fission principle and is approximately (2-2.5)-10  n/Mt. 

§ 3. Y Radiation of a Nuclear Explosion 

The Y radiation observed upon explosion of a nuclear weapon 
consists of many components differing in their origin and the time 
of radiation, energy of quanta and radiated energy, all related to 

the origin. 

The Y radiation formed in a nuclear explosion can be subdivided 
into primary and secondary as to its origin. Primary Y radiation is 
emitted in each fission event with the products (fragments). Secondary 
Y radiation includes the Y quanta developing upon interaction of 
neutrons with the materials of the charge and the matter making up the 
surrounding medium (such as air or soil) . 

As to time, Y radiation from a nuclear explosion is divided into 
prompt and delayed. Prompt (short-lived) y  radiation includes that 
emitted by the material of the bomb before it evaporates and flies 
outward (about lO"5 sec). In this classification, prompt Y radiation 
includes:  the y  quanta produced directly in the process of fission 
and with slight delays, a portion of the radiation from short-lived 
fission products, the photons formed upon capture and inelastic 
scattering of neutrons by the materials of the nuclear charge. The 
delayed Y radiation results from short-lived (with half life 

>10"5 sec) and long-lived decay products, and capture of moderated 
neutrons in the surrounding medium.  Let us study the characteristics 
of these types of radiation in greater detail. 
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Figure 1.3 shows the energy spectrum of prompt fission y quanta 
[8]. In the range from 1 to 7 MeV, this spectrum can be represented 

-1 IE    -1 
by the simple exponential rule $(E ) = 8.0*e ' Y MeV  with an 

accuracy of ±40%, while in the area of energies from 1 to 4.5 MeV, 
the error is less, ±15%. Below energies of 1 MeV the experimental 
data are higher than what would be indicated by this formula; in 

this area, the formula 26.8e '  *Y provides a better fit. However, 
the y quanta at low energies are easily absorbed by the shell of 
the weapon and are therefore insignificant radiation sources. 

It was experimentally established in [9] that the form of the 
y spectrum accompanying the fission of nuclei of U233 and Pu239 does 
not differ significantly from the y spectrum formed upon fission of 
235 

U  . As concerns the total yield of energy of prompt y quanta upon 
fission, in the interval of energies from 0.3 to 10 MeV it is 7.2±0.8 
MeV, and in this area of energies 7.4±0.8 quanta are emitted per 
fission event [7]. In other words, the mean energy of instantaneous 
y quanta from fission is approximately 1 MeV. The data presented 
relate to the case of fission of nuclear fuel by thermal neutrons. 
In [10, II], the dependence of the total energy of y radiation of 
fission on the energy of excitation of fissionable nuclei is studied. 
The comparison of the spectrum and number of y quanta upon fission of 
235 

U   by thermal neutrons with energies of 2.8 and 14.7 MeV performed 
in these works showed that the energy of y radiation and the yield of 
y quanta are retained within limits of 15%. For comparison, Figure 
1.3 shows data characterizing the energy composition of y radiation 
arising in U238 under the influence of neutrons with an energy of 
14 MeV.  As we can see, the spectrum is almost the same as the spec- 

235 
trum of y radiation developing upon fission of U   by thermal 
neutrons. The instantaneous y radiation is significantly attenuated 
in the materials of which the nuclear charge is made, since its time 
of luminescence is approximately 100 times less than the time required 
for the bomb to burst. The degree of attenuation of the prompt y 
radiation within the weapon can be estimated by the following method. 

Let us analyze a nuclear charge in the form of a sphere of 
radius r» at the moment of the explosion.  In order to simplify our 

calculations, we will make the following assumptions: the sources 
of y quanta (i. e. the fissioning nuclei) are distributed evenly 
throughout the entire volume of the charge; the instantaneous y radia- 
tion is mönoenergetic; the absorption of y radiation in the material 
of the charge occurs exponentially. These assumptions are apparently 
physically justified in this analysis. 
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We would like to know the number of times by which the dose of 
Y radiation at some distance from the weapon is decreased due to self- 
absorption in the material of the charge in comparison to the case when 
a source of the same total intensity is concentrated at the center of 
the charge. 

Let us look at Figure 1.4. Distance x, over which absorption 
of Y radiation from an elementary radiating volume occurs 

dv = r2 cos BdOdcfdr, (1.4) 

is determined by the relationship 

x = c 
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Figure 1.4. Calculation of Self-Absorption 
of Y Quanta of Fission in Charge Material 

From the equation 

d2 — 2db cos a + b* — r\ = 0 

considering the limits of change of the quantity 

b — r0 < d < b cos a 

we find 

d= fccosa — V* rg -62sin2a. 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

From the expression 

we determine 

cos a: 

r2 _. C2 _|_ ^2 _ 2&c cos a 

fr — r cos 8 cos q> 

J^r2 -+- 6* — 2rb cos 6 cos q> 

Then 

(1.8) 

r _ b*—rb cos 9 cos q>— Krg (/•» + #■—2r6 cos 6 cos cp) — rW (1 — cos' G cos2 9) 
■r  . 1 

y r'iJr b* — 2A6 COS 6 cos q> (1.9) 
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and .      n _ r- — rb cos 0 cos (p __ 
yrl -j- fc'J _ 2rft cos 0 cos 9 

V^o ('* + ** — 2/-6 cos 0 cos (p) — /-262 (1 — cos2 0 cos3 tp) 

//•» + b* — 2r6 cos 0 cosq> ' ' I    •      J 

Introducing the new variable m = r/rn and p = b/rn, we can write 

the expression for x in the form 

in ntfj ^.ui \j LU3 y . 

+ r0- 

m2 — mp cos 9 cos q> 

]/ m* + p* — 2mp cos U cos cp f 1.11") 

•f ma + p- — 2/np cos G cos (p — m2pz (1 — cos2jO cos2 cp) 

Yml + p2 — 2mp cos 0 cos q) 

Then the desired attenuation of the dose or flux of instantaneous y 
radiation due to self-absorption can be calculated as follows: 

K(p, iir0) = f?'f   ^lX,nicosMmmdf . (1.12) 
m2 -f- p2 — 2mp cos 6 cos cp 

1.2, 

0  0     0 

The results of integration of this expression are shown in Table 

In this table, the dimensions of the charge of nuclear fuel are 
represented by the radius of the uranium sphere (in free path lengths -- 
prQ -- of fission y  quanta). The size of the nuclear charge can be 

judged on the basis of the critical mass necessary to initiate an 
explosive fission reaction. Data on the critical masses of fissionable 
elements have been published in the foreign literature. The most 
detailed data have been presented for charges consisting of U235. For 
example, it is reported in [2] that the critical mass of a spherical 
charge (93.5% U23^ and 6.5% U238) with a density of 18.8 g/cm3 is 
48 Kg.. The radius of a sphere of this mass is about 8.5 cm. For 
Y quanta with an energy of 1 MeV, corresponding to the average of 
the spectrum of prompt y  radiation, expressed in free path lengths 
this is yr_ - 12. Turning to Table 1.2, we note that with this size 

nuclear charge, the dose of prompt y  radiation at the surface of the 
weapon will be attenuated by approximately 100-1000 times due to 
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internal self-absorption1. 

Therefore, although the number of prompt fission y  quanta and 
Y radiation of fission products are approximately equal, the contri- 
bution of prompt Y radiation during a nuclear explosion can be ignored. 

The Y radiation of fission products is emitted mainly during the 
later stages of the explosion, after the material of the shell of 
the weapon has evaporated. Therefore, during the first minute follow- 
ing the explosion the quantity of Y radiation of fission products is 
approximately 100 times greater than the quantity of prompt Y radia- 
tion included in the composition of the initial ionizing radiation 
observed at equal distances from the center of the explosion. The 
production of fragments is a statistical process. The fission of 
235     239 

U   and Pu   produces about 60 isotopes. With asymmetrical fission, 
the most probable reactions involve the formation of fragments with 
mass numbers 95 and 140. The yield of fragments as a function of mass 
number varies by a factor of 105. It has been established that during 
fission of uranium and plutonium, fragments are produced with mass 
numbers from A = 72 to A = 161. The change in mass number of fission- 
able material from 233 to 238 is accompanied by a significant change 
in the production of fragments with mass numbers from A = 105 to 
A = 115. The group of heavy fragments experiences no significant 
change in yield. 

Data on the yields of various fragments formed by fission of 

U , U and Pu by fission neutrons, neutrons with energies of 
14 MeV and neutrons from a thermonuclear explosion are presented in 
[12]. 

Each fragment formed undergoes an average of three 3 decay events 
with various periods. Thus, the fission fragments include about 200 
radioactive, nuclei with half lives from fractions of a second to 
decades. Many of the decay events are accompanied by Y radiation. 

Since nuclei with various half lives participate in the radia- 
tion, the rate of decrease of Y activity of radiation with time does 
not follow a simple exponential rule. The effective half life 
increases as time passes, since the short-lived isotopes decay and 
only the longer-lived fragments remain. 

*In this estimated calculation, the aceummulation factor can be 
ignored, since its magnitude - 5. 
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internal self-absorption1. 

Therefore, although the number of prompt fission y  quanta and 
Y radiation of fission products are approximately equal, the contri- 
bution of prompt Y radiation during a nuclear explosion can be ignored. 

The Y radiation of fission products is emitted mainly during the 
later stages of the explosion, after the material of the shell of 
the weapon has evaporated. Therefore, during the first minute follow- 
ing the explosion the quantity of Y radiation of fission products is 
approximately 100 times greater than the quantity of prompt Y radia- 
tion included in the composition of the initial ionizing radiation 
observed at equal distances from the center of the explosion. The 
production of fragments is a statistical process. The fission of 
235      239 U   and Pu   produces about 60 isotopes. With asymmetrical fission, 

the most probable reactions involve the formation of fragments with 
mass numbers 95 and 140. The yield of fragments as a function of mass 
number varies by a factor of 105. It has been established that during 
fission of uranium and plutonium, fragments are produced with mass 
numbers from A = 72 to A = 161. The change in mass number of fission- 
able material from 233 to 238 is accompanied by a significant change 
in the production of fragments with mass numbers from A = 105 to 
A = 115. The group of heavy fragments experiences no significant 
change in yield. 

Data on the yields of various fragments formed by fission of 
235  238      239 U  , U   and Pu   by fission neutrons, neutrons with energies of 

14 MeV and neutrons from a thermonuclear explosion are presented in 
[12]. 

Each fragment formed undergoes an average of three ß decay events 
with various periods. Thus, the fission fragments include about 200 
radioactive, nuclei with half lives from fractions of a second to 
decades. Many of the decay events are accompanied by Y radiation. 

Since nuclei with various half lives participate in the radia- 
tion, the rate of decrease of Y activity of radiation with time does 
not follow a simple exponential rule. The effective half life 
increases as time passes, since the short-lived isotopes decay and 
only the longer-lived fragments remain. 

^n this estimated calculation, the aceummulation factor can be 
ignored, since its magnitude - 5. 
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The Y activity of fission products, i. e. the rate of emission 
of y radiation energy u(t), can be calculated for U235 and Pu239 at 
various moments in time following the explosion using the following 
formula [13]: 

u(() = A0r
v'   MeV/(sec-f). (1-13) 

The values of A. and Y0 for various time intervals are presented 

in Table 1.3. 

Table 1.3 

VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS IN INTERPOLATION FORMULA 
(1.13) FOR CALCULATION OF y  ACTIVITY OF FRAGMENTS 

AT VARIOUS TIMES FOLLOWING EXPLOSION 

Time Sectors for Which 
Formula is Applicable 

0.05 sec< t <1 sec 
1 sec < t <20 sec 
20 sec < t <10 min 
10 min <t <10 hr 
10 hr <t <100 hr 
100 hr <t < 1000 hr 
10 hr < t <100 hr 
100 hr <t< 1000 hr 
10 min <t <200 hr 
20 sec< t < 1000 hr 

Unit of A0 Y0 
Measurement 
of Time in 
Formula 

sec 0.4 0.27 
ii 0.4 0.72 
ii 0.95 1.01 
II 7.1 1.32 
II 5.9 1.31 
II 0.0276 0.89 

hr 1 .3-10-4 1.31 
II 1 .9-10-5 0.89 

sec 7.1 1.33 
n 2 1.20 

,235 
The short-lived Y radiation of the products of fission of U 

by thermal neutrons were studied in [14] from a few milliseconds to 
several seconds. Activities corresponding to decay times of 0.43 and 
1.52 sec were detected. 

Measurements performed by various authors with the fragments 
formed upon fission of uranium and plutonium by fast neutrons have 
shown that fragments with half-lives of less than one-tenth of one 
second are not present. 
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If we know u(t), we can calculate the energy radiated during the 
individual time intervals tj-t2: 

Wtttt = ]u(l)dt (1.14) 

or, expressing u(t) by an exponential rule: 

W/.i. 
A, 

Yo- '(/XT.-»     /,*'-
1)* (1.15) 

The energy radiated upon full decomposition of radioactive frag- 

ments is 

W -J'w dt = 8,4 
MeV 
f - (1.16) 

The energy of y  radiation at various moments in time following 
fission is presented on Figure 1.5. 

c 
O 
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Figure 1.5- Quantity of Energy of y 
Radiation of Fission Fragments at Various 
Moments in Time Following Fission 

The energy spectrum of the y  quanta of fission products consists 
of a large number of lines, the relationship between which changes 
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with time. The mean energy of the spectrum becomes lower, but signi- 
ficant softening occurs only during the first hour after fission. 
This is illustrated by Figure 1.6, based on data from [15-19]. 
Figure 1.7 shows the y radiation spectra of fragments constructed on 
the basis of data of [20] for various moments in time following fission. 
Since the volatile fission products are not of direct danger from the 
standpoint of formation of local radioactive fallout, the Y radiation 
which they cause is excluded from the total spectrum. 

In order to solve certain problems, it is necessary to know how 
the relative activity of ß and y radiation of fragments changes with 
time [17]. Figure 1.6 shows the change in relative 3 and y  activity 
with time, constructed according to the data of [16]. The spectral 
distribution of ß radiation of the mixture of fission products of 
235 

U   at various moments in time following an explosion [20] is shown 
on Figure 1.8. 

The Y radiation of an atomic explosion is not determined solely 
by the activity of the fission fragments. 

The reason for the development of short-period Y radiation 
during a nuclear explosion is the Y radiation developing upon inter- 
action of neutrons with the nuclei of the medium surrounding the 
explosion. One of the processes causing the appearance of Y radia- 
tion is inelastic scattering of fast neutrons in the materials of 
the bomb, in the air and in the earth. The duration of existence 
of this radiation in the shell of the bomb does not exceed the time 
required for the shell to burst, i. e. about 10"5 sec. In addition 
to inelastic scattering, fast neutrons may enter into the reaction 
(n, p) or (n, a) with the emission of Y radiation, and the reaction 
(n, Y)• The duration of this radiation corresponds approximately to 
the duration of radiation by inelastic scattering. 

The delayed neutrons are captured by nitrogen in the air or the 
earth, forming secondary Y radiation. The time of luminescence of 
this radiation is determined by the diffusion of neutrons in the air. 
Therefore, the Y radiation arising upon capture of moderated neutrons 
lasts for considerably longer than the radiation resulting from fast 
neutrons. 

14 
The life time of neutrons in air (relative to the reaction N 

1   A T 

(n, p)C under normal atmospheric conditions) is about 60-10 sec. 
Thus, 0.3 sec following the explosion, practically all neutrons have 
been captured and the capture Y radiation ceases to be emitted. 
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Following Fission 

Although the life time of neutrons in the soil is brief, the air 
with its greater life time of neutrons may be a source of neutrons 
for capture in the soil. However, capture radiation in the soil is 
less significant in the formation of short-period radiation than cap- 
ture radiation in the air. This results from the geometric factors 
determining the propagation of y  radiation in the soil, and the fact 
that the probability of capture of neutrons in the air is significantly 
higher than in the soil. 

A significant portion of the neutrons formed in an explosion 
(90% for a shell permeability of 0.1) leaves the weapon with a mean 
energy of less than 1 KeV [4]. The mean distance traveled by neutrons 
in air to absorption is 210 m. The absorption of neutrons in air 
occurs primarily on nitrogen nuclei by two reactions: 

N"(n,p)C" (0,,,= 1,710-« CM'); 

N"(n, V)N16 (an7 = 0(M0-« CM
1
). 

In the reaction N (n, p)C  with slow neutrons, y  radiation is 
not observed; consequently, the primary source of y  radiation upon 

14      15 
neutron capture in air is the reaction N (n, y)N 
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The life time of neutrons in air at normal atmospheric pressure, 
considering the total capture cross section, is 60 msec. Therefore, 
the neutron cloud at the center of the explosion, with a radius of 
about 250-300 m, will be a source of y  radiation for approximately 
60 msec. The neutrons leaving the cloud in the process of moderation 
are also sources of y  radiation, but since there are very few such 
neutrons, their contribution to the short-period radiation is slight. 

Since at the same time the neutrons leave the bomb a shock wave 
is formed with high density at its leading edge, the life time of the 
neutrons is significantly changed. The solution of the problem of a 
strong shock wave gives us the following approximation for the density 
of air p, at the leading edge of the shock wave [21]: 

Pb  _(y + l)P+ (Y —1) 

Po " (v-l)P + (Y + ^' (1-17) 

where p0 is the density of air under normal conditions; p is the 

pressure at the leading edge of the shock wave; y =  1.4 for air at 
normal temperature. For a very strong wave (p -*■ °°) where y  = 1.4, 
the maximum density of air in the shock front is 6. Since the air 
near the point of the blast is heated to very high temperatures, the 
value of Y ceases to be constant under these conditions. At tempera- 
tures around 101* degrees, a significant portion of the energy is 
attributable to oscillating levels, dissociation and ionization of 
molecules occur; therefore, the heat £apacity of the air_changes. 
Under these conditions, the value of y  may be 1.2. For y =  1.2, the 
maximum density of air in the shock front may be 11 times greater than 
the density of undisturbed air. 

Since the life time of a neutron in a medium is inversely pro- 
portional to its density, the minimum life time of a neutron in the 
shock wave decreases from 60 to 5.5 msec. However, we must consider 
that the total life time of a neutron t, is determined not only by 

the capture time t in the wave front, but also by the flight time tf. 

in the cavity of low density: 

where (1 - x) is the portion of neutrons reflected from the wave 
front into the cavity. Therefore, the minimum life time of a neutron 
in the leading edge of the shock wave exceeds 5.5 msec. 
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Thus, if short-period y  radiation with periods of less than 5.5 
msec exists, it cannot be explained as capture y  radiation.  It results 
from the radiation of isomers formed upon interaction of fast neutrons 
with materials in the structure of the weapon. The short-period y 
radiation from 5.5 to 20-30 msec may be partially caused by radiation 
of isomers and partially by capture of Maxwellian neutrons in the 
leading edge of the shock wave. The short-period y  radiation with a 
period of 30 msec or more results from capture of neutrons by nitrogen 
in the air. 

The cross section of the reaction N (n, y)N is 17 times less 
than the cross section of the reaction N14(n, p)C11+; therefore, only 
6% of all neutrons will create short-period y  radiation. 

According to the data of [22], each capture event liberates 10.82 
MeV of Y quantum energy. Thus, for each neutron absorbed in the air, 
0.64 MeV of y radiation energy is radiated. Since each fission event 
emits 1.5 (for U235) to 2 (for U239) free neutrons, if all neutrons are 
absorbed by nitrogen in the air, the y  radiation liberated is 0.96- 
1.28 MeV/fission. This quantity is near the energy of y  radiation of 
fragments (1.8 MeV/fission) emitted in the first 10 sec (the mean time 
of application of y  radiation from the radioactive cloud to objects on 
the ground). 

Since the time of capture radiation is less than the time of 
radiation of fragments, the dose rate of this short-period radiation 
will be significantly greater than the dose rate of the fragment y 
radiation. At the initial moment, the intensity of capture y  radiation 
is about 21.4 MeV/(fission-sec), whereas the intensity of fragment y 
radiation is 0.8 MeV/(fission-sec) [23]. Therefore, in the first 
moments following an atomic blast, the dose rate of capture y  radiation 
exceeds the dose rate of fragment y  radiation by over an order of mag- 
nitude. However, within a few tenths of a second, the primary contri- 
bution to the Y radiation is that of the fission fragments. Data on 
the spectrum of capture Y radiation are presented in [22]. 

Table 1.4 presents information on the energy and relative intensity 
of the capture radiation of nitrogen. 

As we can see, the hardness of the capture Y radiation is con- 
siderably greater than the hardness of the fragment radiation. The 
mean energy of capture radiation is 6 MeV, of fragment radiation --2 
MeV. As a result of capture of moderated neutrons, the upper layer 
of the earth (water) becomes itself a source of Y rays. Radiation from 
the earth occurs both at the moment of capture of neutrons, and; during 
subsequent decay of artificially radioactive neuclei. The total yield 
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of energy of capture y  radiation per absorbed neutron for all elements 
except hydrogen is about 8 MeV. During capture of a thermal neutron 
by a hydrogen atom, y  radiation is liberated with an energy of 2.23 
MeV. 

Table 1.4 

Y RADIATION SPECTRUM OF THE REACTION Nllf(n, y)N15 

Relative            Relative 
Energy of y  Quantum, Intensity, Energy of y   Intensity, 
MeV  %  Quantum,MeV %  

• 4,48 18,3 7,36 4,9 
5,29 30,5 8,28 2,4 
5,55 2,44 9,16 0,6 
6,32 1,22 10,82 6,1 
7,16 0,6 

The radiation- occurring upon capture of neutrons in soil is short- 
period radiation. The life time of neutrons in soil is about 0.5-10"3 

sec, i. e. significantly less than in air (=60'10~3 sec). However, 
the air is the source which delivers neutrons to the ground for capture. 
Therefore, the time during which capture of neutrons in the soil may 
occur, with emission of y  radiation, is equal to the time of existence 
of neutrons in the air, i. e. about 0.3 sec. 

Let us study the main characteristics of fragment y radiation 
resulting from activation of the soil by the neutrons of a nuclear 
explosion. 

According to the data of [4], only a small number of elements 
included in the composition of the soil play a significant role in the 
formation of y-active isotopes. During the first few minutes following 
bombardment, one such element is Al28(T1/2 =2.3 min). Its activity 

is almost one hundred times greater than the activity of all other 
isotopes. After a few hours have passed, the most significant activity 
is that of Na24 and Mn56. Between 20 and 200 hours, the activity of 
the bombarded soil is almost completely determined by the activity of 

Na ; therefore, during this interval, the effective period of decrease 
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24 
of soil activity corresponds to the half life of Na  (15 hours). 

After 200 hours have passed following the explosion, Fe  remains 
active (TJ/2 = 47 days). 

Later (t > 200 hr), the soil activity drops more slowly than 
calculations would indicate. This fact is apparently related to the 
presence of small quantities of dispersed elements in the earth. 
For example, cobalt, traces of which are always present in the earth, 
due to its large capture cross section and long half life (5.3 years), 
may significantly change the form of the curve for the interval of 
time during which short-period elements decay. 

The residual y  radiation in the region of a blast may also result 
from fission fragments which fall to the ground from the radioactive 
cloud. The quantity of fragments which fall out on the ground is 
determined to a great extent by the conditions of the explosion and may 
differ significantly for blasts of the same power performed under dif- 
ferent conditions:  on the surface or in the air. Therefore, the 
degree of participation of fission fragments and activated soil in the 
creation of the dose of residual y  radiation may change significantly. 
With blasts in the air, when the quantity of fission fragments falling 
out of the radioactive cloud is not great, the activated soil is the 
primary source of residual radiation. When a blast is performed at 
low altitude over the ground, the residual radiation is primarily 
created by fission fragments. 

The energy of y  radiation of fission fragments radiated between 
10 seconds (the approximate time of completion of y  radiation of the 
radioactive cloud to objects on the ground) up to infinity is 6.6 
•MeV/fission (see Figure 1.5). For activated soil, this quantity is 
0.48 MeV per neutron captured by the soil. If we base our calculations 
on the greatest possible y  radiation by the activated soil, i. e. 
the radiation produced by absorption of one-half of all neutrons in 
the soil, the energy radiated by the activated soil, ignoring self- 
absorption in the soil, is 0.48 MeV/fission when a plutonium bomb is 
exploded. Thus, even when a surface explosion occurs, the total 
quantity of energy radiated by the active soil is 14 times less than 
the energy of y  radiation of the fission fragments. 

Direct comparison of the possible significance of fission frag- 
ments and activated soil in the creation of the dose of residual 
radiation is difficult due to the different spatial distribution of 
radiation from activated soil and fission fragments. Whereas the 
activity of the soil decreases with increasing distance from the point 
of the blast approximately according to the same rules as the decrease 
in neutron flux, the spatial distribution of fission fragments follows 
quite different regularities. 
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First of all, the spatial distribution of fission fragments is 
very asymmetrical and is determined by the direction of the wind which 
carries away the fission products. If the particles which fall out_to 
the ground from the radioactive cloud form a thin layer of radioactive 
material, the soil is activated to a great depth — some tens of 
centimeters. Therefore, a great portion of the y  radiation of the soil 
is absorbed in the soil itself.  This decreases the significance of 
activated soil in the creation of residual y  radiation. The differing 
role of fragments and activated soil in the formation of residual 
radiation is also determined by the nature of the changes in intensity 
with time. 

It follows from [24] that during the first 10 hours the activity 
of fission fragments decreases more rapidly than the activity of the 
soil. After 50 hours, the induced activity decreases more rapidly 
than the fragment activity. From 10 to about 50 hours, the rule of 
change of fission fragment activity and soil activity is approximately 
the same. 

As we know, a significant portion of the fission fragments, even 
with surface blasts, falls out over tremendous areas [25]. If 1% of 
all fission fragments formed fall out over the region of the epicenter 
the residual radiation will be determined not by activated soil, but 
rather by fission fragmentsv 

Far from the epicenter with surface blasts the residual radiation 
is determined by induced activity. With a surface blast of a pure 
hydrogen bomb, an order off, magnitude more neutrons may be liberated 
per unit energy than when a fission bomb is exploded. Then we can 
expect that the energy of radiation of the activated earth will be 
on the same order of magnitude as the energy of radiation of fragments 
upon explosion of a fission bomb of the same power. 

We note in conclusion that the residual activity formed upon cap- 
ture of neutrons by the elements which compose the air is low m 
comparison to the activity of the fragments. For this reason, the _ 
products of activation of atmospheric air can be ignored in calculations. 
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CHAPTER 2.  THE FIELD OF NEUTRONS AND y  RADIATION OF A NUCLEAR BLAST 

§ 1. Propagation of y  Radiation of a Nuclear Blast 

At the moment of a blast, a near-point source of y  radiation 
appears in the form of the fission fragments, the activity of which 
g(t)/(MeV/sec) and the spectrum $(E ) of which are known. The y  quanta 

emitted upon fission are ignored, since, as we have demonstrated, they 
are significantly attenuated by the material of the weapon. The y  radia- 
tion emitted by the fission fragments following evaporation of the shell 
of the weapon acts on objects on the ground for several tens of seconds, 
until the radioactive cloud rises to a considerable height. The propa- 
gation of Y radiation occurs through a practically infinite air medium 
(the influence of the ground will not as yet be analyzed). 

Let us analyze briefly the case of propagation of y  radiation 
from a point source through a homogeneous infinite medium. Since this 
problem has spherical symmetry, the distribution of intensities and doses 
of Y radiation in space depends only on one spatial coordinate -- the 
distance from the source R. 

The intensity of radiation of a point isotropic source I(R) 
decreases with increasing R due to increasing distance from the source, 
and also due to interactions with the medium. In correspondence with 
this, for a monoenergetic source it will be: 

//m = M!LB(£0v, R) e~*°R  MeV/ (cm2.sec) , (2.1) 
4n/?2 

where yn is the attenuation factor of Y radiation in the air; B(EQ , R) 
U Y 

is the factor of accummulation of intensity, equal to the ratio of total 
radiation intensity to the portion related only to direct (non-scattered) 
radiation. Expression (2.1) was written for the intensity of Y radiation; 
however, it can be extended to cover all effects related to the action of 
quanta. 
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The dose rate P for the case of monoenergetic radiation is 
related to the intensity I by the relationship 

P  -:M,48.10"sn,(E,.v) r/sec, (2.2) 

where y (En ) is the absorption factor of the energy of y  radiation in 
Y air.      ' 

In the case of non-monoenergetic radiation, expression (2.2) 
is written as 

P=l,48-10-5J/(£ov)[ie(£ov)d£T r/sec.      (2.3) 

As Y radiation propagates through matter, it becomes non-monoenergetic, 
even if a source of monoenergetic radiation with Y quantum energy E_ is 

Y 
acting on the matter.  In this case, y (E ) is taken away from the inte- 

e Y 
gral sign: 

P== 1,48-10-sMEv)fJ^^/(Eov)«/Ev r/sec_    (2>4) 

Since over a broad range of quantum energies y depends little on E , 
e Y 

the factor of accummulation of dose power practically corresponds with 
the factor of accummulation of intensity; therefore ■ 

PdO- 1.4»-10- «">ME^(E,v.«)e_,,. r/sec.    (2.5) 

Determination of the coefficient B(E_ , R) is a problem in the theory of 
Y 

transfer of quanta or modeling experiments. 

As a result of model experiments, the authors of [1] suggested 
the following dependence for dose rate 

pm)==— rey  Qy)t>\ i    g    ' e//r/Sec, (2.6) '(/?) . 
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in which multiple scattering is considered by the dimensionless coeffi- 
cient a  and the effective length cf absorption of y  radiation energy 
under conditions of multiple scattering X ff. 

Expression (2.6) is formally equivalent to expression (2.5), 
suggested in [2], but in place of the accummulation factor B, which 
changes greatly with distance, and the free path length X = l/vQ, 

which is independent of distance, the quantities a  and X ~,., which 

change slightly with distance, are used.  In many cases, it_ is prefer- 
able to use formula (2.6). Table 2.1 shows the values of a and X £_ 

for air and two intervals of distances from the point isotropic source 
of Y radiation in the air [3]. 

In order to describe the dose rate of an atomic blast, we can 
express g(t) in formula (2.6) by the number of fission events and the 
activity of the fragments of one event u(t): 

£(/)-= 1,45-102Jgu(l)  MeV/sec.        (2.7) 

The coefficients a, X ~p, y (E ) depend on the energy of the 

quanta emitted by the fragments. In correspondence with the data pre- 
sented in § 3 of Chapter 1, we note that in the time interval of interest 
to us (several seconds following fission), the mean quantum energy is 
- 2 MeV. Substituting the numerical value of coefficient a taken in 
Table 2.1 for this energy into formula (2.6), as well as the value of 
X ff (exp.) and expressing R in meters, we produce 

p 9JW0W)r.s/255 r/sec>       (2#8) 

The source of fragment y  radiation following evaporation of the 
weapon is the radioactive cloud.  Its diameter may reach some hundreds 
of meters. We must therefore determine the extent to which the nature 
of the propagation of y  quanta from this volumetric source will corre- 
spond with the case just studied of a point source-in an infinite air 
medium. 

For further analysis, let us make the following assumptions: 
the fission fragments are evenly distributed throughout the entire 
volume of the cloud; attenuation of radiation within the volume of the 
radioactive cloud occurs just as it occurs outside its volume. 
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Table 2.1 

VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS a AND A ,, FOR CALCULATION OF 
err 

DOSE RATE OF POINT SOURCE OF y  RADIATION IN AIR 

a xeff»  m 
E -ReV v. 

„Inte rya L. of J> Is - . 
tances, m 

Interval_of Dis- 
tances, m 

400-1000 1000-2000 400-1000" 1ÖÖ0-2ÖÖO 

0,4 
0,6 
0,8 
1,0 
2,0 
4.0 
6.0 
8,0 

10,0 

9,00 
4,80 
3,70 
2,90 
1,80 
1,30 
1,18 
1,14 
1,10 

50,0 
18,4 
12,4 
8,90 
3,85 
1,90 
1,50 
1,30 
1,10 

105 
128 
146 
164 
230 
333 
409 
450 
482 

99 
108 
120 
134 
200 
295     ' 
372 
425 
458 

The power of the dose from a volumetric spherical y  source at 
any distance from the source can be calculated using the formula 

P-rj'^if'^efo r/ sec, (2.9) 

where r is the y  constant of the source; w(r) is the specific activity 
of the Y source; f(R'A) is the attenuation of the power in the medium 
as a result of absorption and scattering of the y  radiation. Integra- 
tion is performed with respect to the volume of the source. Looking at 
Figure 2.1, we note: 

dv = 2nydr—: 
dx 

sin p 
sinß = -^- 

so that 

dv — 2nr dr dx. 
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be 
The power of the dose from a spherical layer of the source will 

AP(/?) = 2nr j^ödra'x, (2.10) 

where 

/?'= W + (/? - xf = Vr* + RZ- 2Rx, 

Figure 2.1. Geometry for Calculation 
of Dose of Y Radiation from Radio- 
active Cloud of Nuclear Explosion 

After substituting this dependence into formula (2.9), we produce 

)dx +r 'Of)' 
J r*JrR*-2Rx 

radius rQ will be 
the power of the dose from the entire volume of a spherical source of 

P^2nYr[w{r)rdA      '<*'*>*     . 
J .)     r* + R*-2Rx (2.11) 
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Since we are interested not in the absolute value of dose power from a 
spherical y  source, but rather only its ratio to the power of the 
dose from a point source of the same activity, which is 

*0 

where 

Q==4nfw{r)r*dr, 
o 

it will be 

f(R'fl)dx 

Kt—T-- °'5- '-. ;       (2-12) 

R2     J o 

since w(r) * const 

"  f(R'ß)dx H- 2 + /?= — 2Rx 

The results of calculations using this formula for various 
sizes of radioactive cloud and various distances from the point of 
measurement to the center of the source (in values of R/A) are pre- 
sented in Table 2.2. 

We see from Table 2.2 that the dose power of fragment y  radia- 
tion from a spherical source with dimensions r»/X < 2 is equal to the 

dose power from a point source of the same activity, beginning at dis- 
tances determined by the boundary of the source. We note that the 
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dimensions of the source of fragment   y  radiation in all cases of 
practical importance are always less than 2r-/X. 

Table 2.2 

RELATIONSHIP OF DOSE POWERS FROM SPHERICAL RADIOACTIVE 
CLOUD AND POINT SOURCE OF SAME ACTIVITY 

Dimensions of Radioactive Cloud 

V* - 4 vx = -^ 2 ,„/>.==! v* = --0,5 ro/k - 0,25 

Rß Kf Rß. */ Rß Kl Rß «/ Rß Kf 

6 1.8 3 1;0 2 1,0 1,0 1,0 0,5 1,0 
4 2,6 2 1,2 1,0 1,0 0,5 1,0 0,25 1,0 
3 1,3 1,5 0,8 0,75 0,83 0,37 0,82 0,188 0,8  ] 
2 0,4 1,0 0,4 0,5 0,43 0,25 0,46 0,125 0,45 

Thus, using expression (2.8), we can find the dose power of 
fragment y  radiation at any distance from the center of the explosion. 
However, this solution plan for the problem is insufficient. The 
authors of [4] turned their attention to the fact that the absorption 
of Y radiation propagating from the center of an explosion should be 
sensitive to redistribution of air masses resulting from the passage 
of the shock wave. The shock wave forms a cavity in the air, in which 
there is no absorption of y  radiation. The size of the cavity increases 
with increasing explosion energy. Therefore, the dose of y  radiation 
at a given distance from the center of the explosion does not increase 
in proportion to the power as it increases, but rather more rapidly. 
The calculation of the transmission of y  radiation should take into 
consideration the actual distribution of air density created by the 
shock wave during the emission of the y  radiation. A plan for con- 
sidering the influence of the shock wave was presented in [4]. 

Let us study the distribution of the density of air in t'.e shock 
wave, which influences the propagation of y  radiation. 

In a strong shock wave propagating from the center of an explo- 
sion, all the air is concentrated practically in a narrow edge around 
the leading edge of the wave and moves away from the center. Thus, inside 
the spherical shock wave front an area is created with low air density, 
i. e. a cavity. 
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After the shock wave has passed and the initial air pressure has 
been restored, the area with low air density remains. The entropy in 
the shock wave increases [5, 6], the air does not return to its initial 
state, and remains heated after passage of the shock wave and restora- 
tion of the initial pressure. In the area where the shock wave was 
strong (i. e. the pressure at the leading edge was significantly greater 
than atmospheric pressure), the residual heating is great and causes 
glowing of the air. The fireball formed after an atomic explosion is 
the "wake" of the passing shock wave. The pressure in the fireball is 
equal to atmospheric pressure, while the density is low as a result of 
the high temperature of the air. As an example, Figure 2.2 shows the 
distribution of air density across the leading edge of a shock wave 
0.765 sec after the explosion of a nuclear weapon with a power of 300 Kt. 

We can see from Figure 2.2 that 0.765 sec after the explosion 
at a distance of 600 m from the center P./pQ «  1- The absorption of 

Y radiation in this area is negligible and it can be considered that 
there is a cavity inside the strong shock wave. The radius of the 
fireball r„ determines the maximum distance over which the shock wave 

fb 
which has passed was still strong. As time passes and the radius of 
the shock front increases, the pressure in the leading edge of the 
shock wave decreases, the shock wave becomes weak, the air partially 
returns to the central areas and atmospheric pressure is restored every- 
where with the exception of a slight peak at the shock wave. However, 
the temperature in the central area remains high, the air density 
remains low. 

1000 R,M 

Figure 2.2.  Distribution of Air 
Density in a Strong Shock Wave 
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Subsequently, the shock wave, propagating to an ever greater 
distance, is continually attenuated and degenerates to a sound wave. 
The shock wave phenomenon ends, but the air remains heated after it 
passes. Cooling of the air (and restoration of normal density) occurs 
by radiation and convection over an extended period of time, signi- 
ficantly greater than the time of emission of most of the y  radiation. 

The Y radiation passes through the cavity practically without 
absorption, its flux attenuating within the cavity in inverse propor- 
tion to the square of the distance from the center, as is the case for 
propagation of y  radiation in a vacuum. 

Consideration of the distribution of air density with a shock 
wave, which creates a heterogeneity in the medium surrounding the 
source, is performed by introducing the concept of the "optical 
thickness" for absorption of y  radiation. We know that if the absorp- 
tion of radiation occurs exponentially, the intensity of the radiation 

■ which has traveled distance R in a homogeneous medium with length of 
absorption X(R) is determined by the so-called optical thickness 

H 
R 
' dr 

0 

Correspondingly, the attenuation of radiation over path R is e °. 

The absorption of y  radiation differs somewhat from exponential 
absorption due to the presence of repeated scattering. However, within 
a certain interval of distances it can be represented in exponential 
form. This gives us reason to extend the concept of "optical thickness" 
to the case of absorption of y  radiation in a heterogeneous medium and 
to consider that the attenuation of intensity due to absorption is 

exp(-xQ) = exp 

R 

XeffCp0)p0 
5pdr 

J (2.14) 

where p« and p are the air density before and after arrival of the shock 

wave. 

In the undisturbed atmosphere, the optical thickness over path 
R is R/X ff. Suppose the radius of the leading edge of the strong shock 
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wave is R. . All air in the strong shock wave is practically concen- 

trated in a layer of thickness AR at the leading edge of the shock 
wave, where for AR << R (see Figure 2.2), the optical thickness is 

1  pAR C     A 1  pAA?  . 
*<0.(Po)Po 

For approximate estimation, it is assumed that within the interval of 
AR the density p = const. 

The value of the product AR( p/pn) can be found from the condi- 

tion that the mass of air at the edge of the shock wave near the surface 
with radius R. is equal to the mass of air which was formerly in the 

sphere of radius R, before the shock wave developed: 

p4n/?4, A/? = po — nR$; 

A*f = -ir- Po 3 

Substituting this expression into formula (2.15), we find 

When there is no strong shock wave, the optical thickness is 
R/X __. Thus, the redistribution of the mass of air in a strong shock 

err 
wave causes the optical thickness along path R to decrease by two- 
thirds R/X ff. Absorption of y  radiat 

as if it contained a cavity of radius L 

thirds R/X ff. Absorption of y  radiation within the shock wave occurs 

L-Ä-Ü*«. (2.16) 
Po *■    J 

In the case of a strong shock wave 
_2 

3 
L==V/?*- (2-17) 
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Absorption of y radiation occurs outside the cavity in layer AR of 
dense air at the leading edge of the wave: 

AK~   3 p • (2.18) 

Thus, at distance R from the center of the explosion (R > L), the 
optical thickness is (R - L)/X __. The decrease in flux will be pro- 

portional to 

exp[-(/?--L)/'Xrff], 

whereas without the shock wave the intensity would be proportional to 
exp (- RAeff). 

Thus, the strong shock wave causes the intensity of radiation 
to be determined by formula (2.10), in which the exponent contains 
R - L rather than R. 

Coefficient a remains practically unchanged in this case: 

P(t,R) = - c{  0vM   e *"e    .      (2.19) 

In the idealized case which we have studied, when the distribution 
of densities in the leading edge of the shock wave corresponds to that 
shown on Figure 2.2 by the dotted line, the radius of the cavity is 
equal to two-thirds the radius of the leading edge of the shock wave 
(2.17). With the actual distribution of densities in the shock wave, 
the effective radius of the cavity 

By the effective radius of the cavity we shall mean the radius of an 
idealized cavity formed as a result of expulsion of air from the space 
around the source. 

The effective radius of the cavity can be determined on the 
basis of the assumption that the density of the air at the leading edge 
of the shock wave can be described by the dependence [3] 

P(0" *(-£-)"• (2.20) 
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which is correct only for a strong shock wave. In this expression, 
1 is the distance from the leading edge of the shock wave back toward 
the source. 

The exponent n depends on the value of p and is determined by 

calculating the quantity of air in the shock wave. 

Before formation of the shock wave, the quantity of air contained 
in a volume of radius R, was 4/3(TTR|PQ) . Thus, 

4  ,    7* (2.21) 
-J-^PO=-=4JT  p(/)/2d/. 

Substituting expression (2.20) in the integral in place of p(l), we 
find that 

,  P* C3   4   D3 

from which 

—(£-•)■ (2.22) 

On the basis of these assumptions, we can calculate the actual 
optical thickness. Let us study two possible cases of placement of 
the source relative to the center of the explosion: 1) the detector 
is located within the shock wave (R < R.); 2) the detector is located 

<p 

outside the shock wave  (R > R.). 

In the first case 

x0^Vtff\-^dR = Vic(f 1-R + R + j-^pdR 
(2.23) 

where 

*«fF=#-| -%-dR. (2.24) 
J   Po 
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Substituting expression (2.20) for p in formula (2.24) and performing 
integration, we produce 

-e# R TT /R \  u ' po (R\ 
3pft   \ R&J 

Po 

(2.25) 

Substituting formula  (2.25)   into expression  (2.19), we produce 

Leff 
_ 1,48- IP"5 K (£0T) g (/) cc c ^ c-/;/W 

■   ' 4n/?a 

(2.26) 

In the second case (R > R,), when where R^ >  R., p/pQ 

*o-fV* f -Z-dR- He« f JL^ + f^ . <**- 

r*  n 
= -fW\ -£-<*/?+ lW?-tf*] = Hetf£- 

J  Po 

1, 

Me// ( R* - \ ~ dR 1 = Vcff % ~~ ^-f L*^> 

(2.27) 

where 

?* 
.)  Po 

(2.27) 

Substituting expression (2.20) into (2.27) and performing 
integration, we produce            - 

P* 

L^ff— R$ 
2-r--2 Po 

P* 
3—-2 

Po 
(2.28) 
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Let us substitute formula (2.27) into expression (2.19); we 
produce a formula identical to expression (2.26), which covers both 
cases of placement of the detector relative to the shock wave. The 
difference lies in the expressions for L ff of (2.24) and (2.27), 

which differ in that (2.24) includes R in place of Rx . 

Thus, the distribution of air density caused by the shock wave 
increases the dose power by exp (y ~~L f_) times. The factor showing 

the' number of times by which the dose power when there is a shock wave 
exceeds the dose power at the same moment in time but without a shock 
wave is called the dose power cavity factor K . In formula (2.26), 

the value of the cavity factor is approximated by the expression 

Arp = e>WW-'>. (2.29) 

Considering this, let us place K into the initial formula (2.8): 

P".*>"9,32"ii;T'("e-'"'" r/—        <2-3°> 
The dependence of L __ on t and q can be expressed using R and 

P./PQ> the values of which depend on the energy of the explosion and 

the time which has passed since the explosion. With a very strong shock 
wave, the following limiting expressions are produced for L _-:  1) 

L -£ = R, when R < R and, consequently, the effective radius of the 

cavity is independent of time; 2) L _~ = — R , when R > R . 

The precise value of L ^f(t) can be calculated on the basis of 
the expression 

LdtW^aWkVq , 
(2.31) 

where k = 100, and the dose power is expressed in kilotons. The depen- 
dence of a(t) for explosions of various powers is shown on Figure 2.3. 

It should be noted that in determining the dimensions of the 
cavity we can use the rule of similarity of shock waves. If the values 
of R . and p are known with explosion of a weapon of power q1, the same 
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values of p are produced when a weapon of power q^ is exploded, but 

at a different moment in time t2 and at a different distance, namely 

at moment 

'-'■ft 
and at distance 

K*! = **xft 

1   2 3  l  5 6 7  8 9 ti       t, sec 

Figure 2.3- Size of Air Cavity 
as a Function of Time for Explosions 
of Various Powers: 20 Kt (curve l); 
200 Kt (curve 2); 2000 Kt (curve 3) 

The values of R, and consequently of L -f depend also on the 

conditions of the explosion. With a surface explosion, R, is greater 

than with an atmospheric explosion of the same power. This occurs due 
to the fact that with a surface explosion that portion of the explo- 
sive energy which would have been transmitted into the lower half space, 
i. e. half the explosive energy, remains in the upper half space, thus 
creating twice the energy density which would be created by an air blast. 
Therefore, the parameters of the shock wave with a surface blast are the 
same as would obtain with an air blast of twice the energy. In partic- 
ular, in comparing air and surface explosions, the energy should be 
doubled for the surface explosion. 
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§ 2. Dose Power of y  Radiation With a Nuclear Explosion1 

If there were no shock wave, the dose of fragment y  radiation 
from an atomic explosion would decrease monotonically with the passage 
of time, in proportion to the decreasing activity of fission fragments, 
and also as a result of the rise of the radioactive cloud. However, 
due to the formation and growth of the cavity, the absorption of y 
radiation decreases with the passage of time, and after the shock wave 
passes the point of measurement, this point is inside the cavity, and 
the Y quanta are practically unattenuated. In other words, the dose 
rate of fragment radiation as a function of time is defined by the 

product of two factors: u(t)e e" e    , one of which (the activity 
of the fragments) decreases, while the other (the dose power cavity 
factor) at first increases due to the growth of the cavity, then 
decreases to unity as the disturbed atmosphere returns to its normal 
state. 

Due to the simultaneous influence of these two factors, the 
dose power of fragment y  radiation passes through a minimum and a 
maximum. 

Let us determine the dose power of capture y  radiation. The 
life time of neutrons in air with normal density, considering the 
total capture cross section, is T = 60 msec. Therefore, the neutron 
cloud around the explosion (R = 250-300 m) will be a source of y  radia- 
tion, the intensity of which is determined by the value of T. 

As concerns the dimensions of the source of capture y  radiation, 
calculations similar to those presented above for fragment y  radiation 
indicate that the factor, considering the influence of the finite 
dimensions of the cloud of Maxwellian neutrons on the formation of 
the dose of capture y  radiation during a nuclear explosion, can be 
written as follows: 

^is book will not analyze capture y  radiation formed by absorp- 
tion of neutrons by the earth, since its contribution at great distances 
and high altitudes of explosion is relatively slight. At slight dis- 
tances from the explosion (several times the neutron mean free path 
length), capture Y radiation from the earth should be considered. It 
can be calculated in the same manner as the radiation scattered from 
the earth, using the "albedo" of capture Y radiation (see Engineering 
Compendium on Radiation Shielding, edited by Jaeger R. G. et al., Vol. 
1, Springer-Verlag, Berlin-Heidelberg-New York, 1968, p. 33; Goryachev, 
I. V. et al., Report 56 at CEMA Symposium "Problems of Shielding From 
Penetrating Radiation of Reactors," Melekess, 21-26 April, 1969). 
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f(R'lk)dx 
.)      r   J rt-\-R* — 2Rx 

Factor K is equal to the ratio of dose power at distance R from the 

center of a volumetric source of radius R to the dose power at the 

same distance from a point source of equivalent activity. 

This expression was produced by substituting the function w(r) = 

e~r'X°, describing the spatial distribution of sources of capture y 
radiation (XQ is the effective length of attenuation of neutrons in 

the cloud) into formula (2.12). Calculations of coefficient K, using 

this expression have shown that the source of capture y  radiation can 
be considered appoint source where R'A 1 0.1, i. e. at practically 
all distances from the center of the explosion. 

This indicates that we can determine the dose power of capture 
Y radiation by using formula (2.19). For capture y radiation it will 
be as follows: 

l,48-10-5^sv^(£0v)anTe * ^ 
P{R)~ *(a.T + M (2.33) 

X'"-&('-P-~ W [r/sec], 

where N = 3-1023 is the number of neutrons formed upon explosion of a 
weapon with a power of 1 Kt; q is the power of the explosion, Kt; e = 

10.75 MeV is the energy liberated upon capture of one neutron by a 
nitrogen nucleus; a is the permeability of the shell; A is the portion 
of capture y  radiation resulting from the reaction of capture of neutrons 
by atmospheric nitrogen (according to [7], A = 0.9); t,  is the share of 
neutrons from the cloud absorbed by the soil; with an air blast t,  = 0, 

-24  2 
with a surface blast, ? = 0.5; a    = 0.1-10   cm is the cross section 

14      1 c;   n^       -24  2 
of the reaction N (n, y)N ; a      =1.7-10   cm is the cross section 

14      14 of the reaction N (n, p)C 
np 
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At the initial moment of the explosion, the size of the cavity 
is not great. Since the dose power is defined at distances which are 
large in comparison with the dimensions of the area in which capture 
of Maxwellian neutrons occurs, we can assume without great error that 

H-LeU(t) 

*Hf a     '*4f 

If we substitute into equation (2.33) the numerical values of the 
quantities included in it, for an air blast (? = 0) with a permea- 
bility of the shell of 0.1, the dose power will be 

«P-*'W m ,^5,4.10»,« e  "VTÖ62 r/sec. (2>34) 
R 

If we consider the cavity effect, q in this equation must be replaced 
by qi•° 5. 

Figure 2.4 shows graphically the dependence of dose power on 
time which has passed since the moment of the explosion. The unit of 
power used is the dose power of fragment radiation at the first moment 
following the explosion. 

The moment of the maximum of dose power depends on the distance 
and power of the explosion. At short distances, where the shock wave 
is strong, the maximum occurs earlier than at longer distances, namely 
occurring when the strong shock wave has passed the point of the detec- 
tor. 

At long distances, the power maximum may occur before passage 
of the shock wave through the point in question. As the power of the 
explosion increases, the maximum occurs later (ignoring short distances) 

It should be noted that the ratio of ordinates of curves 2 and 3 
on Figure 2.4 is equal to the dose power cavity factor K . 

The dependences of dose power on time shown on Figure 2.4 were 
calculated without considering the rise of the cloud following the 
nuclear explosion, which causes an increase in distance from the source 
to the detector and, consequently, a decrease in L ,,- which, in turn, 

err ' 
should lead to a decrease in the maximum in the area of greater time 
since the moment of the explosion and more rapid decrease in P(t) than 
that shown on Figure 2.4. 
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Figure Z.k.    Dose Power of y  Radia- 
tion as a Function of Time Since 
Moment of Explosion of Nuclear Weapon 
With Power of: a, q = 2 Kt, R = 500 m; 
b, q = 20 Kt, R = 750 m; c, q = 20 Kt, 
R = 1500 m; 1, dose power of capture 
Y radiation from atmospheric nitrogen; 
2, dose power of fragment y radiation; 
3, change in activity of fragments with 
time. Solid line shows total dose power. 

Considering the rise of the radioactive cloud, the total dose 
power of Y radiation can be calculated using the formula 

R-L. f-V U) 

P(t, /?) = s,i2-inB(/)ae     ictf  /A_Y.e  Wr + 

+ 5,4.10V-05« e-7</W c--„4 
/?2 

0ti2 

Aft 

(2.35) 

Here R is the distance from the center of the cloud at moment in time 

t; AR is the increment in the distance to the center of the cloud 
following its rise: AR = R - R. 

The distance to the center of the cloud at moment in time t can 
be found on the basis of the rise rate of the radioactive cloud, which 
was determined in [7]:  .._.., 

Rt = V(R*-H*) + {H+ my, 
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where H is the height of the explosion over the surface of the earth; 
R is the distance to the center of the explosion.  It should be noted 
that although the prompt y  radiation amounts to only about 1% of the 
total dose of y  radiation of an atomic blast, still due to the extremely- 
brief time of its application it can provide a sharp burst of y  radia- 
tion.  It was noted above that the time of radiation of y  quanta during 
fission is approximately (0.5-2.5)-10"9 sec, with 7.8 MeV liberated for 
each fission event. Considering the thousandfold attenuation in the 
materials of the weapon, the dose power of y  radiation still exceeds 
the dose power of fragment and capture y  radiation by several orders 
of magnitude. 

§•3. Calculation of y  Radiation Doses 

If we know the dose rate of fragment y  radiation (2.19), we can 
calculate the integral dose at a given distance from the center of 
the blast: 

D-\    Pdt = - ^-^ X 
.) 4nR*\0* 

fu< X\ «(0e W dt, 

where 

Nu(t)^g(()  MeV/sec, 

p is the electron conversion factor; t ,.,. is the effective time during 

which the effect of y  radiation must be considered (due to radioactive 
decay of fragments and the rise of the cloud, the intensity of y 
radiation drops rapidly), which is taken as 10 sec. 

The integral included in expression (2.36) can be represented 
as 

W, 
(2.37) 
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where 

H?= J u(/)d/r-2,05 MeV/fission 
o 

j ,*>  ^"J)Stituting the numerical values of coefficients into (2.36) and (2.37), we procjuce ' 

Z)=2.10»//X^e-
;?A^ , 

/?»      * (2.38) 

An estimate of L, the mean value of the cavity factor over the entire 
time of emission of_quanta, can be made under the following assumptions: 
it is assumed that L is similar to the final radius of the fireball 
*• ~ rfW •    Thls approximation is more precise, the less the time 

required for formation of the final dimensions of the cavity in compari- 
son with the time of emission of Y quanta (since the expression with L - 
r^ is eliminated from the integral with respect to time as a constant 

quantity), i. e. it is more precise, the less the power of the explosion. 

This approximation is clearly inaccurate for high power explosions, 
since a large portion of the Y radiation is liberated before the moment 
when the fireball reaches its final size, i. e. with a high power explo- 
sion L < r _ . o r     F 

fb 

The  final radius of the fireball can be estimated on the basis 
of the energy which it contains. It follows from the theory presented 
in [5J that the energy of the heated air is about 50% of the enerev of 
the explosion. Then 

— Ji/^e=0,5<7; 

z""^if^- (2-39) 

where e is the energy per unit volume of the fireball. 

.If.we ignore the increase in heat capacity with temperature and 
dissociation of air molecules, the energy of 1 g of air will be 

5R(T-T„)  ^035(r_T) 
28,8       v    "'    cal/g. 
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Ij&tuirUitL tUf valijfc of T,. In comparison with T,  wc produce 

e=PoO,35^M>- ^-0,357-« 1,23-10"»Pa cal/cm\ (2.40) 

where p„ is the pressure of the air before the explosion; T„ and T 

are the temperatures of the air before and after the explosion; p~, 

T„ and p0 are the density, temperature and pressure of the air under 

normal conditions. 

Substituting the value of E into formula (2.39), we produce 

1=100^ M. (2.41) 

Substituting expression (2.41) into formula (2.38), we can write 

loo 3rr 

c ,w*y».-'»'" (2.42) 

For the case when p.. =  1 atm,   T„ = 298°  K,   X   ~~ is 255 m. rH H eff 

D        2.1Q.,eM^e-^^        2-10^-,0°-17^ c_R/2s (2.43) 
R* R* 

In expressions (2.38), (2.42) and (2.43), the factor 

exp (Z/im)=exp (jm^JK.) 

which shows the number of times by which the dose is increased due 
to the effect of the shock wave, is specific. This factor is called 
the dose cavity factor K,. In formula (2.43), the dose cavity factor 

is 3  

^=e      * (2.44) 
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Expression (2.43) is related to points lying outside the fireball, 
i. e. outside the cavity. Within the cavity, the absorption of y 
radiation is zero and the dose changes in inverse proportion to the 
square of the distance from the center of the explosion. 

The use of the quantity r_ as the meai radius of the cavity 

L in calculations produces approximate results, suitable only for the 
explosion of low-power weapons. 

In the case of high explosion power, we cannot expect satis- 
factory accuracy of calculation results using formula (2.43), since 
L is clearly less than r-, . Furthermore, with increasing energy of 

the explosion, L  should increase more slowly than -  /~q~. With power- 
ful explosions, the shock wave is strong throughout the time of 
emission of most of the y radiation. According to the theory presented 
in [7], the radius of the leading edge of the strong shock wave at 

each moment in time is approximately_proportional to /~q; therefore, 
it must be considered that actually L increases approximately as 

H 
Detailed analysis of the problem of doses leads to numerical 

values which can be described by various interpolation formulas. For 
example, the formula suggested in [3]: 

is written in a form corresponding to the physical representation of 
the action of a shock wave. 

We can also use a simpler expression: 

-Rpo/300 

D= 1,4-10^(1 +0,27«.«)-^—tPl- (2>46) 

With a surface blast, the radius of the cavity is greater, 
corresponding to the radius of a cavity with an air blast of twice 
the power. Therefore, the dose with a surface blast is higher than 
with an air blast of a bomb of the same power: 

e-Rp„/300 

D = 2,8-109<7(l + °.V'65)-«r-lPl- (2.47) 
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The doubled volume of the cavity with a surface blast in compari- 
son to an air blast is retained only during the time of emission of 
Y radiation, since the hemispherical area of heated air separates from 
the ground and becomes spherical as time passes. 

However, we can calculate the dose with a surface blast using 
formula (2.47) with sufficient approximate accuracy. 

Figure 2.5 shows the values of doses at various distances from 
the epicentr of the explosion at Hiroshima [8]. From the figure we 
can see that there is a hard component in the y  radiation spectrum: 
the slope of the curve log DR2 = f(R) decreases with increasing dis- 
tance. In the 600-1600 m distance interval, X ~ = 282 m, in the 

eff 
2000-2600 m interval, X ff = 393 m. This last value of X ff corresponds 

to a mean y  radiation energy = 6 MeV. The effect of capture y  radia- 
tion predominates over this sector. 

The dose of the hard component, according to Figure 2.5, can be 
expressed by the empirical formula 

Dh - '.-"»r"' W. C2.48) 

Let us estimate the dose of the hard component, assuming that it 
is formed only by capture radiation. 

The dose of capture y  radiation can be found by integrating 
expression (2.33) or (2.34) with respect to time 

0 

Integrating, we produce 

Since the main)portion of capture radiation should be radiated within 
0.1 sec, when the radius of the shock wave is still small, the cavity 
factor is not considered. Substituting the values of quantities in 
(2.50): 
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N =  1.45-1023 q  (for-e = 1 MeV/fission 

<x-= 1,4 1000 .« < R < 2000 JM 

fi,(£ov)=l,9-10-5 OK-'   (for Eo    = 6 MeV)' 
Y 

we produce: 

Dh_ 4,55,o^ [pl 

(2.51) 

500 1000        1500 2000 
R,M 

2500       3000 

Figure 2.5. Spatial Distribution of 
Doses of Y Radiation During Explosion 
of Atomic Bomb at Hiroshima: 

e, experimental data; 1, \  = 252 m; 2, 
\  = 282 m; 3, A = 393 m 

As we can see, the calculated estimate agrees satisfactorily with 
empirical formula (2.49). This confirms our assumption that the hard 
component of y  radiation observed in practice results from the capture 
of neutrons by nitrogen in the air. 

The influence of the cavity on the dose of the hard component 
can be felt during strong explosions. It is always significantly less 
than the infMence of the cavity on the dose of the fragment component, 
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first of all because the hard component is radiated over a short period 
of time, when the cavity is small, and secondly because the influence 
of the cavity decreases with increasing hardness of the radiation, i. e. 
with increasing X __. 

In the case of hydrogen bombs, the number of fragments is deter- 
mined not by the entire energy of the explosion, but only by the portion 
involving the fission reaction, but the size of the cavity is determined 
by the entire energy of the explosion. Therefore, in the case of a 
thermonuclear explosion, the total power of the explosion is included 
only in the expression for the cavity factor. 

In certain cases, there may be interest in the dependence of 
the accummulated y  radiation dose on time. Figure 2.6, based on data 
from [3], shows the rate of accummulation of the dose upon explosion 
of nuclear weapons of various powers. 
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Figure 2.6. Rate of y  Radiation Dose 
Accummulation Upon Explosion of Nuclear 
Weapons With Powers of:  a, q = 2 Kt; b, 
q = 200 Kt; c, q = 20,000 Kt. 
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We can see from the figure that the more powerful the explosion, 
the longer the dose continues to accummulate, since the cavity created 
by the shock wave continues to grow for a longer period of time. 

The greater the distance, the more rapidly the dose accummulates, 
since the role of capture radiation increases. 

§ k.    Spatial Distribution of Neutrons of Nuclear Explosion 

The neutrons leaving the shell of the weapon interact with the 
nuclei of the surrounding medium: they are scattered, moderated and 
absorbed at various distances from the point of the explosion. 

Let us first study the distribution of slow neutrons. The 
spatial distribution of slow neutrons is determined by the process 
of moderation and diffusion of neutrons in air. During the very first 
stage of the explosion, the temperature of the material of the bomb is 
about 107° K, corresponding to an energy of about 103 eV, to which 
energy level the neutrons are absorbed as they achieve thermal equi- 
librium with the material. The neutrons subsequently cool together 
with the material of the shell. A few microseconds after the explosion, 
the temperature of the shell can be estimated as some hundreds of thou- 
sands or millions of degrees. Therefore, considering the lower tempera- 
tures in the outer layers of the shell, it is probably correct to con- 
sider its temperature as approximately 5-105-106° K as the neutrons 
fly outward, corresponding to a neutron energy of 50-100 eV. Thus, it 
can be considered that the energy of Maxwellian neutrons at the beginning 
of diffusion is some tens of electron volts. 

One of the characteristics of air as a moderating medium is that 
the probability of absorption of low energy neutrons in air is high 
due to the high capture cross section of atmospheric nitrogen. There- 
fore, a neutron upon moderation has a high probability of being captured 
before it is moderated to thermal velocities.  It can be considered 
approximately that a neutron in air is moderated on the average to an 
energy of about 0.2 eV and is captured at this energy by nitrogen [7]. 

Figure 2.7 shows the dependence of the flux of slow neutrons 
on the distance to the center of an explosion performed at high alti- 
tude, when the diffusion of neutrons occurs in air and the perturbing 
influence of the earth can be ignored [7]. As we can see from Figure 
2.7, at distances less than 500 m,the flux of slow neutrons forming a 
cloud around the center of the explosion is determined primarily by 
neutrons leaving the shell as Maxwellian neutrons. At distances of 
greater than 500 m, the contribution of Maxwellian neutrons can be 
ignored. In thisaarea the spatial distribution of slow neutrons is 
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determined by neutrons leaving the shell during the process of modera- 
tion, while at great distances the primary contribution is that of 
neutrons having high initial energies. This flux of slow neutrons 
$_(R) at distances of greater than 500 m is described rather well by 

the exponential formula 

0T(S) = Ce-«/>, (252) 

where C is a constant, X =  135 m is the relaxation length. This fact 
is determined by the fact that the value of *T(R), as was shown in 

[7], is the sum of Gaussian distributions created by various sectors 
of the initial neutron spectrum. At distances of less than 400-500 
m, the neutron flux is determined by Maxwellian neutrons alone, since 
in this range of distances the distribution is near Gaussian. 

Therefore, with any value of permeability of the shell of the 
weapon, the curve characterizing the distribution of slow neutron flux 
for distances greater than 500 m will be approximately described by 
formula (2.52), with the single difference that constant C changes 
for a weapon of the same power. At short distances, the more or less 
rapid rise in neutron flux will be determined by the permeability of 
the shell. 

If an explosion is performed at the surface of the ground or at 
a slight altitude over the ground, the ground may have a significant 
perturbing influence on the distribution of neutrons near its surface. 

Figure 2.7 shows the distribution of the flux of slow neutrons 
in air at various distances from the center of a surface blast with a 
power of 20 Kt, calculated [7] considering the influence of the ground; 
the permeability of the shell is assumed equal to 0.1. As we can see, 
consideration of the influence of the ground in the solution of the 
problem of diffusion of neutrons in the air did not cause significant 
distortion of the distribution function of the slow neutron flux at 
distances R > 100 m. Near the point of the explosion at R < 100 m, 
the influence of the ground causes a significant increase in the flux 
of slow neutrons in comparison with diffusion in air. This is explained 
by the fact that the presence of the denser medium increases the concen- 
tration of slow neutrons, whereas in the air these neutrons would propa- 
gate to greater distances. 
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Figure 2.7. Spatial Distribution of 
Slow Neutrons With a Nuclear Explosion: 
1, total flux of slow neutrons, explosion 
on surface of the earth; 2, total flux of 
slow neutrons, explosion in the air; 3, 
flux of slow neutrons generated by neutrons 
with energies over Maxwellian; k,   flux of 
slow neutrons generated by fast neutrons in 
thermonuclear explosion 

At great distances, the earth acts as a neutron sink, as a result 
of which the flux of neutrons changes in comparison with the flux in 
an infinite air medium. At distances exceeding 150-200 m, the disturbing 
influence of the earth on the propagation of slow neutrons is slight, 
and therefore without great error we can use the results of calculation 
for an infinite air medium. 
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The numerical value of the preexponential term in formula (2.52) 
can be determined from Figure 2.7, which yields 

<&T(/?) = 2,81-101Ve""R/13r> neutrons/cm2(R > 500 m) ,        (2.53) 

where a is the permeability factor of the shell. 

2 
The fact thai: formula (2.53) does nor contain the term 1/R has 

no physical sense. It would be equally correct to use the term 1/R or 

1/R . Then the value of the attenuation distance would not be 135 m. 

The flux of slow neutrons for distances less than 500 m can be 
represented by the formula 

OT(#) = 3,74-1014<7(l-fl)e 
3-,0\ (2.54) 

We should also discuss the problem of the spatial distribution 
of slow neutrons formed as a result of moderation and diffusion of delayed 
neutrons in the air. Figure 2.8 shows the distributer of slow (0.2 eV) 
neutrons, generated by delayed neutrons from a nuclear explosion with a 
maximum cavity radius of r^ and considering the rise of the fireball. 

The data were produced by calculation [7] for an explosion of 1 Kt. In 
order to determine the flux of slow neutrons at a given distance from 
the explosion of a weapon of q Kt power, the value of $T(R), determined 

from the graph of Figure 2.8 must be multiplied by the explosion power 

q, in correspondence with the calculated value of L = 100 /~q for the 
weapon in question. 

Let us see what fluxes of slow delayed neutrons are possible 
with explosions of various powers. For example, for q = 400 Kt (L = 
800 m) with a shell permeability of 0.1, at a range of 1000 m the flux 
of slow neutrons generated by prompt fission neutrons, in correspondence 
with equation (2.54), is 2.7-1011 neutrons/cm2. With this same power 
level of the explosion, the flux of slow delayed neutrons is also about 

2.7-1011 neutrons/cm2. In other words, at q = 400 Kt and R = 1000 m, 
the share of slow delayed neutrons is half the total quantity of slow 
neutrons at this range. With increasing explosion power, the percentage 
of delayed neutrons may be even higher. As a result of the effect of the 
shock wave, the relative quantity of delayed neutrons increases, but not 
in proportion to the explosion power. 
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With a thermonuclear blast, most of the neutrons leaving the weapon 
have high energy. Still, at distances of over 600-700 m, these neutrons 
form a field of slow neutrons. Figure 2.7 (curve 4) shows the spatial 
distribution of the flux of slow neutrons (E^ < 0.625 eV) in an infinite n 
air medium upon explosion of a thermonuclear weapon [9] 
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Figure 2.8.  Dependence of Flux of Slow 
Neutrons Generated by Moderation of Delayed 
Neutrons in Air on Distance to Center of 
Explosion Considering Ascent_of Cloud and 
Maximum Cavity Radius LQ = L. 

The spectrum of neutrons of the source was assumed to consist 
17% of fission neutrons with energies over 0.4 MeV and 83% of neutrons, 
evenly distributed in the interval from 12 to 16 MeV. The authors of 
this work believe that this spectrum of the source is characteristic 
for thermonuclear explosions, although the exclusion of neutrons with 
energies of below 0.4 MeV from the calculation results in a reduction 
in the number of slow neutrons in the near zone. We must note that the 
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spatial distribution of slow neutrons is insensitive to changes in the 
initial spectrum of neutrons over a rather broad range. 

The neutrons leaving the shell of the weapon during the process 
of moderation have energies of from 100 eV to several MeV. Before the 
neutrons are moderated, they may travel a considerable distance in the 
air, the mean value of which is related to the energy of the neutrons 
leaving the shell. Thus, there are both slow and fast neutrons in the 

region of the blast. 

Figure 2.9 shows the results of calculation of the spatial dis- 
tribution of neutrons of point isotropic sources with various initial 
radiation spectra in an infinite air medium by the Monte Carlo method. 
The initial neutron energy used in the calculations correspond to the 
fission spectrum [10], to a source of monoenergetic neutrons with an 
energy of 14 MeV [10], and to the spectrum of neutrons from a thermo- 
nuclear blast [9]. In all cases, the results were normalized for a 
source with a power corresponding to one neutron/sec. 
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Figure 2.9. Spatial Distribution of Neutrons of 
Point Isotropic Source in Infinite Air Medium:  1, 
fission source.  Flux and dose calculated for neutrons 
with En > 0.1 MeV; 2, source of neutrons with initial 
energy l^MeV.  Flux and dose calculated for neutrons 
with En >_0.1 MeV; 3, source of neutrons with spectrum 
modeling thermonuclear explosion.  Flux and dose of 
neutrons calculated for neutrons with En >_ 0.5 MeV. 
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When there is a division boundary between two media — earth 
and air — its perturbing influence cannot be ignored. Detailed inves- 
tigation of the influence of the earth on the spatial distribution of 
the dose or flux of neutrons during a nuclear blast was performed in 
[11]. The method of calculation suggested in this work consists of 
determining the influence of the earth ondthe distribution of the first 
collisions of neutrons with air nuclei near the source and last colli- 
sions near the detector. It is based on the assumption that the 
number of multipliscattered neutrons striking the detector from long 
distances is in the first approximation directly proportional to the 
number of first collisions of neutrons with nuclei of air near the 
source and last collisions near the detector. 

Figure 2.10. Geometry for Calculation of 
Bfstributfon of Radiation With Air-Ground 
Division Boundary 

Lit tis analyze a point isotropic source of neutrons of unit 
power, located at height H over the surface of the earth (Figure 

2.10). The number of first scattering events which occur per unit volume 
of air dv will be 

dN Sse 
-S/Vx'+V 

4JI {x* + y*) 
dv, (2.55) 

where Z is the macroscopic cross section of scattering of fast neutrons 

in air; I    is the total cross section of the interaction of neutrons with 

air; dv = xdxdyd<}>. 
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For fast neutrons, it is justified to assume that Zg * Et  [12] 

Then the total number of fiTst scattering collisions in the air near 
the source will be 

oo  oo -X. Vx> + y 

For an infiniteiair medium N(H ) = 1. Thus, the value of N(H ) 
S J 

in the first approximation characterizes the portion of neutrons of 
the source which are scattered at least once in the air. Obviously, 
the best approximation is weighing of each first collision for the 
probability that the scattered neutron will have a later collision in 
the air. 

If we assume that the first scattering event is isotropic in the 
laboratory system of coordinates, the probability that a neutron scat- 
tered once will not be absorbed by the earth is proportional to N(H ). 

Thus, the number of first collisions of neutrons in the air, weighed 
on the basis of their probability of undergoing further scattering, 
is determined as follows: 

'(A/,).-=i*-f C/(,/)Pe   dxdy, (2-57) 
2 ,1  .1 .  *2 + (/2       y 

N 
2 .: 

■n.o 

where f(y) = N(H + y) is the weight function of centers of first colli- 
s 

sion. 

In concluding formula (2.56), it was assumed that the earth is 
an absolutely black body. Actually, a portion, of the neutrons which 
strike the earth without undergoing scattering in the air may be 
reflected back and, after further inteiactions, may strike the detec- 
tor. The albedo of fast neutrons from the earth (see § 3 Chapter 4), 
depends on the incident angle, read from the normal as cos2/3 3. If 
the integral albedo is equal to A11 for normal incidence, the total 

number of neutrons scattered from the earth will be 

A,r(/0,..A_r^'c '' Ldx. (2.58) 

Thus, the effective share of neutrons of the source experiencing 
single scattering near the source is expressed by the dependence 
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(2.59) 
/(//,)  N'(iig) + Ntm- 

In order to estimate the influence of the earth near the detector, 
we assume that the centers of the last collisions are distributed evenly, 
and scattering is considered isotropic in the laboratory system of 
coordinates. The first assumption is rather obvious. Actually, the 
free path length of a neutron at distances of over 200 m from the source 
of fission, i. e. in the area where evenness of the spectrum of neutrons 
scattered in the air is observed, is about 72 m, while the effective 
length of attenuation of the flux is about 190 m. Thus, the density of 
neutrons does not change significantly in the area of the detector. 

Although the assumption of isotropic scattering of neutrons is 
not usable for strict calculation of neutron transfer in an air medium, 
it should not have any significant influence on an estimation of the 
disturbing influence of the earth. 

If the flux of primary neutrons near the source is considered 
the unit flux, the density of collisions at any point in the medium 
will be E - Thus, following the geometry of Figure 2.10, the flux of 
neutrons scattered in the air with an absolutely black surface of the 
earth at the point of the detector (at height Hd over the earth) will 
be f  

Since the reflection of neutrons from the earth has a signi- 
ficant influence on the effect at the detector only when it is located 
at a low altitude, l'et us assume that the neutrons scattered from the 
ground enter the detector without interacting with the nuclei of the 
air. 

If A'  is the share of neutrons reflected from the ground with 
H 

isotropic distribution of incident neutrons (the flux of which in this 
case will be 1/2), with cosinusoidal distribution of neutrons reflected 
from the ground to the detector, they form the flux 

N< W - A"    ^ Sv— dx- (2 *61) 

The sum of the two quantities N(Hd) and N^(Hd) can be looked 

upon as the fraction f(Hj) of the dose of flux observed in an infinite 
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air medium, which will be recorded by a detector located at height 
H, over the earth: 
a 

/(//,) --N(f^)\-NA,y. (2.62) 

If D(R) is the dose (flux) of neutrons from the explosion at 
distance R from the center of a nuclear explosion in an infinite air 
medium, the dose with the source at height H and the detector at 

H, over the surface of the earth can be expressed as 

D{R,Hs,H)~D(R)f(H,)f(H). (2.63) 

The factors f(H ) and f(H,) calculated on the basis of the dis- 

cussions presented above are shown in Table 2.3. The calculation 
functions f(H ) and f(H,) presented in this table were checked experi- 

mentally with a suspended reactor.  Good agreement was produced for 
source-detector distances of over 260 m [11]. 

Table 2.3 

CORRECTION FACTORS f(H ) AND f(H ,) FOR CONSIDERATION OF INFLUENCE 
s       d 

OF THE EARTH ON SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF 
FAST NUCLEAR EXPLOSION NEUTRONS 

' ("*) flHd) 

tal cil- 
iated 

Experimental, 

Calcu- 
lated 

Experimental 
H, M 

« = 200 M /? = 350* R = 2C0 M R — 350 M 

0 
10 
15 

.   29 
35 
44 
53 

0,434 

0,612 
0,715 
0,746 

0,806 

0,586 
0,717 
0,755 

0,806 

0,701 
0,746 

0,806 

0,697 
0,720 
0,840 

0,913 
0,931 

0,714 
0,841 

0,884 
0,931 

0,828 
0,858 

0,932 
0,931 

Figure 2.11 shows the results of measurements [13] of the spatial 
distribution of the flux and dose of fast neutrons from a nuclear 
explosion. The experimental explosion was performed at an altitude of 
215 m over the surface of the earth, while detectors were placed on the 
ground. As we can see from Figure 2.11, the spatial distribution of 
fast neutrons can be approximated with sufficient accuracy of an expo- 
nential dependence. The authors of [13] suggested that the dose of 
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neutrons of the nuclear explosion be calculated using the empirical 
formula 

n(R)~ 4'42'?-10"' C~TTT¥4 rad. (2.64) 

A similar expression can be used to calculate the flux of fast 
s. For example, the r 

calculated using the formula 

neutrons. For example, the neutron flux with E > 0.75 MeV can be 

Q/m  1.05-10»g e f. i»o neutxons/cm
z.      (2.65) 

Although the number of delayed neutrons liberated upon fission 
is not great, the share of delayed neutrons acting at various distances 
from the center of the explosion may be comparable to the share of 
prompt fission neutrons. This results from the fact that as they are 
moderated in the shell, many of the fission neutrons reach the tempera- 
ture of equilibrium with its atoms and into the air with an energy of 
about 1 KeV. As was shown above, these neutrons do not penetrate to 
distances of over 400 m. Therefore, at long distances, the neutron 
dose consists only of those fission neutrons which were not moderated 
to low energies upon passage through the shell. 

In contrast to this, the delayed neutrons are liberated after 
the shell has flown apart. For example, for a shell with a permeability 
of 0.1, the share of delayed neutrons observed at distances of over 
500 m should be greater than their initial share by approximately 10 
times, i. e. should represent about 7% during fission of U235. 

The second factor facilitafiinggthe transmission of delayed 
neutrons over great distances is the presence of the cavity with low 
air density around the explosion center, the radius of which, as was 
demonstrated above, increases with increasing explosion energy. As 
the delayed neutrons pass through this cavity, they are almost unatten- 
uated by the air, while the prompt neutrons propagate before formation 
of the cavity. Therefore, the presence of the cavity increases the 
share of <tfelayed neutrons at great distances. The number of prompt 
and delayed neutrons formed is proportional to the power of the 
explosion; however, due to the formation of the cavity, the share of 
delayed neutrons at great distances will increase with increasing 
power of the explosion. Thus, with explosions of sufficient power, 
it may be that, in spite of the small share of formation of delayed 
neutrons, a significant portion of the total neutron dose results 
from these delayed neutrons. 
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Figure 2.11. Fluxes of Neutrons Over Thresh- 
hold Value and Doses of Fast Neutrons as 
Functions of Distance to Center of Explosion: 
flux of neutrons E > 5 eV: curve 1, calcu- 

n 
lated; i, experimental.  Flux of neutrons 
E > 0.75 MeV:  curve 2, calculated; A, 
n 

experimental.  Flux of neutrons E > 1.5 MeV: 

curve 3, calculated; p, experimental.  Flux 
of neutrons E > 2.5 MeV:  curve ^t, calculated; 

n 
V, experimental.  Doses of fast neutrons: 
curve 5, calculated; o, experimental. 

The total quantity of delayed neutrons recorded at a certain dis- 
tance from the center of the explosion is determined by the number of 
neutrons formed, the effective size of the cavity and the rate of 
ascent of the cloud of^fragments. Although the formation of the 
cavity increases the significance of delayed neutrons, the ascent of 
the cloud decreases their influence.  Consequently, the number of 
delayed neutrons recorded for explosions of various powers will not 
be linearly related to the energy of the explosion, as is the case for 
fission neutrons. 
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The number of delayed neutrons radiated per unit time at time t 
following the explosion is expressed by the formula 

JV(0 = Afo2Vie~V. (2-66) 

where N~ is the number of fission events; a., is the total yield of 

delayed neutrons per fission event within the limits of the ith group; 
X.  is the decay constant of neutrons in the ith group. 

The values of the quantities included in this formula are pre- 
sented in Table 1.1. 

The total number of delayed neutrons liberated from the frag- 
ments formed in the explosion is 

M>2aJV X''^==A'o2«r (2'67) 

This quantity of neutrons is liberated in a few tens of seconds following 
the explosion. 

Since the delayed neutrons form groups with various half life 
periods, the effective period increases with passing time. The result- 
ing decay rule can be written as the formula 

S (t) == A + B e-c/ neutrons/ (sec -fission),   (2.68) 

where t is the time following fission, sec. 

The values of the coefficients included in this formula are: 

U!!5 V"" Pus"> 

A 8,4-10-«    1,15-10—5   3,8710-« 
B        7,31-10—3    3,08-10-2   2,6210—3 
C 0,542      0,663      0,544 

The power of the dose of delayed neutrons at moment in time t 
at distance R from the center of the explosion, considering the 
effect of the cavity and the ascent of the cloud, can be written as: 
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R -MO 

.P^O-'-^™1^* C2.69, 

AR 

X I — 1 e     rad/sec. 

Here n(E ) is the transition factor of the neutron flux to dose. It v n 
can be considered without great error that the energy of delayed 
neutrons, averaged over all groups, is 0.55 MeV. For neutrons of this 
energy, coefficient n(E ) is 2.15-10"9 rad/(neutrons-cm2) [14], Xgf£ 

is the effective relaxation length of delayed neutrons in the air, 
which is about 157 m. The values of R' and AR are calculated as for 
Y quanta (see § 3 of this chapter). 

The dependence of the size of the cavity LgffU) on time for 

explosions of various powers is shown on Figure 2.3. As we can see 
from Figure 2.3, for explosions with the power of < 2000 Kt at moment 
in time t = 2 sec the radius of the cavity is at least 80% of its 
final size. Since in this time only 20% of all delayed neutrons have 
been produced, for an explosion of between 1500 and 200 Kt yield, the 
radius of the cavity can be assumed constant over the entire time of 
action of the source of delayed neutrons.  For precise calculation 
of the radius of the cavity, expression (2.31) should be used. How- 
ever, it should be kept in mind that at high explosion powers, the 
value of k in this expression becomes less than 100, since a certain 
portion of the neutrons is emitted during the process of formation 
of the cavity. The total dose of delayed neutrons can be produced by 
integrating expression (2.69) with respect to time. Calculations show 
that with nuclear explosions with powers of up to 100 Kt, delayed 
neutrons can be ignored. For weapons with powers of 100 to 1000 Kt, 
the dose created by the delayed neutrons must be considered. With 
explosions of 1000 Kt and higher, at distances where the neutrons can 
be looked upon as a damaging factor, their dose is created primarily by 
the delayed neutrons. 

§ 5. Spectral-Angular Distributions of Neutrons Scattered in the Air 

The spectrum of the neutrons of a nuclear explosion in the air 
is determined by the form of the initial spectrum of the neutrons 
leaving the shell of the weapon, and the nuclear characteristics of 
the medium in which the propagation of the neutrons occurs.  It was 
demonstrated above that the relative form of the spectrum of the neutrons 
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leaving the shell of the weapon during a nuclear explosion based on 
the principle of fission is almost independent of the design of the 
weapon. 

It follows from experiments and calculation that, beginning at 
a certain distance F*., the spectrum of the neutrons in the air changes 
relatively little. Thus, in [13] the behavior of individual energy 
groups of neutrons was studied as a function of distance R during 
explosion of a nuclear weapon. The results of the investigations are 
shown on Figure 2.11. 

In [10], the integral neutron spectra by angles at various dis- 
tances from the center of a nuclear explosion in the air were calculated 
by the Monte Carlo method. The nuclear explosion in this case was 
modeled by a point isotropic source of fission neutrons in an infinite 
air medium. The results produced in this work are shown on Figure 2.12. 
The nature of the energy distributions shown on the figure indicates th 
slight transformation of the spectrum of the neutrons from the nuclear 
explosion with increasing distance from its center. 

This same figures shows for comparison data on the spectral dis- 
tribution of nuclear explosion neutrons produced by direct measurement 
at 1180 m from the center of an experimental blast [13, 15] performed 
at the Nevada Test Site (USA). The experimental and calculated spectra 
for the distance of 1180 m were normalized for an energy of 1 MeV. As 
we can see, the relative course of the experimental and calculation 
curves correspond satisfactorily. This indicates that the presence of 
the earth-air division boundary has little influence on deformation of 
the spectrum of the nuclear explosion neutrons in comparison to the 
spectrum in an infinite air medium. The data shown on Figure 2.12 
characterize the spectral distribution of fast neutrons of a nuclear 
explosion, the energy of which exceeds 0.1 MeV. As concerns slow and 
intermediate neutrons, we can gain an idea of their energy distribution 
from Figure 2.13, showing the results produced by the method of moments 
[16] for a point fission source in an infinite air medium. 

A comparison with the fission spectrum gives us an idea of the 
degree of deformation of the spectrum of nuclear explosion neutrons 
scattered in air in comparison with the spectrum of neutrons produced 
by fission. 

During a thermonuclear explosion, in addition to the fission 
neutrons, neutrons with an energy of 14 MeV are generated. During the 
process of inelastic scattering of these neutrons in the shell of the 
weapon, neutrons may be produced with a most probable energy of about 
4 MeV.  Figure 2.14 shows the spectra of neutrons scattered in the 
air, calculated [10] for point isotropic sources with initial neutron 
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energies of 4 and 14 MeV.  In each case, the power of the source was 
assumed equal to one neutron/sec. 
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Figure 2.1^.  Spectra of Neutrons of Point 
Isotropie Sources With Initial Energies 
k  MeV ( ) and \k  MeV ( ) in 
an Infinite Air Medium 

In [9], the energy distributions of neutrons of a thermonuclear 
explosion with an initial spectrum consisting of fission neutrons (17%) 
and neutrons evenly distributed in the 12-16 MeV energy interval are 
calculated. The results produced in this work are shown on Figure 
2.15. As we can see from this figure, with increasing distance to the 
center of a thermonuclear explosion, significant softening of the 
spectrum in the 10-16 MeV area occurs. However, below 8-9 MeV, the 
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integral spectrum of fast neutrons is deformed slightly. This same 
figure shows data relating to the slow and intermediate neutrons. They 
allow us to conclude that in the range of energies from lO"1* to 0.5 
MeV, the spectral density of neutrons follows the rule l/E"», where the 

exponent m is either equal to or slightly greater than unity, while the 
fluctuations of its value with;increasing distance to the center of 
the nuclear blast are very slight. 
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Figure 2.15-  Spectra of Neutrons of 
Thermonuclear Explosion in Infinite Air 
Medium at Various Distances From the 
Point of the Explosion:  1, 64 m; 2, 
2\h  m; 3, 385 m; k,  810 m; 5, 1150 m; 
6, 1330 m; 7, 1500 m; 8, 1670 m; 9, 
2000 m 

In addition to the spectral characteristics of radiation and 
their spatial distribution, the design of shielding from penetrating 
radiation of a nuclear explosion also requires a knowledge of the 
angular distribution of radiation scattered in the air.  In analyzing 
the problem of the angular distribution of penetrating radiation pro- 
duced by a nuclear blast, it is a common practice to base calculations 
on the concepts of the "polar angle" of scattering 6 and the "angle 
of inclination" %  of the scattered radiation. A diagram of the calcu- 
lation of these angles is shown on Figure 2.10. 
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In [17], it is demonstrated on the basis of analysis of calcu- 
lation data produced by the Monte Carlo method that the angular distri- 
bution function of neutron doses from a point isotropic fission 
source in an infinite air medium at distances at least exceeding the 
relaxation length can be described by the equation 

(2.70) 

where F(8) is the field of the total dose of neutrons at a given point 
in space per unit solid angle from a direction characterized by the 
scattering angle 9. Thus, the following condition is observed: 

(2.71) 

This dependence agrees well, as we can see on Figure 2.16, with the 
experimental data of [13], in which the angular distributions of doses 
of neutrons at the surface of the earth were studied during experimental 
nuclear explosions in the air. The satisfactory agreement of the results 
of these workösindicates the identical form of the angular distribution 
of neutrons of a nuclear explosion in an infinite air medium and near 
the earth-aii division boundary. 
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Figure 2.16. Angular Distribution Functions 
of Doses of Nuclear Explosion Neutrons Scat- 
tered in Air:  , calculated  in)',  e/pßfi- 
mental [13]: 0, R = 1240 m;     A, R » 1*50 m; 
D , R = 1660 m 
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It has been established in a number of works that the form of 
the angular distribution function of neutrons scattered in air does 
not change over a broad range of distances from the center of the 
explosion. This conclusion is illustrated on Figure 2.17, where the 
angular distributions of flux and dose of neutrons are shown at 
various distances from the center of a nuclear explosion [10]. As 
we can see, beginning at a distance of 165 m, the field of neutrons 
scattered in the air can be considered stable. Experimental confir- 
mation of the equilibrium phenomena of the angular distributions of 
neutrons is presented by the data of Figure 2.16 [13], relating to 
various distances from the center of the explosion. It should also 
be noted that during measurement of angular distributions of neutrons 
scattered in the air [13], no dependence of the dose on angle of 
inclination £ has been discovered for radiation striking a detector 
located on the surface of the earth and measuring radiation from the 

upper half space.        
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Figure 2.17. Angular Distributions of 
Flux ( ) and Dose ( ) of Neutrons 
at Various Distances From Center of Nuclear 
Explosion 

This indicates that the earth has no influence on the nature 
of the angular distribution of neutrons scattered in the air. 
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Although function F(6) in an infinite air medium corresponds in 
form with the angular distribution function of neutrons near the earth- 
air division boundary when the detector records neutrons arriving only 
from the upper half space, the numerical values of the free term and 
the preexponential factor in equation (2.70) will be different). 
Obviously, when the source and detector are located on the surface of 
theearth, the values of these coefficients will be double the values 
produced according to equation (2.70) for an infinite air medium, if 
we consider the earth to be an absolutely black body. With other 
positions of the source relative to the detector and surface of the 
earth, characterized by the elevation angle of the explosion a between 
the direction of the source-detector line and the surface of the earth, 
these coefficients will have intermediate values. Therefore, we can 
write 

^(o,"^f=/C.(0,033+0,4045 er0.033450)f 

where K is a coefficient which is dependent on angle a. 

Let us first study the hypothetical case of an absolutely 
black surface of the earth.  Integration of equation (2.72) with respect 
to the upper half space can be performed as follows: 

2/C„ ji f sinG(0,033 + 0,4045e~ 0.033450) dQ + 

(2.73) 

+ f sin 0 fn - arc cos -^j\ (0,033 + 0,4045 e^033450) c/0 

The angular distribution function of this integral should be 
equal to unity by definition. From this, it is easy to find the value 
of coefficients K for any angles a. 

a 

The influence of reflection of neutrons from the surface of the 
earth can be considered by using the results of [18, 19], which show 
(see § 3, Chapter 4) that the integral dose albedo in concepts of 
the flux of neutrons from the source of fission in the air from the 
surface of the earth is described by the expression 

& j(ß) = 0,435 *=*- cos* ß, (2.74) 

where I    and E„ are the total macroscopic neutron cross sections of 
g    H the ground and hydrogen contained in the ground; ß is the angle of 
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incidence of neutrons on the surface of the earth, measured from the 
normal (see Figure 2.10). 

Since a portion of the integral dose in the detector located 
near the surface of the earth is created by neutrons reflected from 
the earth, the values of coefficients Ka in equation (2.72) will be 

different than with an absolutely black medium. They can be found by 
solving the equation 

I |l +<j([J)lA'.(0,033-| 0,4045c--".0S3-|5,,)rf«--= ». (2.75) 

the integration of which is performed with respect to the upper half 

space. 

If we know the integral value of P?d  (a), the albedo of neutrons 

from the nuclear explosion with a fixed elevation of the explosion a 
(§ 6, Chapter 2), coefficient K can be calculated using the formula 

AT' = 2 [l + Al „(a)] "f / (0,033 + 0,4045 X 
0    0 

Xexp[— 0,03345arc cos (sin ß cos <p cos a + cos ß sin a)]] sinßdßcfq). <•   "    ^ 

The values of coefficients K for soils of varying moisture contents, 

characterizing their contents of hydrogen, and for water calcualted 
according to this equation are presented on Figure 2.18 [20]. 

Thus, the dose of neutrons arriving per unit solid angle from 
the upper half space from directions with low angle 6 can be calculated 
using formula (2.72) considering coefficient KQ. 

The form of the angular distribution of neutrons from a thermo- 
nuclear explosion is similar to that of a fission weapon. This is 
easy to see by comparing the data of .Table 2.4, relating to a thermo- 
nuclear explosion [9], to the angular distribution functions of neutrons 
from a nuclear explosion shown on Figure 2.17. In both cases, the 
angular distributions of neutron flux are normalized per unit value^öf 
cos 9 (divided by A cos 6), Thus, by dividing the quantities m Table 
2 4 and Figure 2.17 by 2TT, we produce the value of the angular distri- 
butions per unit solid angle. The results shown on Figure 2.17 relate 
to a flux of neutrons with energies En >_ 0.2 MeV, in Table 2.4 -- En >_ 

0.5 MeV. 
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hydrogen 1.2^%, oxygen 52.38%, 
aluminum 7.85%, silicon 38.53% by 
weight; 2, moist soil, composition: 
hydrogen 2.51*%, oxygen 57-36%, alu- 
minum 7.08%, silicon 38.32%; 3, water 

As concerns slow neutrons, their angular distribution is near 
isotropic. 

In [10], the energy distribution of scattered neutrons arriving 
at the detector from various directions was also studied. Table 2.5 
shows the spectral-angular distributions of neutrons from a nuclear 
explosion scattered in the air, calculated for a range of 595 m [10]. 
These data indicate that the energy distribution of neutrons scattered 
in the air is independent of angle 6. The angular spectra correspond 
in form to the integral spectrum of thermetttmons of a nuclear explosion 
(see Figure 2.12). Experimental studies during nuclear tests [13] have 
confirmed this conclusion. 
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§ 6.  Reflection of Neutrons From the Earth During a Nuclear Blast in 
the Air 

In addition to the neutrons scattered in the air and acting on 
surface structures from the upper half space, during a nuclear blast 
the phenomenon of reflection of neutrons from the surface of the earth 
is observed. These neutrons also make a contribution to the dose of 
penetrating radiation within structures which rise over the surface of 
the earth. We analyze below the characteristics of neutrons scattered 
from the earth during a nuclear blast in the air. 

Based on known dependence (2.74), the values of the integral dose 
albedo of neutrons from a nuclear blast 

s/2  it 

4"j(a)-2 \  ("0,87^^-cosv'ßsin ß/C« (0,033 + 
•i  i Xa (2.77) 

-f 0,4045 exp[— 0,03345 arc cos (sin ß cos y cos a + 
+ cos ß sin a)]) d$dy. 

In this expression, we use the coefficient K , calculated using 

formula (2.73) for an absolutely black earth .(Figure 2.18). 

Similar calculations can be made for the case of reflection of 
neutrons of the atomic blast from water, if we use the expression 
describing the albedo for water [19, 21]: 

< rf(a) - 2*f f sin ß [0,22 cos ß + 0,30 (1 - cos ß)] 7C. X 

X (0,033 + 0,4045 exp j— 0,03345 arc cos (sin ß cos <p cos a +        (2 •78) 
4- cos ß sin a)]] dßcfcp. 

The dependence of the total albedo of nuclear blast neutrons from 
soil and water for various angles a is illustrated on Figure 2.19. 

In § 5 of Chapter 2, we have studied the problem of the angular 
distributions of nuclear blast neutrons arriving at the detector from 
the upper half space. 

As concerns the angular distribution of neutrons arriving at the 
detector from the lower half space, in the case when the detector is 
located directly at the surface of the earth, this distribution is 
determined entirely by neutrons reflected from the ground, the distri- 
bution of the flux of which, as has been established [18, 22], is 
isotropic. If the detector is located at some height over the ground, 
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the neutrons reflected from the surface of the earth in the direction 
of the detector will be attenuated in the layer of air next to the 
earth. On the other hand, neutrons entering the layer of air near 
the ground may be scattered in the direction of the detector and recor- 
ded by it as coming from the earth. 

The contribution of these two phenomena to the distribution of 
neutrons propagating from the direction of the earth can be calculated 
if we know the integral albedo A77   ' "   ' "       ' 

of neutrons of the atomic blast. 

(a) and the spatial distribution 

Anfi, 

0,3 

0,2 

/ 

/ 
f— 

,/ 

/ 
t— 
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/ / 
1/ / 
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f 
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n   m   9D   30   w   so   SO 

a,   degrees 
so  90 

Figure 2.19.  Integral Albedo of Nuclear 
Blast Neutrons for Water.(Curve 3) and 
Soil.  Composition of soil and symbols 
correspond to Figure 2.18. 

Let us analyze the solution of this problem in the geometry shown 
on Figure 2.20. The source of fission neutrons, with power Q neutrons/ 
sec, is located at height H and at distance R, which is greater than 

the relaxation length of neutrons in air, from detector d, located at 
height Hd over the surface of the earth. The position of the source 

relative to the detector is fixed by angle a 
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The total flux of neutrons at point B is 

Ofl = /5(^)/d(^)iSre (2.79) 

where 

HB=Hd—xcosß;    /*=/?»+x»-flxcose. 

The number of fission events per element of volume 

dN = Oß S5 dv --•= O/j 2S x2dxdb>, 
(2.80) 

where 1    is the macroscopic cross section of scattering of neutrons in 

air; die is the solid angle subtended at point d by an elementary area 
ds. 

If we assume that the scattering of fission neutrons in the air 
is isotropic in the laboratory system of coordinates, the neutrons 
scattered in an element of volume dv around point B will create at ♦•he 
detector d the flux: 

...      QBX  x*dudx -xx 
d<b^=      f_ .— e   ' 

4JU
2 

(2.81) 

where Z^ is the total macroscopic cross section of the interaction of 
t 

neutrons with atoms in the air. 

Figure 2.20. Analysis of Angular Distributions 
of Neutrons Propagating From the Direction of 
the Earth 
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The flux per unit solid an^le is 

_*  ..".Ac ' ,/.v. (2.82) 

Substituting (2.79) into this expression and integrating along 
beam dm, we produce 

o 

The total flux of neutrons at point d will be 

O^'fsmUHj^re". (2.84) 

Therefore, the flux of neutrons arriving at point d per unit body angle 
from the direction characterized by angle 3, and created by neutrons 
scattered in the layer of air near the ground in relationship to the 
total flux of neutrons at point d can be written as: 

-^1,^1  f  1    '     c""'/d (//„-* «:»s P) 
«f*.    4n   J    I* fj(/fc)   ' (2.85) 

c 

Let us now study the reflection of neutrons from the earth at point M. 
The total flux at point M is 

m 

fr-M^^Ol^e " . (2.86) 

If the integral albedo of neutrons at point M is A11, (a'), the 

flux of neutrons reflected at point M will be 

®M = 7X^—' + "nv (2.87) 

where 
fU V  , ML 

m«-# + (-\y + -^cosO 
\ cos ß / .  cos p 

With isotropic distribution of neutrons reflected from the ground in 
any direction per unit solid angle the reflection is 

MM        *Af 
IT" C2.88) 
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Considering!the attenuation of reflected neutrons as they propagate from 
point M in the direction toward detector d and relating the flux of 
reflected neutrons arriving from this direction to the total flux at 
point d, we can write 

d% _  4>')*'   e X fr(0) e ' ™t (2 g9) 
rf<o    2n[l+An

nh(a')\    m%(Ht) __*. 
e 

The total flux of neutrons at point d arriving from the direction 
of the earth per unit body angle from the direction with polar angle ß 
and azimuth angle <j> is determined by the sum of expressions (2.85) and 
(2.89). In this case, cos 0 = sin ß cos $  cos y  + cos ß sin y. 

Since the spectrum of neutrons of the source of fission is very 
slightly transformed as the neutrons propagate through the air and 
are reflected from the ground, all of the discussions presented above 
remain correct for the dose of neutrons as well. Thus, we can calcu- 
late the angular distribution function of neutron doses arriving at a 
detector placed at a certain height from the direction of the earth. 

Figure 2.21 shows the results of calculation of the angular dis- 
tributions of neutron doses arriving from the lower half space at a 
detector placed at various heights over the surface of the earth at a 
distance from 800 m from the center of the explosion with an elevation 
angle of the explosion a = 20°. As we can see, the angular intensity 
of neutrons arriving at the detector from the direction of the earth 
depends little on angle ß, with the exception of directions near hori- 
zontal, where it increases significantly. The angular distributions of 
these neutrons show rather precise axial symmetry, which is rather 
clearly demonstrated by Figure 2.22. The maximum divergence in the 
values of angular intensities at angles ß near horizontal is 20° for 
angles $  = 0 and <|> = 180° and with the height of the detector over the 
surface of the earth H, = 2m.  This divergence increases to 35% for 

H, = 20 m. With lower values of angle ß, it amounts to a few percent. 

The data on Figure 2.21 also indicate that the relative form of 
angular distributions of neutrons depend little on the height of the 
detector over the surface of the earth. Only for heights beginning at 
20 m does the course of the dependence of angular intensity begin to 
change for directions horizontal. However, this deformation is slight 
and can be ignored in practical calculations of the shielding of surface 
structures. 

It is interesting to analyze the composition of neutron radiation 
arriving at the detector from the direction of the earth by components. 
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Figure 2.21. Angular Distributions of 
Neutrons Arriving From the Direction of 
the Harth at a Detector Located at Height 
Hd, equal to:  1, 0.5 m; 2, 1.0 m; 3, 2.0 

m, k,   3.0 m; 5,   5-0 m; 6, 10 m; 7, 20 m. 
Data relate to azimuthal direction deter- 
mined by angle <j> = 0, read from projection 
of source-detector line on surface of the 
earth. 
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Figure 2.22. Angular Distribution Functions 
of Neutrons for Various Azimuthal Direc- 
tions:  1, 4 = 0°, 2, <j> = 90°, 3, <J> = 180° 
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Figure 2.23 shows the contribution of neutrons reflected from the ground 
and'scattered in the air, arriving at the detector from various direc- 
tions depending on the position of the detector over the surface of 
the earth. As we can see from this figure, for low detector altitudes 
(up to 0.5 m) over the surface of the ground, the flux of neutrons 
arriving at the detector from directions near horizontal is approximately 
evenly divided between neutrons reflected from the earth and scattered 
in the near-earth layer of air. With increasing height H,, the component 

of neutrons scattered in the air begins to predominate. Nevertheless, 
as was shown on Figure 2.22, the form of the angular distributions of 
the summary dose of neutrons resulting from superposition of the depen- 
dences of the distribution of reflected and scattered neutrons remains 
practically unchanged for all heights H, studied. 

an im 70 so so to 30 20 to  o       3»   degrees 

Figure 2.23-  Contribution of Neutrons 
Reflected From the Ground (solid lines) 
and Scattered in the Near-Surface Layer 
of air (dotted lines) to Total Dose of 
Neutrons Arriving at Detector From 
Direction of Ground With Azimuthal Angle 
<f> = 0°. Data relate to various positions 
of detector over the surface: 

2, Hd = 1.0 m; m; 

10 m; 5, H 

1, Hd=0.5 

3, Hd = 2.0 m; 4, Hd = 

20 m. 
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The functions of differential distributions of neutron doses pro- 
duced allowed us to calculate the dependence of the total dose of 
neutrons arriving at a detector from the direction of the ground on 
the height of the detector over the surface of the ground. This 
dependence, produced by integrating the angular distribution functions 
with respect to the lower half space, is shown on Figure 2.24. As 
we can see, the share of neutrons striking the detector from the direc- 
tion of the ground increases with increasing height of the detector 
over the surface of the ground. 

* 

* 
0,3 

*£ 
02 

R=800M 
a*2Q° 

10 20 

Figure 2.2A. Total Dose of Neutrons 
Arriving at Detector From the Direction 
of the Ground as a Function of Height 
of Detector Over Surface of Ground 

It should be noted that the differential and integral characteris- 
tics of neutrons propagating from the direction of the earth depend 
very little on the distance to the center of the explosion. The maximum 
divergence was 5-10%. Therefore, the divergence can be ignored in 
practical calculations. 

The results produced allow us to consider the contribution of 
neutrons propagating from the direction of the earth correctly in 
calculating the shielding of surface structures from the radiation of 
nuclear explosions. 

§ 7. Spectral-Angular Distribution of Initial y  Radiation in a Nuclear 
Blast 

As is the case for neutrons, when a certain disance from the 
source is reached (1-2 times the free path length of unscattered radia- 
tion), quasi-equilibrium is observed in the angular and energy distribu- 
tions of y  quanta scattered in the air. This conclusion is confirmed by 
the results of [10], in which the energy and  angular characteristics 
of Y radiation of an atomic explosion in the air were calculated by the 
Monte Carlo method. 
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Figure 2.25 shows the spectra of individual components of the y 
radiation of a nuclear explosion, calculated for a range of 1240 m 
from the center of the blast. It should be kept in mind that in the 
calculations performed in [10], attenuation of the prompt y  radiation 
in the shell of the weapon was not considered, and the influence of 
the shock wave on the propagation of fragment y  radiation was not 
analyzed. Therefore, the spectra of the individual components shown 
on Figure 2.25 should be considered independently. Their share in the 
integral flux of y  quanta may be different than that indicated by 

Figure 2.25_. 

ro 
■e 
(D M 
3 

UJ>- 

Figure 2.25. Spectra of y  Radiation 
of Point Isotropie Fission Source 
in Infinite Air Medium: 1, capture 
Y radiation; 2, Y quanta of fission 
fragments; 3, prompt fission Y 
radiation; k,   total flux of Y radi- 
ation 

30 

ß, degrees 

Figure 2.26. Angular Distributions 
of Doses of Y Radiation of Nuclear 
Explosion:  1, capture radiation; 
2, fragment Y radiation; 3, prompt 
fission Y radiation; kt   total dose 
of Y rays, o,measured during 
actual tests 

The fact of establishment of equilibrium of the angular distribution 
of Y radiation duringnnuclear blasts in the air has been confirmed by 
experimental data produced in [13]. These measurements also establish 
that the nature of the angular distribution of Y radiation is almost 
independent of the type of nuclear weapon and its power. 
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Figure 2.26 shows the dependences of the angular distributions of 
prompt (attenuation in the shell of the weapon ignored), fragment and 
capture y  radiation produced in [10], as well as the total dose of y 
radiation during a nuclear blast. Here also we see the experimental 
points borrowed from [13]. 

As we can see from Figure 2.26, the coincidence of calculated 
and experimental data on angular distribution of y radiation dose is 
rather good for scattering angles 6 < 60°. The divergence at larger 
angles, which is generally insignificant in relation to the integral 
dose, can be explained by failure to consider the scattering of y 
radiation from the walls of the collimator and by the presence of cap- 
ture Y radiation from the structural materials of the experimental 
installation. The divergence resulting from scattering on the walls 
of the collimator should increase with increasing collimator aperture, 
which was experimentally observed. 

The angular intensity function of fragment y  quanta scattered in 
the air produced in [10] can be described by the dependence 

Ff$) = KL [0,0092 -j- 3,22 exp (- 0,086)]. C2 •90) 

The angular distributions of capture y  radiation dose follow the 
equation 

Fc (6) = Kl [0,008 + 2,11 exp (-0,0650)]. (2.91) 

In these expressions, function F(e) characterizes the share of 
the total dose of scattered radiation of a given component arriving 
per unit body angle from the direction determined by scattering angle 
6, counted from the line connecting the source and detector. 

K is a normalizing factor which depends on angle a between the 
surface of the earth and the direction toward the center of the blast, 
as well as the reflecting properties of the soil. It can be calcu- 
lated: 

l+^(«) ' t2-925 

where K is the normalizing factor calculated for a hypothetical 
a 

absolutely black surface of the earth, not reflecting the y  radiation 
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which strikes it; A , (a) is the integral albedo of the y  rays from 

the soil for a given elevation angle of the explosion a. 

With an absolutely black surface of the earth, coefficient K 

can be calculated by the expression 
!.« 
n f sin 9 [0,0092 + 3,22 cxp (- 0,080)] dO + 

o 

+  f sin 0 fn - arc cos ^y\ [0,0092+3,22 exp (-0,080)] cf0 . 
a 

for fragment y  radiation and 

(2.93) 

I      a 

n f sin 0 [0,008 + 2,11 exp (- 0,0650)] dO -f 
o 

r—a } 

+ (" sin 0 fn- arc cos -^j\ [0,008 + 2,11 cxp (-0,0650)] tfO 
(2.94) 

for capture y  radiation. 

The results of calculation of coefficients K using these expres- 

sions are presented on Figure 2.27. 

The main portion of the capture y  radiation is radiated in 0.1 sec, 
and the influence of the capture y  radiation is practically ended by 
0.3 sec after the explosion. 

During this time, the cloud practically does not rise. Therefore, 
the source of capture y  radiation, like the source of neutrons, can be 
considered nonmoving. 

The change in dose power of fragment y  radiation with time is deter- 
mined by the decrease in activity of the fission fragments, as well as 
the influence of the ascent of the cloud and the effect of formation of 
the cavity as the shock wave passes through the atmosphere: 

P,{t)~u(t)Kp{t)KAt). (2.95) 

The cavity factor for the dose power is 

tfp(/) = e,1«*"»#('"). (2.96) 

where L ff(t, q) is the effective radius of the cavity at a given moment 
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in time after explosion of a weapon with a power of q Kt. ^M is 

a coefficient considering the influence of ascent of the cloud on the 
dose power at the given moment in time: 

/CH(0 = e-^*(-|-)\ (2.97) 

where R is the distance to the point of the explosion; R is the dis- 

taaoeeto the center of the cloud at moment in time t; AR is the change 
in the distance to the center of the cloud with time: AR = R - R. 

Naturally, when the source of fragment y radiation is considered 
to move, the value of coefficient Kf will not remain constant during 

a 
the time of accummulation of the dose of fragment y radiation. 

If the calculation of the scattering angles 6 is performed for 
a moving polar axis corresponding with the direction to the center of 
the rising cloud of the atomic blast, the effective value of coeffi- 
cient Kf over the entire time of application of fragment y radiation 

a 
in the region of the atomic blast is determined from the expression 

/•*Kiw«wic,<o*;<o<* 
v\     _£__————  . (./.»öj 

$™u(t)Kp(t)K„(t)dt 
o 

f f • 
Here K (t) is the value of coefficient K at each given moment in time, 

a    J a 
determined by the change in the elevation angle of the center of the 
cloud with time a(t). 

Integration is performed up to that moment in time t -» when, as 

a result of radioactive decay of fragments and ascent of the cloud, the 
intensity of y radiation drops to a value which, from the standpoint of 
accummulation of total dose, can be ignored. Usually t £f can be con- 

sidered equal to 10-15 sec. 

However, it is inconvenient to read angles relative to a moving 
axis, since usually the initial conditions in the calculations are limited 
by values of angles a and 6 read from the vector direction to the center 
of the explosion, and in order to determine the dose of fragment y 
radiation arriving from any given direction fixed by the value of the 
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initial scattering angle 6, it would be necessary to trace the change of 
scattering angle with time 6(t) relative to the moving center of the 
cloud by changing the elevation angle of the center of the cloud a(t) 
and the related coefficient K^(t), as well as the change in the quan- a 
tities u(t), K (t) and KH(t).  In this case, the dose of y  radiation 

per unit solid angle can be determined in relative units using the 
following formula 

(      K1, (0 10,0092 + 3,22 c"0'080 (0] u (t) Kp (/) Kn (0 dt 

D(0,cp) ■■■■- , (2.99) 

f     " (0 Kp (0 Kn (0 dt 
o 

where 

0(/)     arc cos sin (arc tg   Hr     
1G/3. a\ sin 0 cos <p + 

+ cos fare tg -JL±ML- - a\ cos o" . 

(2.100) 

Obviously, the use of this expression involves extremely cumber- 
some calculations for practical purposes. Still, when precise calcu- 
lation is required, this formula should be used. 

For practical purposes in calculations related to the angular 
distributions of fragment y radiation in air, it is recommended to 
consider that the source of fragment y radiation remains nonmoving 
throughout its entire time of action and is located at a certain 
effective height corresponding to the height where the radioactive 
cloud is located at the moment of radiation of half of the total dose 
of Y radiation of the explosion. 

In contrast to neutrons, the energy distribution of y  radiation 
of a nuclear explosion is significantly transformed with changing 
angle 6. As the scattering angle 6 increases, the spectrum of y 
quanta softens. This follows from the results of calculation of the 
distribution of y  radiation of an atomic explosion in the atmosphere, 
performed by the Monte Carlo method [12]. Tables 2.6 and 2.7, composed 
on the basis of the results of this work, show the spectral-angular dis- 
tributions of scattered y  quanta. The quantities presented in the tables 
characterized the distribution of y ray doses scattered per unit body 
angle within the limits of a given interval of angles 6 by energy 
groups. 
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The angular quantities are the ratio 
II F(Q,Ey)s\nmdEy 

Bff. Ed-""'t ,«,«■-    • (2-101) 

where F(6, E ) is the spectral-angular distribution function of the 

Y quanta scattered in the air, characterizing the dose of scattered 
Y radiation in the interval of energies from E to E + dE , arriving 

in a unit body angle from the direction defined by the scattering angle 

As we can see from the tables, significant softening of the scat- 
tered Y quanta is observed in the range of angles 6 from 0 to 90°. 
With a further increase in angle 6, deformation of the spectrum is 
practically not observed. 

The value of the spectral-angular characteristics of the y 
radiation scattered in air allows us to estimate the influence of the 
phenomenon of reflection from the earth on the value of coefficient 
K . Considering the reflection of Y radiation from the earth, it can 
a 

be calculated on the basis of equation (2.92). 

The integral albedo of Y radiation with a nuclear explosion can 
be calculated using the expression 

/^/■(cO-ZC«! *f j"sinßf(6)3(0, £T)i4?£-(ß, Ev)dEy)d$dy, (2.102) 
E T 0 0 

where A p (ß, E ) is the albedo for the energy of y  radiation with 

initial energy E , striking the surface of the earth at angle 3. 

According to [23], it is 

1   1  P. (2.103) 

3 
Here p is the density of the ground (- 1.7 g/cm ), while its effective 

atomic number Z f^13. 
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In expression (2.102), angle 6 as a function of angular distribu- 
tion F(6) is calculated using the expression 

0 = arccos (sin ß cos q> cos a + cos ß sin a). 
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Figure 2.27. 
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Figure 2.28.  Integral Albedo 
of Y Radiation of Nuclear Explo- 
sion for Soil:  1, for capture 
Y radiation; 2, for fragment y 
radiation 

The results of calculation of the integral albedo of y  radiation 
of a nuclear explosion are presented on Figure 2.28, while the cor- 
responding values of coefficients K are shown by the dotted line on 
Figure 2.27. a 
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CHAPTER 3. RADIATION OF RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT 

§ 1. Types of Radioactive Fallout 

The residual radiation following a nuclear explosion results 
from three factors: fission fragments, induced activity and the remains 
of the nuclear charge. 

As concerns the relationship between induced and fragment acti- 
vity, this problem was discussed in considerable detail in Chapter 1. 
We will note only that with high.altitude air bursts, the yield of 
activation products is low, since only a small fraction of the neutrons 
reaches the surface of the earth below the epicenter of the blast. The 
radioactive contamination resulting from matter with induced activity 
will in this case cover only a small region, where other damaging fac- 
tors of the blast are more important -- the shock wave and the light_ 
radiation. However, even with a surface blast, for which a comparatively 
high yield of activation products is observed, fragments are predominant 
in the radioactive contamination of the surface of the earth by products 

of the blast. 

In addition to this, particles of the portion of the charge 
which is not yet undergone fission: uranium or plutonium, settle to 
the earth. The isotopes of these elements which undergo fission emit 
a particles, as well as a certain number of low energy y quanta. The 
half life of U235 is 7-108 years, of Pu239 - 24.3-103 years. Due to 
the slow decay of these isotopes, their radioactivity is negligible in 
comparison with the activity of fission fragments. 

Due to the low penetrating capacity of a particles (they are 
almost completely absorbed in a layer of air 2.5-5 cm thick), plutonium 
is dangerous only if it enters the organism. 

Thus, of all products of a nuclear explosion, the fission frag- 
ments are the main products determining the radiation danger in the region 

of fallout of these products from the cloud. 
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The danger for radioactive contamination of the terrain is rep- 
resented by a surface blast of a nuclear weapon. During air blasts, 
the radioactive isotopes condense primarily on particles of the mater- 
ial of the weapon and represent no significant danger, since due to 
their small size the particles precipitate slowly and are scattered 
over a great area. With surface explosions, large quantities of earth 
are caught up in the fireball and form particles, onto which the radio- 
active isotopes precipitate. 

The particles of earth captured during the nuclear explosion and 
entering the central portion of the fireball at temperatures amounting 
to several millions of degrees, evaporate; the particles entering the 
area with lower temperature melt. A large quantity of crushed earth 
is caught up by the ascending air stream, drawn up into the cloud and 
mixed in it. As the particles of evaporated and melted earth cool, 
they condense and are formed into drop-shaped or spherical particles, 
which frequently adhere to the unmelted particles of earth. 

The formation of the radioactive wake begins immediately after 
the explosion of a nuclear weapon, when the earth drawn up into the 
atomic cloud begins to fall back onto the surface. The rate of fall- 
out and the location of the point where particles return to the earth 
in relation to the point of the explosion depend on the size of the 
particles and the wind speed. The atomic cloud is moved by the wind, 
and the precipitating particles form a trail behind it. 

All radioactive fallout can be divided into three rain types 

[1> 2]. 

1. Local -- with large particles (up to 50 y). These particles 
fall out during the first 10-20 hours following the explosion over a 
territory up to 400-500 km from the center of the explosion. It has. 
been established [3] that about 80-90% of the radioactive material 
formed during a surface blast falls out in the form of local fallout. 

2. Continental fallout consists of fine particles which enter 
the upper layers of the troposphere. The precipitation of these 
particles is slower due to their small diameter (5 y and less) . They 
continue to fall out onto the earth for 2-3 weeks following a blast. 
During this time, the cloud covers a great distance over the earth's 
surface. Most of the short-lived radioactive isotopes in continental 
fallout decay before reaching the ground. 

3. Global fallout consists of fine particles (less than 1 y) 
carried into the stratosphere. These particles fall out very slowly. 
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They continue to precipitate onto the surface of the earth over a period 
of time which has been estimated variously as from one half year to 
5-7 years. 

Special cases arise when radioactive clouds mix with rain or snow 
clouds.  In these situations, the rain drops or snow flakes capture the 
radioactive particles and accelerate fallout. It is assumed [4] that 
the effectiveness of capture of radioactive particles by raindrops and 
snowflakes is the same. 

When rain acts on an explosion cloud, local areas of increased 
contamination may be produced. For example, as calculations and obser- 
vations performed in the USA in 1955 showed, about 29% of all particles 
with diameters of 10 y are washbddouttby rain with an intensity of 1 mm/ 
hr in 15 minutes. 

In the following, we will analyze the phenomena accompanying local 
fallout. 

§ 2. Formation of the Field of y  Radiation Over a Sector of Radioactive 
Contamination 

The radioactive particles precipitating from a nuclear cloud settle 
onto the surface of the earth. The surface radioactive contamination 
of the terrain thus formed exists for a relatively short time. Gradually, 
over the course of the next few weeks, various processes cause the 
radioactive products to begin to penetrate into the depth of the soil 
either together with their carrier particles or as a result of being 
washed from the surface of these particles, or as a result of break- 
down of the particles. Volumetric contamination of the upper layer of 
soil then develops to a depth of several centimeters. According to the 
data of [5], 80-95% of all activity is contained in the top layer (5-6 
cm) . 

Objects located on the contaminated surface of the earth are acted 
upon by ß and y  radiation from the fission fragments. The main problem 
of protection from radioactive fallout consists of shielding from y 
radiation, which is the most penetrating and biologically dangerous type 
produced. 

Let us study first a simplified model of an area of radioactive 
contamination, evenly covered with radioactive particles. Any surface 
distribution of y  activity can be considered to consist of individual 
point isotropic sources and the dose power over the ground can be cal- 
culated as the sum of the doses from these sources. 
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For a point isotropic source of y  radiation in an infinite air 
medium, the dose power at a point separated from it by a distance of 
R(m) can be found using the expression 

/>, (/?). -5,09^-0,(^)0 '<'< [,;/.,),  [r/hr],       (3.1) 

where u. is the linear coefficient of absorption of the dose of y 
l 

radiation of the sourse with initial energy of E.; u . is the coeffi- 
X    ell -I 

cient of absorption of the energy of y  radiation in the air, cm ; 
u. is the activity of the source, MeV/sec; B. is the dose accummulation 

factor in the air, which, according to the results of [6], can be cal- 

culated using the equation 

Bi{R)     II |l,09c--0-,r,r,,;"'(,ll./?)-!-l,73e--
2'3,lr'(l./-/vT-lX 

(3.2) 
■' cxp |(-0,085) oxp l-3,0/:,•([>/«))!• 

Another expression which approximates the dose accummulation factor B.. 
(R) with good accuracy in the 0.5-2.0 MeV energy interval is the 
following formula, suggested in [7]: 

The presence of the division boundary prevents the accummulation 
factors calculated for homogeneous infinite media from being applied 
directly; corrections must be introduced to the calculation formulas, 
considering the influence of the heterogeneity of the medium. The 
influence of the underlying surface is generally considered by the 
correction factor A , defined as the ratio of power of the dose from 

a source located at the earth-air boundary to the power of the dose 
from a source located in a homogeneous air medium. The value of this 
factor depends on the atomic number z and density of the underlying 
medium, as well as the energy of the y  radiation from the source, the 
height of the detector over the surface of the ground and its distance 

from the source. 

It was demonstrated in [8] that if heterogeneous media are similar 
in atomic number, as can be considered in the case of air and soil, 
the correction factor can be calculated using the expression 

\+^-\*'i('AR)-\\       e":l'Ä[fl;Cf.;/?)-!]■     (3.4) 
-f- 

B'tiViR) to-11'* Al'(Hi *) 
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where B!, B.'' are the accummulation factors for infinite air and soil 
l  l 

homogeneous media respectively. 

Let us analyze some particMärrcases. Near the source, when R is 
-y!R 

low, it is y! R = 0, e x    =1 and B! (y.' R) = 1, 

A„ -1 + -i-e-51'Ä is; G*; /?) -1]. (3-5) 

As you can see, at very close distances to the source A„ > 1, i. e. 

the power in the detector is greater than for a homogeneous medium, due 
to the contribution of back scattering from the underlying surface. 

-yV R 
If R is great, i. e. e x      ■+  0, 

A„ ,. 2 — . (3.6) 

This expression demonstrates that for great distances the dose power at 
the detector is less than for the corresponding distances in an infinite 
medium. We note that expression (3.6) is applicable for source-detector 
distances greater than 0.5 m. 

The power of the dose at the point of observation over a flat 
isotropic source is determined by integrating the contributions from 
elementary sources dP located on the plane over the entire surface of 
the plane: 

dPL (R) = 5,09 -±^- ß. (/?) e-
;x«R ds. 

4n/?* (3.7) 

If we use expression (3.3) for the dose accummulation factor, 
assuming ds = 2uRdR (Figure 3.1) and performing integration from H to 
R_, we produce an expression for the dose power P(H, Rfi) from an area 

9    9 
with radius rfi = v^„ = H at the point of observation, located over the 

center of this area at height H: 
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P (H, /?,) = 5,09 ^L [Ex (M|- H) - E, (f., l^rg + Wä) + 

-*, H -^ v '2 + «• 

7£1 •7£: ■M 

+ 7£}-4 + p^V,+ ff)l 

Figure 3.1. Plan of Calculation of 
Dose Power Over Radioactively Contam- 
inated Sector 

(3.8) 

For an area of infinite radius (r_ = °°) 

P(tf) = 5,09-^-^- E^ty+^—Ü+lEy + toH) 
7£ 2,4 (3.9) 

Here E.. (x) = E.(-x) is the integral exponential function. When it is 

necessaryjto consider the influence of the underlying surface, expres- 
sion (3.4) must be multiplied by correcting factor A„. 

Formulas (3.8) and (3.9) allow us to determine the share contributed 
by an area with any radius r to the total dose power from an area with 
infinite radius. Table 3.1 shows the results of calculation of the 
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radius of sectors determining 50, 75 and 90% of the total dose at the 
point of measurement over an infinite contaminated sector for three 
different y quantum energies. The calculations were performed con- 
sidering the earth-air division boundary. 

Table 3-1 

RADII OF SECTORS (IN METERS) DETERMINING 50, 75 AND 90% OF THE 
TOTAL DOSE OF RADIATION AT A POINT OVER A CONTAMINATED 

SECTOR OF INFINITE EXTENT 

Ei = 0,41 MeV E f = l,'2öPle-V £,= 2,8 07<iY 

H, M 

\ 
50%. 75% 90% 50% 75% 90% 50% 75% 90% 

1 6 40 122 . 6 42 130 7 50 140 

10 8 86 170 38 92 180 45 115 200 

50 .. 60 258 98 173 280 112 205 300 

As we can see from the table, at low height over the earth, the 
dose of Y radiation is primarily determined by sources located not over 
100-150 m from the point of measurement. The y  activity of more remote 
sources creates only a low percentage of the total dose. 

We note that the radii of areas making an identical contribution to 
the total dose power at the point of observation depends only slightly 
on the primary energy of the y radiation. 

4s we have noted, radioactive contamination of an area causes 
contamination of the upperrsoil layer. The individual point sources of 
Y radiation in this case are distributed through this layer of soil. 
In order to calculate the dose power over the surface of a Y-active 
soil layer, we must consider the absorption of radiation in this layer. 

Let us analyze the case of volumetric contamination with an activity 
decreasing with depth exponentially 

uv{x) = uv{0)er 
(3.10) 
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where Uy(0) is the volumetric activity of the surface layer; m is a 

constant quantity characterizing the rate of decrease of concentration 
with depth. 

As was demonstrated in [9], this type of source if formed several 
weeks following fallout of the radioactive products onto terrain as a 
result of their penetration into the soil. The value of m may reach 
0.3-6.0 cm2/g for various soils and times following fallout of the 
radioactive precipitate. 

The same type of volumetric contamination is observed upon activa- 
tion of the earth by the neutrons of a nuclear explosion. 

The dose power in the air over an infinitely large sector of 
contamination with a distribution of y  activity through the upper layer 
is 

Pv(H)= 5,09-4^(^0^) ~e     E,(mH) + 
1 -:»,« -e ' > + ^r(>+l'."+v)][ (3.11) 

where B = 1 + m/u.. 

It is similarly easy to produce a formula for a sector of limited 
size.  It should be noted that the effective radius of action of a 
volumetric source is considerably less than the effective radius of 
action of a surface source.  For example, at a height of 1 m over the 
surface of the earth, 90% of the total dose of y  radiation is collected 
from an area limited by a radius of 15-20 m, while at a height of 25 m 
it is collected from an area with a radius of 100 m. 

The form of the contaminated territory (radioactive wake) varies 
widely and depends primarily on the weather conditions -- speed and 
direction of the wind at various altitudes reached by the cloud. The 
actual gradience of the density of surface contamination are such [10] 
that within the areas providing practically complete collection of the 
dose at the point of observation over the contaminated surface, the 
density of contamination can be considered constant with high reliability. 

§ 3. Angular and Energy Distributions of'y Radiation Over a Contaminated 
Surface 

The structure of the y  field over a radioactively contaminated 
surface is determined first of all by the radioactive decay of the 
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explosion products and the related change in the energy composition of 
the Y quanta emitted and, secondly, by the nature of interaction of the 
Y radiation of radioactive decay with the air and the soil. 

Works [11, 12] present the results of calculation of the differen- 
tial spectra of ■f-    radiation over an infinite plane, evenly covered 
with fission products of various ages. 

Table 3.2 shows the results of calculation of the spectral and 
angular distributions of y  radiation of fission products with ages 
from 1.12 hours to 9.82 days over an ideally flat plane of infinite 
size. These same tables contain information on the angular distribu- 
tions of the total flux and dose of Y quanta, as well as the integral 
spectra of Y radiation [12]. 

The data of Table 3.2, which relate to fluxes of Y quanta, are 
expressed in units of quanta/(cm2 -sec), while the dose is expressed in 
rad/hr.  All results are normalized for the surface activity correspond- 
ing to one U235 fission event per 1 cm2 of surface of the earth.  It 
must be noted that the fluxes of quanta shown in Table 3.2 are integral 
for the energy and angular intervals indicated.  In order to make the 
transition to differential characteristics of the angular [quanta/(cm2• 

2 
sec-ster)] and energy [quanta/(cm -sec^MeV)] distributions, the quan- 
tities presented must be divided by the solid angles corresponding to 
the angular intervals and the energy intervals. 

Analysis of the angular distributions of the dose of Y quanta 
corresponding to fission products of various ages indicates that the 
angular dose distribution function of Y quanta from fission products 
is insensitive to transformations of the Y radiation spectra of the 
fission products within limits of 1 hour to 10 days after the explosion. 
This is understandable if we consider that below the horizon the pri- 
mary contribution to the dose over the contaminated area is that of 
unscattered radiation of sources located on the surface of the earth. 
The attenuation of unscattered radiation in the air is insensitive to 
changes of energy within the limits of the transformation of the Y 
radiation spectra of fission products. The dose power of y  quanta 
arriving from the upper half space over the surface of the earth, i. e. 
scattered in the air, is only 7-8% of the total dose power. The dose 
power of scattered radiation (in the air and in the ground) amounts to 
a total of about 15% of the complete dose power of Y quanta of fission 
products over the contaminated sector. 

Data on the angular distributions of dose power of Y radiation at 
various heights over a flat isotropic source with an age of fission 
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products of 1.12 hours are presented in [13].  Figure 3.2 shows the 
angular distribution functions of dose F(ß) for an ideal flat fallout 
source, normalized to the dose at an altitude of 1 m over the ground, 
so that 

T: 

2n ('F(ß)sinßdß---^^-. ,_ ... 
.) D(H = l) (3.12) 
o 

The angular distribution functions corresponding to a height of 
1 m over the surface of the ground can be described with sufficient 
accuracy by the empirical expression 

(0,0122-f 0,0484e-•'--•'   0'<ß<90J 

lP,:"'(o,04+i,3e,0co,p 90'J<ß<180". l        J 

As a result of the influence of irregularities of the underlying 
surface, the angular distributions of dose power over an actual sector 
of contamination should differ from the angular distributions of y 
radiation over an ideal flat source.  It should be expected here that 
the form of the spectrum of scattered radiation will change comparatively 
slightly due to the significant contribution of multiply scattered 
quanta. The intensity of unscattered quanta changes strongly.  For 
this reason we can expect that the angular distributions of dose power 
of Y radiation might undergo significant change in the area of angles 
ß near 90°. 

Figure 3.3 shows experimental data on the angular distributions of 
of dose power at 1 m over a contaminated area with various types of 
relief:  over the flat bottom of a dry lake (curve 3) and an area of 
dry steppe (curve 4) [14], as well as over a very level virgin grassy 
area (curve 2) [15] . The experimental distributions produced in these 
cases correspond in the first case to the "effective" height of measure- 
ments (with an ideally flat surface) of 6 m, in the second case -- 12 m, 
in the third case --3m. This same figure shows for comparison the 
angular dependence of dose power at a height of 1 m with no microrelief 
(curve 1). As was assumed, the angular distribution is distorted with 
values of angle ß near 90°. 

The angular spectra of y  quanta over a radioactively charged area 
with an age of fission products of 9 days were measured in [16]. The 
results of these measurements are shown on Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3-3. Angular Distribu- 
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CHAPTER k.     PENETRATION OF NEUTRONS THROUGH SHIELDING 

§1. Attenuation of Unscattered Neutrons 

As we know, the flux of unscattered neutrons beyond shielding 
resulting from a flat monoenergetic source with energy En is deter- 

mined by the expression 

<bn,u(En,  6) = <D (£n)e-
s'(£«)e', (4,1) 

where $(E ) is the flux of neutrons without the shielding; 6' is the 

thickness of the material of the shielding, measured in the direction 
of movement of the neutrons of the initial beam; ^t(

E
n) 

is the total 

macroscopic cross section of interaction of neutrons for energy En> 

For a continuous spectrum, expression (4.1) becomes 

0>n,u(E, 6)^$®{E„)e-*<WdEn. (4.2) 

The penetration of the dose of unscattered neutrons through the 
barrier is described similarly: 

Dm(En,  6)-J<D(£„),! (En)e-*AWdEn. (4'3) 

Here n(E ) is the transfer factor from the flux of neutrons to the 
dose. 

Thus, the dose of unscattered neutrons beyond the shielding 
barrier is determined by the product of the dose of neutrons without 
the shield times a certain factor K   (E , 6), which will be referred 

il y       U    l\ 
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to in the following as the dose penetration coefficient (or factor) of 
unscatteroil neutrons: 

*,;,, (/;„,*) 
\W(F.n)-n(En)dEn 

(4.4) 

However, expressions (4.3) and (4.4) are correct only if ^t(\) 

is a smooth function or if all resonances in the cross section are 
defined. For the dependence S (E ) with a strongly expressed resonant 

structure located beyond the limits of resolution of the research 
apparatus, infiltration of neutrons along the minima in the cross section 
is observed. As a result of this, the effective value of the cross 
section decreases, i.e. neutrons are attenuated less than is indicated 
by the total cross section [1]. 

Measurements performed in [2, 3] have shown that infiltrtion 
does not appear significantly with all resonant structures.  It is 
significant only when there are frequent and deep resonances. This 
sort of course of the total cross section of neutrons with energies 
corresponds to elements with ordinal numbers Z > 15-20 and in the 
energy area E < 1.5-2 MeV.  In a mixture of elements, the minima and 

maxima in the cross sections of individual components will partially 
overlap, as a result of which the effect of infiltration decreases. 

IB     2D      2i 
ä/cosy, CM 

Figure ^.1. Penetration of Total Dose of Unscattered 
Neutrons in Reactor Spectrum as a Function of Thickness 
of Iron Shield:  1, 0, experimental data; 2, calculated 
data 
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One of the most characteristic elements in which the effect of 
infiltration appears clearly is iron. Figure 4.1 shows the experi- 
mentally measured dependence of the transmission factor of the dose 
of unscattered neutrons on thickness of iron shield [4, 5]. Measure- 
ments were performed with a reactor, the spectrum of which was quite 
similar in form to the energy distribution of neutrons from a nuclear 
explosion, scattered in air.  For comparison, this same figure shows 
the calculated attenuation based on total cross sections, borrowed 
from [6]. For the spectrum of the nuclear explosion, the effective 
unscattered neutron dose transmission factor for iron can be found from 
the empirical expression 

Kn. «(6) = e-o.*475' [1 + 3-10~3 (6')3'24]. 
(4.5) 

It should be kept in mind that the "slant" thickness 6' of the 
screen is 6/cos y,  where y is the angle of incidence of the initial 
beam at the surface of the shield, read from the normal; 6 is the 
thickness of the shield measured in the normal cross section. 

Table 4.1 

TRANSMISSION FACTORS OF UNSCATTERED MONOENERGETIC NEUTRONS 
K 
n, u 

(E , 6) FOR IRON 

F.n,He\ 

1ron Thickness, cm 

5 7 10 15 22 31 38 

0,1 0,240 0,155 0,091  N 0,045 0,0224 0,0115 0,0076 
0,2 0,296 0,200 0,126 0,066 0,0324 0,0167 0,0117 
0,3 0,30 0,20 0,127 0,067 0,0338 0,0173 0,0115 
0,4 0,18 0,107 0,050 0,018 0,0050 0,00152 0,00071 
0,5 • 0,40 0,30 0,195 0,102 0,045 0,0181 0,0103 
0,6 0,37 0,263 0,167 0,087 0,0406 0,02 0,0115 
0,7 0,253 0,162 0,093 0,043 0,017 0,0068 0,0036 
0,8 0,316 0,214 0,126 0,060 0,0252 0,0098 0,0053 
0,9 0,38 0,275 0,17 0,083 0,035 0,014 0,0076 
l,0i, 0,38 0,27 0,165 0,079 0,0315 0,012 0,0063 
1,2 0,34 0,234 0,132 0,059 0,022 0,0079 0,0038 
1,4 0,31 0,2 0,11 0,044 0,0138 0,0039 0,00165 
1,6 0,30 0,195 0,103 0,039 0,0117 0,00296 0,00115 
1.8 0,29 0,19 0,094 0,0324 0,0087 0,002 0,00071 
2,0 0,288 0,178 0,086 0,0262 0,0063 0,0012 0,00039 
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If it is required to calculate the transmission factor for the 
dose of unscattered neutrons through an iron shield for any other 
spectrum, the data of Table 4.1 can be used, showing the results of 
measurements of the transmission factors of monoenergetic neutrons 
for iron. 

§ 2. Transmission of Scattered Neutrons Through Shield Barriers 

The field of neutrons of a nuclear explosion in air can be rep- 
resented as a set of flat, singly directed beams, oriented in space 
in correspondence with the angular distribution function. Therefore, 
in order to design a shield for the neutrons of a nuclear explosion, 
we must first of all obtain information on the penetration of neutrons 
of a flat, singly directed beam with various incidence angles at the 
surface of the screen. 

A number of works have been dedicated to investigation of the 
problem of the attenuation of neutrons by flat shields of various 
materials.  In [7, 8], the attenuation of the total dose of a broad, 
singly directed beam of monoenergetic neutrons with normal and 
inclined incidence at barriers of various materials was studied. 
According to the data of [7], the transmission factor for the total 
dose of monoenergetic neutrons can be represented by the relationship 

(4.6) 
Kn.t(Enxy,6) = l{f, E„)e    " <*• £"> . 

The values of the preexponential factor z,[y,  E ) and the relaxa- 

tion lengths X(y, E ) of the total dose of neutrons, taken from [7], 

are presented in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 

As analysis of the data of these tables indicates, the angular 
dependence of the preexponential factors £(y, En) for iron and poly- 

ethylene can be represented with an error of not over 30% by the 
simple relationship 

C(Y. £„) = £(Y = 0, £„)COSY, (4.7) 

which is correct for measured thickness of layers throughout the entire 
investigated interval of energies. 
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Table h.2 

RELAXATION LENGTH X(y, E ) AND FACTOR C(Y, E ) FOR CALCULATION 

OF NEUTRON DOSE TOTAL TRANSMISSION FACTOR FOR IRON 

Degrees Expert ■ 
'• mental 

alcu- 
lated 

o 
26 
38 
47 
56 
62 

„9 2G 
38 
47 
56 
62 

£„=3 MeV 

1,00+0,03 
1,00±0,03 
0,93±0,04 

0,47±0,03 

1,0 
0,90 
0,79 
0,68 
0,56 
0,47 

1,00±0,05 
0,88±0,05 

0,80±0,04 
0,69+.0,04 

X.,   CM 

Experi- 
mental 

£„ = 0,22MeV 

14.2T0.3 
8.4T0.2 
7.4T0.3 

5.1T0.3 

19,0±0,3 
18,0±0,3 

9,3±0,5 
7,3±0,4 

Experi- 
mental— 

ICalcu- 
'lated 

X, CM 

Expert ■ 
mental 

£„ = 0,83 MeV 

1,00±0,05 
0,88+.0,06 

0,85±0,06 
0,73 ±0,04 

1,0 
0,90 
0,79 
0,68 
0,56 
0,47 

19,0±O,4 
18.0+.0.3 

9,3±0,5 
7,3 + 0,4 

En= 0,024 MeV 

0,83±0,03 

0,75±0,05 

0,83 
0,75 
0,66 
0,56 
0,47 
0,39 

27+.1 

11,0±0,5 

The angular dependence of the relaxation length of the dose of 
neutrons with initial energies of 3 and 0.83 MeV for polyethylene can 
be expressed with an error of not over 8% using a similar relationship: 

MY. £„) = MY = 0, £„)COSY, (4.8) 

correct for approximately 2 <_ 6 <_ 10 cm. 

In the area of polyethylene thicknesses - 10<^ 6 <_ 30-40 cm for 
monoenergetic neutrons with energies of 0.8-3 MeV, the relaxation length 
should depend on angle y  significantly more weakly than following the 
rule of the cone. This is confirmed by data on the penetration of 
neutrons with energies of 0.22 MeV and 24 KeV through layers of poly- 
ethylene. With thickness of 1-2 < 6 < 6-10 cm for E =0.22 MeV, the 
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relaxation length depends very little on angle y.    For En = 24 KeV 

with thicknesses over 4 cm the relaxation length of the dose is inde- 
pendent of angle y. With polyethylene thicknesses over 30-40 cm, the 
relaxation length of the dose apparently should not depend on angle y 
throughout the entire range of energies studied. 

Table k.k 

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF X(cm) AND e FOR WATER AND POLYETHYLENE 
Y = 0° 

Energy of Polyethylene Water 

Neutrons, 
MeV 

X c X c ■ 

15 
3 
0,83 
0,22 
0,24 

18,4±0,4 
6,4±0,2 
3,4±0,1 
2,30±0,05 
2,00±0,10 

1,18±0,02 
1,30±0,04 
1,10±0,04 
1,10-1-0,04 
1,33±0,06 

18,4±0,4 
7,6±0,15 
3,40±0,07 
2,61 ±0,07 

1,10±0,03 
1,20±0,04 
1,00±0,05 
1,00±0,05 

~"~~  y" 

As neutrons propagate through iron, the dependence of X(y, E ) 

on angle y  is expressed more'-sharply than the law of the cone. 

Table 4.4 presents for comparison data relating to the transmission 
of neutrons through water and polyethylene (p = 0.93 g/cm3) with normal 
incidence of neutrons with initial energies from 0.024 to 15 MeV on 
the surface of the shield [8]. 

Particularly valuable are the results of measurement of the trans- 
mission factors of the total dose of neutrons of a nuclear reactor 
through protective shielding, since the spectrum of these neutrons is 
quite similar to the spectrum of nuclear explosion neutrons scattered 
in air. Table 4.5 shows the transmission factors for various thick- 
nesses of iron, concrete and polyethylene, measured using the neutrons 
of a reactor with normal and inclined incidence of the beam on the 
surface of the shield. 

The important characteristics of the field of neutrons passing 
through the shielding are their angular and energy distributions. 
A large number of works published up to the present time has been 
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dedicated to the study of the angular distributions of scattered neutrons 
with normal incidence to the barrier. In [9], a report is presented on 
a study of the angular distributions of the dose of reactor neutrons 
beyond layers of polyethylene and lead. The angular distributions of 
doses of fast neutrons beyond shielding of polyethylene of various 
thicknesses with normal incidence of the beam of neutrons with reactor 
spectrum are presented. In [10], a study is described of the spectral 
and angular distribution of fast reactor neutrons beyond a shield of 
polyethylene 23 cm thick under conditions of normal incidence of the 
beam to the screen. 

The angular characteristics of neutrons scattered by shielding were 
studied in the greatest detail in [26]. The energy and angular char- 
acteristics of reactor neutrons beyond shielding made of iron, concrete 
and polyethylene were studied experimentally. The experimental results 
of this work confirm the calculations performed for the same conditions 
by the Monte Carlo method and in the 2P? approximation using the R.O.Z. 

program [11]. 

As was shown in [12, 13], the angular distributions of the dose of 
fast neutrons in relative units with normal incidence to the barrier 
with a thickness of at least 1-2 free path lengths can be described by 
the dependence 

*o    . *. (4.9) 

This function characterizes the share of the dose of scattered 
neutrons leaving the protective barrier per unit solid angle in the 
direction characterized by polar angle ip, read from the normal to the 
surface of the shield. Thus, the form of the field of scattered neu- 
trons is determined only by empirical constant tyQ,  called the char- 

acteristic angle. Table 4.6 shows values of characteristic angles for 
various materials. In multilayered shields, the angular distribution 
of neutrons is determined by the last layer (next to the detector), it 
its thickness is over 1-2 X. 

In order to find the dose of neutrons propagating beyond a 
barrier in the direction of angle ip, expression (4.9) must be multi- 
plied by the total dose of scattered neutrons on the surface of the 
barrier, which is equal to 

D». , (8) = D„, o [Kn. t (6) - Kn. u (6)] - A,. 0 Kn, a [B„ (6) -11,   (4.10) 
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where K    and K    are the total dose transmission factors for neu- 
n, t     n, u 

trons for the barrier and the doses of neutrons in the unscattered 
component respectively; D  Q is the dose of neutrons without the 

barrier; B (6) is the neutron accummulation factor beyond a barrier 

of thickness 6. 

Table k.i 

VALUES OF CHARACTERISTIC ANGLE ^ FOR NORMAL INCIDENCE OF 

REACTOR NEUTRONS TO PROTECTIVE BARRIERS 

*n» 

Threshold 
of Record- 

Shield   Density, Thicknesses ing of Neu- v0' 
Material  g/cm3   Studied, cm trons, MeV Pegs Reference 

1.0 
0,89 
0,93 
2,16 
7,8 

Water 
Polyethylene 

» 
Concrete 
I ron 

15;  45 0 7 30 [12] 
7,5;  15; 23; 38 Total   Dose 30 [141 

3,5;  9,5 0.2 30 [4] 
25 Total   Dose 45 HI 

5;  10; 14 *       » 50 [4] 

Table 4.7 shows several values of neutron dose accummulation factors 

with .nominal', incidence beyond various shields. 

"Iable k.J 

VALUE OF DOSE TRANSMISSION FACTOR FOR UNSCATTERED REACTOR NEUTRONS 
K   AND ACCUMMULATION FACTOR B (6) WITH NORMAL INCIDENCE 
n, u n 

Materia 
Paran 

1 eter 

I ron Bn («) 

Cone ret 5 ß„(6) 

Thickness of Protective Shielding, cm 

2,6 
0.31 

1,5 
0,48 

10 I 15 

4,6 
0,13 

2,3 
0.24 

Polyeth 
ylene 
(p=0,93 

g/cM3) 

' Bn (6) 

K„,«W 

3 

0,12 

5,8 

0.017 

7,7 
0,065 

3,2 
0,12 

9,7 

0,004 

20 

11 
0.033 

4 
0.06 

30 40 50 

17,2 
0.13 

6,5 
0.0146 

16 

0,0012 

34,5 

•0,000135 

22 
0.0057 

10,8 
0.004 

70 

0.000021 

26 
0,0026 

17 
0.0012 

130 

0.0000040 
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Table 4.8 

ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF SCATTERED NEUTRON DOSE POWER BEYOND 

SHIELDS OF IRON AND POLYETHYLANE — f(y, *, x), ster" (rel. units) 

degrees 

o 
30 

50 

70 

degree s 

+. degrees 

10 20 30 

0 0 
0 0,069 

30 180 
0 0,051 

50 180 
0 0,030 

70 180 

I ron -|4 öi 

0,148 

Polyethylene —9,5 CM 

50 

0,089 0,057 
0,069 

0,052 0,044 
0,051 
0,038 0,034 
0,024 0,025 
0.024 0,021 

70 

i ron — 6 CM 

0 0,183 0,110 0,088 
0 0,102 0,140 

180 0,077 0,07 
0 0,069 0,084 

180 0,060 0,056 
0 0,052 0,075 0,101 

180 0,049 0,039 

0,079 
0,108 
0,062 
0,097 
0,052 

0,043 

0,057 
0,060 
0,039 
0,041 
0,031 

0,019 

0 0 0,032 0,020 0,010 0,004 
30 0 0,018 0,014 0,006 

180 0,008 0,003 0,001 
0 0,008 0,012 0,003 

50 180 0,003 

i 

Very few data on the angular distributions of neutrons with inclined 
incidence of the initial beam to the barrier can be found in the litera- 
ture. 

In Table 4.8, based on [26], we present the angular distributions 
of the doses of neutrons beyond iron and polyethylene shields with 
various angles of incidence y of a flat, unidirectional beam of reac- 
tor neutrons. 

The energy distributions of neutrons as functions of angles of 
incidence y  and scattering angle ip have certain common regularities for 
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barriers of various materials. With increasing angles y  and \p,  the 
neutron spectra soften. The greatest softening in the low energy area 
of the spectrum is characteristic for hydrogen-containing media. With 
large angles y  and \|> (over 50°) practically 90-95% of all neutrons fall 
in the area of energies below 0.5 MeV (contribution to dose at least 
70-80%). For shields of concrete and iron, these estimates are true 
for the energy area E < 1 MeV. 

The spectra of neutrons with energies below 0.2 MeV in these media 
can be described by a dependence of the form 4(En) * E"1, where 1 varies 

from 0.7 to 1.1. The low energy portion of the spectrum is important 
for calculation of the dose of secondary y  radiation produced by neutron 
capture. 

§ 3.  Reflection of Neutrons From Barriers 

No unified terminology has been established for description of the 
characteristics of neutrons reflected from barriers; therefore, it is 
expedient first to introduce definitions and symbols. The differential 
albedo (angular distribution of back scattering of radiation) is a 
function of the initial radiation energy E, angle of incidence y,  polar 
angle i|> and azimuthal angle T of reflection. Angles y  and ij; are counted 
from the normal to the surface. The differential albedo will be rep- 
resented by the letter a. The first left subscript indicates the type 
of radiation (n = neutrons, y = Y radiation), while the second subscript 
indicates the albedo of the number of particles (little h) or dose (d). 
The superscripts determine the quantities in Which the incident (first) 
and reflected (second) radiation are expressed. The current density 
(or simply current) will be represented by T, the flux density (or flux) 
by IT. For example, the differential dose albedo for neutrons for an 
incident current and reflected flux is written as aJ'JptfE, y,  i>,  T) . 

If the incident and reflected radiation (both) are expressed in current 
or flux terms, the second (identical) superscript is omitted. The 
differential current and flux albedos are related by the formula 

. cos V 
a"(E, v. *. t) = aT(E. V. +. T)-^' (4.n) 

integration of the differential albedo with respect to angles produces 
the integral albedo 

A {E, Y) = f dx "j a (E, y, *, x) sin yd*. 
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The integral albedo is given the same indexes as the differential 
albedo. We present below a brief review of works dedicated to study 
of the reflection of neutrons, and certain results which may be useful 
in calculations. 

Among the first works on the determination of albedo is experimen- 
tal work [15] .  It presents data on the measurement of the integral 
numerical albedo A  , of monoenergetic neutrons from paraffin and 

water with normal and inclined incidence of neutrons to the surface 
of the reflector. The range of neutron energies studied in the initial 
beam was from the energy of thermal neutrons to 5 MeV. 

It has been found that the reflection factor of neutrons from 
hydrogen-containing material decreases with increasing energy. The 
range of incidence ang les of the neutron beam studied (counted from 
the normal) was from 0 to 75°. The angular dependence of the albedo 
on incidence angle y  for all energy values studied can be expressed 
by the relationship 

1 -<fc(Y) = H -4U(Y-.0)]cosY.        
C4-13) 

Work [16] was dedicated to the determination of the empirical 
regularities for description of the characteristics of the field of 
neutrons reflected from;iron, concrete and earth on the basis of 
Monte Carlo calculations [17]. 

It was found in this work that the differential f'dose" albedo of 
neutrons fronu concrete, iron and earth of various compositions (various 
water contents) can be described by the empirical expression 

a":J(E. Y. *) -= *£,,(£, v=0, ty = 0) cos7' y cos i|> ster"   > C4.14) 

T 
töfreSe* ä  , is the differential dose albedo with normal incidence and 

n, d 
reflection of the flat beam of neutrons (the tabular value, depending 
on initial energy E and type of scattering material). 

It is demonstrated in this work that for neutrons with the fission 
spectrum and for the spectrum leaving the shield, the angular albedo 
for all materials studied can be expressed by the formula 

C(E. Y. *) =4-M35(r2l,) ™''*C0S*' '      (4.15) 
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where I    is the total macroscopic cross section of all elements included 

in the composition of the scattering material, weighted with respect to 
to the neutron spectrum; I„ is the macroscopic cross section of hydrogen 

contained in the material, weighted for the neutron spectrum. 

Expression (4.15) describes the differential albedo of neutrons 
for all materials studied except water. For the integral dose albedo 
of fast neutrons from water with normal incidence, [16] suggests the 
dependence 

0.435(2,-2») (4.16) 
4!.*(E.Y = 0) = —-; 

In [18], the Monte Carlo method was used to calculate the integral 
values of numerical (in terms of "current") and dose (in terms of "flux") 
albedos of monoenergetic neutrons and neutrons with the fission spectrum 
with inclined incidence to reflectors of various thicknesses, and the 
energetic distributions of the reflected neutrons are presented. 

In [19], a broad range of information is presented on determination 
of;the.characteristics of the neutron field reflected from concrete. 
These characteristics were calculated by the Monte Carlo method and 
measured experimentally (in terms of "current"). The calculations were 
performed for initial energies of neutrons E from 0.2 to 8 MeV and 
angles of incidence of the unidirectional beam y  = 0, 45, 60, 75 and 
85°. The experimental data agreed well with the calculated data. 

In [20], an attempt was made to produce a semi-empirical expression, 
using a number of assumptions concerning the nature of the interaction 
of neutrons with the scattering nuclei. A four-parameter semi-empirical 
formula is presented in this work for the differential dose albedo for 
iron, aluminum, dry earth, earth with 50% moisture content, earth with 
100% moisture content and concrete. This formula is written in terms 
of neutron "current" and covers the area of energies from 0.1 to 14 MeV. 

The formula produced has the following form: 

a^(£,V. », T) = El(E)cos*-f *<fl+*<g«»*. [ster-1],  (4.17) 

where tt is the total scattering angle, determined from the expression 
s 

cos^ = sin y sin if cost — cosy cos if, (4.18) 
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in which x is the azimuthal angle of reflected radiation, counted from 
the projection of the direction of the incident beam on the surface of 
the reflector. 

The values of parameters E^E), E2(E), EjfE) and E4(E) are pre- 

sented in Table 4.9. 

It is indicated in [20] that the results calculated by the four- 
parameter formula agree well with the data produced by the Monte Carlo 
method [17]. 

Works [21-24, 26] present the results of studies performed for 
determination of the characteristics of the field of reflected neutrons, 
performed experimentally for the reactor spectrum (water, earth, iron) 
by a calculation method in the 2P_ approximation (for the same condi- 

tions and media) and using the Monte Carlo method [21] for water and 
various groups of incident neutrons AE. Figure 4.2 shows the dependence 

aU ,(Y, Ti>,  T) and a77 ^(Y, if», "0 for water, earth and iron for the 
n,d n, hv 

spectrum of neutrons leaving a reactor [23]. 

We can see from Table 4.2 that the flux albedo is always greater 
than the corresponding value of dose power and that this difference 
increases with improvement of the moderating properties of the medium. 
The angular distributions of flux density of reflected neutrons are 
similar to the isotropic distributions for materials with high atomic 
number and sharply anisotropic for light shielding materials such as 
water and polyethylene. As we can see from the figure, even for an 
iron shield, total isotropy is not observed, and therefore the empirical 
dependence (4.14) suggested by the authors of [16], in which the angular 
distribution of dose power of reflected neutrons is assumed proportional 
to cos i\>  must be looked upon as approximate. 

In the case of a light reflector (water, polyethylene), the angular 
distributions of flux and dose power of reflected neutrons depend sig- 
nificantly on the azimuthal angle x, whereas for earth and iron this 
dependence is slight. 

The difference in the behavior of the angular distributions of 
flux and dose power for various materials can be easily explained, 
keeping in mind the angular distribution of neutrons upon scattering (in 
an elementary event) and the absorption cross section. 

The dependence of the integral dose albedo An d (Y) on incidence 

angle of a flat, infinite beam of neutrons with the reactor spectrum to 
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barriers of iron, earth and water is shown on Figure 4.3.[22]. We can 
see from Figure 4.3 that the albedo for iron and earth acts similarly, 
whiiefflor water the course of the dependence differs significantly from 
the other cases since as angle y  increases in the case of water the 
energy of the neutrons scattered at slight angles \\>  increases signi- 
ficantly. The effect of the influence of hydrogen at high values of 
Y is noted in the case of earth as well. As we can see from Figure 4.3, 
the agreement of experimental and calculated (Monte Carlo method) data 
is quite satisfactory.     
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Figure k.2. Angular Distributions of Dose and Flux of Neutrons, Reflected 
From Water, Earth and Iron With Various Incidence Angles of a Beam With 
Reactor Spectrum to the Surface: a, 10 cm water; b, 30 cm earth; c, 19 
cm iron. 
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Analysis of the results illustrated by Figure 4.3 shows that the 
integral dose albedo for iron and earth is described well by an empiri- 
cal dependence [see formula (4.14)]. 

The dependence A"   , (y) for water and polyethylene [26] can be 

described by the following empirical relationship: 

An.* (Y) - Al„ (v - 0) cos v + 0,3 (1 - cos y). 
(4.19) 

This expression is correct with y <  70°, the accuracy of the empirical 
expressions presented being no worse than about 10%, which is quite 

satisfactory for practical purposes. 

Analysis of the experimental and calculation data (Monte Carlo 
method) indicates that for a medium such as water, the value of A* d 

depends little on the.form of the.incident neutron spectrum. Thus, 
for the neutron spectrum of a Po-Be source (Eflv = 4 MeV), as for the 

spectrum of reactor neutrons (E  =0.65 MeV) and for the softened 
IT 

neutron spectrum from a Po-Be source (Eav = 2 MeV), An d (Y = 0) = 

0.18 (with a threshold for recording of reflected neutrons = 1 KeV). 

0   10   20   30   40  SO 

y,  degrees 
70   SO   SO 

Figure A.3.  Dependence of Integral Dose 
Albedo on Angle of Incidence of Flat, Uni- 
directional Beam of Neutrons With Reactor 
Spectrum to Barriers of Iron (A), Earth 
(D), and Water (0) .  , Data produced 
by Monte Carlo calculation. 
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The value of A* , with a recording threshold E * 0.2 MeV, although 
n,d 

it differs slightly for spectra of neutrons of various VhaiMnesses," is 
still very low: from 0.14 for the spectrum of the Po-Be source to 0.125 
for the reactor spectrum. For a water (polyethylene) reflector, the 
contribution of neutrons with energies E < 0.2 MeV to the dose is quite 
significant (about 30%), and cannot be ignored. For such media as 
iron, concrete, earth, the contribution of neutrons with energies E < 
0.2 MeV to the total dose is slight (not over 10%). 

Since the differential albedo for water is not described by simple 
approximation expressions Table 4.10 presents numerical data from [21]. 

Investigations of the dependence of integral albedo A^ d(y) on 

thickness of barriers of iron, aluminum, concrete, graphite, etc. per- 
formed on the basis of the results of [18, 22], have shown that it can 
be expressed by the following empirical relationship: 

An 
/   _JLLii\        (4.20) 

(T, 6) - A"n,4 (Y - 0) cos S V1 - e c°"v / • 

In conclusion we note that the form of the energy distributions 
of neutrons reflected from barriers (for example, see [25]) differs 
little from the distributions beyond the protective shields with com- 
parable scattering angles. 
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CHAPTER 5. PENETRATION OF y  AND $ RADIATION THROUGH SHIELDING 

§ 1. Attenuation of Unscattered y  Radiation 

The transmission factor of unscattered monochromatic y  radiation 
is calculated using expressions similar to formula (4.1), in which the 
total macroscopic cross section of the interaction of y  radiation with 
the medium is usually referred to as the linear attenuation factor and 
represented by y(E ). 

The thickness of the absorber can be conveniently expressed in 

units of mass (g/cm2). Correspondingly, y is frequently expressed in 

square centimeters per gram (cm2/g) and referred to as the mass absorp- 
tion factor, represented as y/p. The mass absorption factor of chemi- 
cally complex materials or mixtures consists of the sum of the mass 
absorption factors of the component elements, taken with their statis- 
tical weight, proportional to the content of each element. 

The total attenuation factors for y  quanta in materials are com- 
plex functions of energy E^. At the present time, they have been 

determined with a mean accuracy of about 1% and presented in the form 
of tables or graphs in many works (for example, in [1]. However, in 
certain cases, particularly when calculations are performed by computer, 
expressions are required for the attenuation factors, written in -m 
analytic form. A parabolic approximation for the total mass attenuation 
factor was suggested in [2]: 

'MEI) ,   ,  , (5. ID  — = Co + Cie + c2e
2, 

P 

where e is the wave length of a y  quantum in Comptom units; e =EY(MeV)/ 
0.511. 
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Formula (5.1) can be written in a form more convenient for practical 
calculations 

üi^vL^fc . Jü_+-*L. (5.2) 
2 > 

the coefficients b and c being related by the formulas: bQ = cQ; b^ = 

0.511 c1; b2 = 0.261 c2- 

Table 5.1 presents the coefficients of the parabolic approximation 
for various materials. The maximum relative error of approximation 
using these coefficients, according to estimates of the authors of [2], 
will not exceed 4% in the 0.03-0.08 MeV energy range, 3% in the 0.08- 
0.03 MeV range and 5% in the 0.3-10 MeV range. 

Approximate expressions with this level of accuracy should be used 
carefully, since when calculations with low error are required they are 
suitable only for low values of attenuation. For example, with an accu- 
racy of 5% and an attenuation of the primary ibeam by a factor of 10, 
the error in calculating the attenuation factor of the unscattered radi- 
ation is 10%, while when the attenuation is by a factor of 1000 the 
error may reach 60%. 

For complex chemical compounds not included in Table 5.1, the mass 
attenuation factors can be calculated based on the known dependences 
u.fE )/p. ofttfab individual elements using the expression 
1V Y   i 

t<M-£.%, (5,3) 

where a. is the weight share of the ith element in the mixture or 

chemical compound. 

If the shielding surface is struck by nonmonochromatic y  radia- 
tion, the attenuation of the unscattered component does not follow the 
simple exponential rule due to the filtration of hard y  quanta.  In 
this case the attenuation factor of the unscattered component can be 
found by integration with respect to the entire spectrum *(E ) of the 

initial y  radiation similarly to expression (4.2). 
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§ 2. Penetration of Scattered y  Radiation Through Shielding 

The concept of the transmission factor K  for the dose of scattered 
YS 

radiation of a flat unidirectional beam, the ratio of the integral dose 
of scattered radiation reaching the internal surface of the barrier to 
the total dose of y  quanta striking its outer surface, is introduced in 
order to characterize the attenuation of scattered y  radiation in the 
barrier. 

In [3], the Monte Carlo method was used to calculate the trans- 
mission factors for scattered radiation for barriers of concrete and 
iron (3.7-60.0 g/cm2 thickness) upon incidence of a flat, unidirectional 
beam to the surface of the barrier at various angles. Table 5.2 shows 
the results relating to transmission of the energy of scattered y  radia- 
tion by concrete shields with various incident y  radiation energies. It 
is remarkable that for low barrier thicknesses, the maximum intensity of 
transmitted scattered radiation is observed at high angles of incidence 
of the primary y  radiation. The data of these same tables can be used 
to calculate the energy factor of accummulation with inclined incidence 
of Y radiation: 

«*Hlt;-l) + r(E„.&.*^. <5.4) BE(Ey, 6, y) = e v " Wos v J + Kys(Ey, 6, y)e 

In [4], the dose factors of accummulation of Y radiation with 
initial energies from 0.2 to 10 MeV are calculated for inclined inci- 
dence of a broad unidirectional beam to concrete barriers (Table 5.3). 

If the accummulation factor B(E , 6, Y) is known for a given bar- 

rier, the transmission factor for scattered Y radiation can be calculated 
using the expression 

~  ~HEy)- Kys(Ey, 8, Y) = [B(Ey, 6, y) - 1] e    «™ v .       (5 _5) 

For a complex spectrum of initial Y radiation 

/Cv,(6, y)=$<S>(Ey)[B(Ev 6, y)- 1] e~*(Ey)~^7dEy.      (5.6) 
fcv 

Broad information on the transmission of scattered Y radiation by 
screens of iron was produced in [5], in which calculations were per- 
formed by the Monte Carlonmethod. The energy groups of initial Y 
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Table 5-2 

TRANSMISSION FACTORS OF SCATTERED y  RADIATION 
FOR CONCRETE BARRIERS 

ENERGY 

cos 7 

0 
0,25 
0,50 
0,75 
1,00 

0 
0,25 
0,50 
0,75 
1,00 

0 
0,25 
0,50 
0,75 
1,00 

Barrier Thickness, g/cm2 

3,75 7,5 15 30 

Initial Energy 0.35 MeV 

0,1960 
0,2480 
0,1990 
0,1640 
0,1410 

0,1250 
0,2210 
0,2290 
0,2170 
0,2020 

0,0617 
0,1190 
0,1660 
0,1980 
0,2040 

0,0126 
0,0254 
0,0471 
0,0786 
0,1980 

Initial   Energy 0,66 MeV 

0,1725 
0,2050 
0,1590 
0,1340 
0,1150 

0,1150 
0,1990 
0,2040 
0,1900 
0,1730 

0,0631 
0,1260 
0,1780 
0,2030 
0,2030 

0,0170 
0,0391 
0,0728 
0,1130 
0,1490 

Initial Energy 1.25 MeV 

0,1460 
0,1570 
0,1150 
0,0891 
0,0716 

0,1080 
0,1870 
0,1690 
0,1510 
0,1370 

0,0534 
0,1280 
0,1700 
0,1880 
0,1820 

0,0177 
0,0450 
0,0895 
0,1300 
0,1570 

60 

0,0004 
0,0011 
0,0028 
0,0073 
0,0162 

0,0006 
0,0034 
0,0086 
0,0161 
0,0325 

0,0011 
0,0039 
0,0159 
0,0341 
0,0604 

initial Energy Correspondiflcuta5pectrum.Qf y Radiation 
of U235 Fission Products 1.12 Hours After 

0 
0,25 
0,50 
0,75 
1,00 

0,1520 
0,1580 
0,1170 
0,0925 
0.0809 

Or!000 
0,1770 
0,1640 
0,1520 
0,1360 

0,0505 
0,1200 
0,1630 
0,1680 
0,1690 

0,0145 
0,0460 
0,0905 
0,1270 
0,1430 

ExDlosion 
0,0018 
0,0049 
0,0157 
0,0386 
0,0667 

'Initial Energy Corresponding ta_Spectrum of ^Radiation 
of (J235 Fission Products 23.8 hours After Explosion 
0 
0,25 
0,50 
0,75 
1,00 

0,1660 
0,1870 
0,1450 
0,1150 
0.0991 

0,1140 
0,1970 
0,1870 
0,1800 
0.1640 

0,0555 
0,1240 
0,1680 
0,1850 
0,1880 

0,0152 
0,0365 
0,0765 
0,1110 
0.1440 

0,0015 
0,0042 
0,0108 
0,0246 
0,0417 
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radiation were selected considering the convenience of application of 
these data for calculation of the attenuation of y  radiation of a 
nuclear explosion. The spectral intensity of y  quanta was considered 
constant within the limits of each energy group. The results of calcu- 
lation of the transmission factors for scattered y  radiation are pre- 
sented in Table 5.4. 

In [6, 7], an empirical formula is presented for calculation of 
the accummulation factors from a flat isotropic source for a hetero- 
geneous shield with any number of layers of various materials in the 
1-7 MeV Y radiation energy range: 

Bhet «= S Bn ( £ \>fil) - £ Bn (S HA) •        (5.7) 

where N is the total number of shielding layers; B is the accummulation 

factor of the homogeneous material of the i-th layer (the count of layers 
is performed from the source inward), taken with the corresponding 

thickness E  y.6. in free path lengths. 
i=i -1 -1 

Formula (5.7) was checked experimentally with a large number of 
combinations in the barrier geometry for a point isotropic and flat 
isotropic source of y  radiation. In both cases, the formula gave good 
correspondence. This allows us to assume that it will be correct for 
a flat unidirectional beam of initial y radiation as well. 

[Pages 126-129 of source missing] 
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Table 5-3 

DOSE ACCUMULATION FACTORS FOR CONCRETE 

For   no For  i*6 

cosy 
0,5   • i.o 2,0 1,0 

cosy 
0,5 . i.o 2.0 4,Q 

£T = 0,2 MeV E =4,0 MeV 

1.0 1,59 2,15 3,54 6,95 1,0 1,28 1,54 2,12 3,25 

0,75 1,67 2,34 4,18 U.l 0,75 1,34 1,70 2,48 4,13 

•    0,50 1,72 2,79 7,43 66,3 0,50 1,46 1,99 3,52 0,78 

0,25 2,16 6.37 106 —           0,25 1,74 3,29 17,0 — 

0,10 8,76 — — — 0,10 4,92 |   -   |   - — 

£T=0,5.MeV £T=6,oNeV 

•  1.0 1,62 2.23 3,73 8,10 1.0 1,08 1,46 1,89 2,63 

0.75 1,68 2.39 4,51 13.4 0,75 1,31 1,59 2.17 3,22 

0,50 1,80 2,78 8,00 64,6 0,50 1.41 1,84 2,66 4,93 

0,25 2,16 6,50 104 — 0,25 1,64 2,70 12,2 — 

1.0 9,06 

£T = 
1,0  M< sV ". 

0.10 

ii 

3,99 |   -       -         - 

E = 10,0 MeV 

1.0 1.45 1,88 2,90 5,78 ,.o 1,16 1,32 1,61 2,07 

0,75 1,49 2,04 3,49 8,94 0,75 1,20 1.41 1,82 2,81 

0,50 1,65 2,42 5,70 38,5 0,50 1,28 1,56 2,18 5,25 

0,25 1,88 4,96 62.2 — 0,25 1,48 2,28 9,03 — 

0,10 6,98 — — ~" 
0,10 3,20 

-        -        - 

£T =2,0   MeV 

1.0 1,38 1,73 2,52 4.2S ) 

0,75 1,47 1,91 2,95 6,3* i 

0,50 1,55 2,22 4,65 17.1 
v 

0,25 1,82 4,24 39,0 — 

0.10 6.02 — — 
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Table 5-1* 

DOSE TRANSMISSION FACTORS OF SCATTERED y  RADIATION FOR 

IRON SHIELDS 

..Jr.. 
Dögree 2.0 

o 
30 
50 
75 

0 
30 
50 
75 

0 
30 
50 
75 

0 
30 
50 
75 

0 
30 
50 
75 

0 
30 
50 
75 

0,119(—2 
0,823 (-3 
0,445 (—3 
0,623 (—4 

0,649 (—2 
0,288 (—2 
0,187 (—2 
0,314 (-3 

0,762 (-2 
0,622 (-2 
0,463 (-2 
0,957 (-3 

0,109(-1 
0,110(-1 
0,742 (-2 
0,208 (-2 

"Shield Thickness,  cm 

5.0 - 10 14 19 

E^ =0,1 -*-0,2 , MeV 

0,759 (-4 
0,392 (—4 
0,431 (—4 
0,877 (—6 

0,321 (—5 
0,110 (—5 
0,402 (-6 
0,120 (-8 

0,221 (-6 
0,609 (—7 
0,457 (-9 

£T=0,2- -0.3'".MeV 

0,585 (-3 
0,321 (-3 
0,110(—3 
0,104 (—4 

0,185 (—4 
0,630 (-5 
0,806 (—6 
0,585 (—7 

0,822 (-6 
0,311 (—6 
0,132 (—7 
0,940 (—9 

£T =0,3-0,5 iMeV 

0,223 (—2 
0,138 (-2 
0,587 (—3 
0,642 (—4 

0,947 (—4 
0,606 (—4 
0,922 (—5 
0,157 (-5 

0,520 (—5 
0,403 (—5 
0,347 (—6 
0,681 (—7 

£  =0,5—0,75 MeV 

0,492 (-2 
0,355 (—2 
0,171 (—2 
0,175 (-3 

0,458 (—3 
0,309 (—3 
0,120 (—3 
0,320 (—5 

£7=0,75- 

0,604 (—3 
0,390 (-4 
0,148(—4 
0,204 (—6 

1 o   MeV" 

0,132(-1 
0,135(-1 
0,101 (-1 
0,292 (-2 

0,775 (- 
1 

-2 
0,630 (- -2 
0,340 (- -2 
0,376(- -3 

\ 

0,132 (—2 
0,718 (—3 
0,317 (—3 
0,314 (-4 

0,274 (—3 
0,170 (—3 
0,423 (—4 
0,214 (-5 

£  = 1,0- 1,5  MeV 

0, 175 ( 1 
0 175(- 1 
0 151 ( -1 
0 462 (• :>■ 

0,117 ( 
U,IO.i(- 
0,560 (• 
0,721 ( •3 

0,383 (—2 
0,191 (-2 
0,105 (-2 
0,351 (-2 

0,107 (-2 
0,499 (—3 
0,204 (—3 
0,209 (—5 

0,904 (- 
0,160(- 

0,454 (—7 
0,136 (—6 
0,162 (-9 

0,730 (—5 
0,301 (—5 
0,118 (—5 
0,870 (—8 

0,163 (—3 
0,622 (—4 
0,291 (—4 
0,135 (-6 

25 

0,236 (—9 

0,161 (—8 
0,337 (—9 

0,162( -6 
0,150( —6 
0,634 —8 
0,124 —8 

0,316(- -4 
0 180 (- -4 
0 511 (- -0 
o 122 (- -6 

0,364 (—8 
0,318(—8 
0,834 (—10 

0,590 (—6 
0,164 (—6 
0,493 (—7 
0,162 (-9 

0,910 (—5 
0,147 (-5 
0,272 (—6 
0,402 (-8 

0,293 (-4 
0,553 (—5 
0,'244(-5 
0,381 (-8 
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We can see from Table 5.5 that characteristic angle <JJQ has a 

tendency to decrease with increasing energy of primary y  quanta and 
increasing atomic number Z of the scattering medium. 

Information on the angular characteristics of scattered y  radiation 
with inclined incidence of the initial beam to the surface of the barrier 
is quite sparse. As a rule, the periodical literature presents only 
individual examples of results. In [15], the angular distributions of 
doses of scattered Co60 y  radiation were investigated with inclined 
incidence to shields of iron and aluminum. Figure 5.1 shows the nature 
of the azimuthal dependence of the angular distribution function of y 
quanta scattered on iron. 
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Figure 5.1. Angular Distributions of Co 
Y Radiation Dose With Inclined Incidence to 
Barrier of Iron 2 cm Thick 

In [10; 12], it is demonstrated on the basis of experimental 
studies that the angular distributions of the dose of y  quanta scat- 
tered on a shield, as well as the differential and integral spectra 
are determined by the last layer of the shield if its thickness is over 
1-2 free path lengths. The relative values of y  radiation doses depend 
on the order and are determined by the accummulation factors of the 
heterogeneous mixtures. 
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§ 3- Reflection of y  Quanta From Protective Shielding 

The integral energy albedo of y  quanta in the range of energies 
of primary radiation 0.3 MeV < E < 2.0 MeV is inversely proportional 

to the energy E and the square of the atomic number of the scattering 

Material Z. With increasing density of the material p and angle of 
incidence of the beam for a given Z, the energy albedo increases. The 
empirical dependence of the energy albedo on E , Z, p and y,  according 

to [16], is 

J^ißv y)-3>2-E~lk7v   . C5.12) 

where 6 < Z < 50 and y <  80°; and 

where Z > 50 and y  < 80°. 

In the area of energies of y  quanta of primary radiation 2.0 < E 

< 10 MeV, according to [17, 18], the dependence of the energy albedo on 
E is retained, while the dependence on atomic number Z of the scattering 

material is weaker due to the increasing influence of secondary annihila- 
tion radiation. With energy of primary y  quanta E < 0.3 MeV, due to 

the strong photoelectric absorption, the energy albedo of y  quanta 
decreases with d< 

(Figure 5.2) [19] 

decreases with decreasing E and increasing Z of the scattering material 

The dose albedo of y  quanta differs somewhat from the energy albedo. 
Table 5.6 presents several values of dose and energy albedo for concrete. 

The dependences (5.12) and (5.13) presented characterize the albedo 
of Y radiation for scattering materials of s^di-iiipini1;©?!thickfeess. With 
a thin reflector layer, the albedo does not reach its maximum value. 
Experiments [20] have shown that the dependence of y  quantum albedo on 
thickness of the scattering material 6 with normal incidence of the 
primary radiation is described for materials with Z <_ 26 by the empirical 
expression 

^(6).- = ^(oo)[l-e-M=v)s], (5>14) 
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where A J(°°) is the albedo for a semi-infinite scattering material. For 

heavy materials (lead) this dependence is 

4*(*)- ^(*)[l-c-8"(/rv)"]. (5.15) 

Table 5-6 

DOSE AND ENERGY ALBEDO OF y QUANTA FOR CONCRETE 

' Albedo 
Enerqy of Y Quanta E   ,  MeV 

Y 7. 

Deg rees 0.2 0,5 1.0 2,0 

Al E (Y. £T ) 0,154 0,085 0,041 0,017 

0 
Al *(V. £r> 0,138 0,074 0,040 0,020 

^,£(Y. £T) 0,170 0,097 0,051 0,021 

30 

*l A (V. E,) 0,148 0,083 0,045 0,023 

AlE(y-Ei> 0,242 0,160 0,098 0,048 

60 
AlR(y,E,) 0,220 0,146 0,099 0,055 

> AlE(y. £T) 0,500 0,413 0,348 0,266 

~90 

^".*(v. M 0,470 0,395 0,355 
 ,,  

0,303 

With thicknesses equal to approximately two mean free path lengths, 
the scattering material can be considered semi-infinite from the stand- 
point of back scattering of y radiation. 

The spectra of the reflected radiation are significantly softer 
than the primary Y quanta. As an example, Figure 5.3 shows the distri- 
bution of Co60 Y quanta reflected from concrete by energies for cases 
of normal and inclined incidence of primary Y radiation to the concrete. 
As we can see, the spectrum of the reflected radiation in all cases has 
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a maximum at 0.16-0.30 MeV, regardless of the angle of incidence of the 
primary radiation. With inclined incidence of the y  radiation to the 
barrier surface, the spectrum of the reflected radiation becomes harder. 
This is natural, since in this case the y  quanta may return through 
the surface of the absorber after being scattered at lower angles and, 
consequently, changing their energy less than in reflection of the 
normal incident radiation. 
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Figure 5.2. 

The nature of the angular dependence of back scattered radiation 
is determined by the competition of two processes:  on the one hand, 
the probability of scattering and hardness of y  quanta increase with 
decreasing scattering angles; on the other hand, the path traveled by 
the scattered radiation in the material increases, consequently increas- 
ing the probability of absorption, which is greater, the greater the 
Z of the scattering material. Therefore, the angular distribution of 
intensities of scattered y  radiation is anisotropic. 
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Figure 5.3. Distribution of Co y  Quanta 
Reflected From Concrete by Energies for 
Cases of Normal and Inclined Incidence of 
Primary Radiation to Concrete 

The differential albedo of the dose of y  radiation, describing the 
relative value of the dose of y  quanta scattered per unit solid angle 
in the direction characterized by reflection angle ^ is determined by 

the following semi- irical formula, suggested in [21] 

a5(Ev V. N>> ^ 
CY(tv)102g+C 

1 + cos Y sec H> 
(5.16) 

where r(ij> ) is the differential cross section of Comptom scattering 

per electron; C and C are empirical constants, depending only on the 
energy of the incident radiation E and the composition of the reflec- 

tor. The scattering angle \Ji is determined fronu-expression (4.18). 

Expression (5.16) describes the differential albedo in concepts of 
current. For transition to flux quantities, it must be divided by 

cos i|>. 

Based on expression (5.16), we can also calculate the integral 

albedo:           .,        2B 

«*v> v)« c f   ,rf(C0SY) h f r (*,) w "VrfV       V>      *> <J J      I     cos y je,. ^     J 
lo o 

+ C'{[.-cosTlnl±^]). 

(5.17) 
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The values of empirical constants C and C produced for various 
materials in [22] are presented on Table 5.7. 

Table 5-7 

PARAMETERS C AND C FOR CALCULATION OF DIFFERENTIAL DOSE 
ALBEDO USING SEMI-EMP1RICAL FORMULA (5-16) 

Scattering E .MeV c C» 
Material V 

Water 0,2 —0,0187 + 0;0027 0,1327±0,0054 
'    0,662 0,0309 ±0,0047 0,0253+0,0034 

1,00 0,0470+0,0053 0,0151+0,0025 
2,50 0,0995+0,0068 0,0058+0,0010 
6,13 0,1861+0,0107 0,0035+0,0005 

Concrete 0,2 0,0023+0,0038 0,0737+0,0065 
0,662 0,0347+0,0050 0,0197+0,0035 
1,00 0,0503+0,0056 0,0118+0,0025 
2,50 0,0999+0,0078 0,0051+0,0011 
6,13 0,1717+0,0103 0,0048+0,0005 

! ron 0,2 0,0272+0,0033 0,0100+0,0062 
0,662 0,0430+0,0045 0,0063+0,0030 
1,00 0,0555+0,0049 0,Oo45+0,0021 

, 2,50 0,1009+0,0073 0,0044+0,0010 
6,13 0,1447+0,0101 0,0077+0,0006 

CeäflT 0,2 0,0044+0,0002 0,0050+0,0004 
0,662 0,0308 + 0,0015 0,0100+0,0007 
1,00 0,0452+0,0013 0,0083+0,0004 
2,50     ■ 0,0882+0,0014 0,0001+0,0002 
6,13 0,1126+0,0048 0,0063+0,0002 

In [22], the analytic dependences of constants C and C on inci- 
dent radiation energy are suggested for calculation of the differential 
albedo of concrete: 

C^exp [-2,92 + 0,681 In £v + 0,0111 (In E7)
2 - 

-0,0413 (In Ey)3]; 

C » exp [-5,89 + 0,275 (£v - 3,25)»l'whBK 0,1 <£v< > -0 **eV; C5 *18) 

C = exp [_4,86 + 0,36 (Ev - 2,0)2J„here *>° < £v < 2 MeV; 

Ct.__, exp [_4,83 - 0,013£v] where     2,0 < £v < 10 MeV. (5.19) 
134 
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§ i». Attenuatfon of ß Radiation in Protective Shielding 
2 

For thick shielding with mass thickness 6 > 1-2 g/cm , in which an 
electron is fully decelerated, the total energy of the Bremstrahlung 
radiation generated is proportional to the first power of the atomic 
number of the absorbing material Z [23] 

■ C(Et, Z) = 5,77-10-*Z£* MeV/electron,    (5.20) 

where E is the energy of monoenergetic electrons. 

The dose of Bremstrahlung at the internal surface of the shield can 
be calculated using the equation 

ÖTP = KTP (£V) % (Ey) ANip (Ey) EydEy, (5.21) 
£v 

where AN (E ) is the number of Bremstrahlung quanta with energies in 

the intervaiYfrom E to E^ + dEy, emitted by the source per unit time 

per unit area; r\    (E ) is the transfer factor from flux to dose power; 

it is equal to 1.6-10-8 V^), where va(Ey) is the electron conversion 

factor for biological tissue (cm2/g); Ktp(Ey) is the Bremstrahlung 

radiation attenuation factor of the shield material. 

For electrons with energy Ee> the Bremstrahlung radiation spectrum 

JVTP {Ey) = / (Ee) % (Ey) C (Ee, Z), m (5.22) 

where I(E ) is the current of electrons with energy Eg through the 

surface of the screen, related to each unit energy interval; FtpCEy) is 

the relative contribution of Bremstrahlung radiation of the various 
spectral components. 

The spectral distribution of Bremstrahlung radiation with complete 
deceleration of the electrons, roughtly speaking, is independent of the 
atomic number of the absorber and the electron energy. It is demon- 
strated in [20],that the energy radiated per unit interval of energies 
is expressed approximately by the formula 
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<DTP(EV) const [«('-*)-'>(*)] (5.23) 

Table 5.8 presents the relative contributions of various spectral 
components of Bremstrahlung radiation calculated according to this 
formula. 

Table 5.8 

RELATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS OF VARIOUS SPECTRAL COMPONENTS 
OF BREMSTRAHLUNG 

V£« 

o-o, r 
0,1—0,2 
0,2-0,3 
0,3-0,4 
0,4-0,5 

%(*,)• \ 

26,9 
20,5 
15,8 
12,1 
9.0 

E  IE. 

0,5—0,6 
0,6-^-0,7 
0,7—0,8 
0,8-0,9 
0.9-.1.0 

"TP(
E
T)' 

% 

6,5 
4,5 
2,8 
1,5 
0.4 

The final expression for Bremstrahlung radiation dose power con- 
sidering attenuation in the shield will be: 

Z)ip= 1,8-10-'J/(£,)C(£„ Z)dEe f/CTp(£,)X 
Bg By 

Xna(Ev)®rp(Ev)dEy.   , 
(5.24) 

The attenuatio of Bremstrahlung radiation by the shield material 
can be considered if we assume that the radiation formed in an elementary 
deceleration event is sufficiently isotropic; With a shield thickness of 
6, the attenuation factor for Bremstrahlung radiation can be calculated 
using the expression 

KTP (Ey) = BTp (Ey, 8) Ei l-n (Ev)6], (5.25) 

where the function Ei is the integral exponent 
CO 

e-ydy Ei M-j 
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The Bremstrahlung y radiation dose accummulation factors B (E )<5) 

can be produced on the basis of the data of [24, 25]. 

In [26], based on analysis of Monte Carlo method calculations of 
the transmission of electrons with energies of 0.4-10 MeV through 
various materials, anfofmuuialisisuggested for calculation of the 
attenuation factor of electrons with normal incidence to the screen: 

*'&«*> Z) = <*P[~( ^^j  •      ]•      (5.26) 

where E is the energy of the incident electrons, MeV; 6 is the mass 
e 2 thickness of the shield, g/cm . 

The thickness of the absorbed dose of penetrating electrons with 
initial spectrum $(E ) can be calculated from the expression 

£>/= 0,8-10-' JcD(Ee) j^-KAE., 8, Z) X 

mrad / electrons     .       (5.27) 
Ee 

X dE,^ / 
hr ' cjM«- sec 

where X(E ) is the path of an electronwwith energy E in biological 

tissue, g/cm . The value of the paths of electrons can be produced 
using formula [25] 

X(£<) = (0,542E<>-0,133) g/cm2. (-5'28) 

It should be noted on the whole that with a shielding thickness 
6 <_ 1.0 g/cm2, the majority of the total dose of 3 radiation is created 
by-electrons penetrating through the shield. With a shield thickness 
S >  1-2 g/cm2, the dose is determined entirely by Bremstrahlung. 

§ 5. Yield of Secondary y Radiation From the Shield 

As they pass through the shield' and interact with the nuclei of 
elements in the composition of the shield, neutrons generate secondary 
Y radiation. The formation of secondary y radiation primarily results 
from the reaction of radiation capture of neutrons. Secondary y radia- 
tion in some cases makes a significant contribution to the total dose 
beyond the shielding. 
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In order to calculate the dose of secondary y  radiation beyond 
the shielding, it is necessary to know the spectral composition of 
the capture y  radiation, its total production and its angular distri- 

bution . 

The spectral composition of prompt y  quanta with radiation capture 
of thermal neutrons has been well studied, and the primary results were 
collected in [27]. The yield of capture y  radiation from the Protective 
barrier is determined primarily by the distribution of sources of capture 
Y radiation through the volume of the barrier. The distribution of 
sources of capture y  radiation in the absorbing layer corresponds to 
the spatial distribution of thermal neutrons in the shield and neutrons 

moderated to thermal velocities. 

The rate of absorption of neutrons per unit volume can be written 

as 

V(D C5.29) 
-a * lh' 

where 1    is the macroscopic cross section of absorption of thermal 
a 

neutrons; * h is the flux of thermal neutrons. 

The distribution of the flux of thermal neutrons in the barrier 
can be found by solving the diffusion equation 

&®ik(x)       ®thW    | SW_n f5 30*) 
dx* L* D 

where S(x) is the density of generation of thermal neutrons in the 
shield barrier itself; L is the diffusion length of thermal neutrons 
in the shielding medium; D is the coefficient of diffusion of thermal 

neutrons. 

If generation of thermal neutrons does not occur in the barrier 
and the only source of these neutrons is the external field of thermal 
neutrons diffusing inward, the solution of the diffusion equation is as 

£ollows: ;■ 6+2D-X 

L Sh I  
<D» (*) =-'■ hk (0) -j Ö + 2D   -' 

ch_T~" (5.31) 
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where I (0) is the current of,thermal neutrons striking the surface of 

the shield. Actually, the formation of thermal neutrons in the protec- 
tive shield always occurs. A portion of the fast neutrons, being 
moderated, goes over into the group of thermal neutrons, which may be 
captured by nuclei of the media and thus become sources of capture y 
radiation. 

In order to solve the diffusion equation in this case it is con- 
venient to use the two-group theory in the form in which it is used for 
calculation of the fluxes of thermal and fastnneutrons in reactor design. 
In the case of neutrons of moderate energies, the theory is quite suffi- 
cient, but for neutrons having high energy and penetrating to greater 
distances, the theory produces significant error. 

The solution in the two-group approximation is 

,    Ö + 2D-*     , 6 + 2D-S \ 

//(0)  r*Sh 5    L^ZZLZA^. 

6 + 2D — X 
sh 

+■/*«>) L      L 
D ö + 2D 

ch—r- 

where L is the length of moderation. 
s 

The nature of the distribution of sources of capture y  quanta m 
the shield medium corresponds with the distribution of thermal neutrons 
in the medium. The number of y  quanta produced in a unit volume about 
point N is proportional to $(x)Ea- 

Thus, in order to determine the yield of capture y  quanta, we must 
find the flux of capture y  quanta at the surface of the shield generated 
at various depths in the barrier. 

Let us study an infinitely thin flat isotropic source of y  quanta 
located at depth 8 in a plate with a thickness of 6 (Figure 5.4). 

Let us determine the flux $ — the number of y  quanta which are 

not scattered --at point A. 
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Figure 5.k.    Calculation of Yield of 
Capture y  Radiation From Shielding 

We represent by r the distance from a certain point in the plane 
of the source to the x-axis, passing through point A perpendicular to 
the plane of the source. The number of photons leaving each unit area 
of the source per unit time is equal to Ix> If these photons are radi- 

ated isotropically, their flux at point A will be 

—!)(£„)£ sec $ dr 
d<Dv = /J.e   k yi          Vy   MX1 

rcosec2 ^ 
(5.33) 

The flux of photons $ at point A from the entire plane of the 

source will be: 

00 

t'   y 

oo 

where -Ei (-z) = f er» —  is the integral exponent. 

(5.34) 

In order to consider scattered photons, we must introduce the 
accummulation factor B, i. e. 

<DV = — IxBEi (—|A6). (5.35) 

Let us now determine the value of current dl of y quanta at point 
B from point sources located in the circle r, r + dr: 
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fit 
dl & I r •*>&-***"*— cost. (5.36) 

r coscc» \|> 

The total current of y quanta at point A from the entire flat 
source will be 

/ - Ix [e-'." + |ifiK (-n6)j. (5.37) 

If the thermal neutrons are captured during the process of diffu- 
sion through the plate shown on Figure 5.4, we can use equation (5.31), 
where there are no fast neutrons, to determine the rate of capture of 
thermal neutrons per unit area in a layer of thickness dx: 

ö + 2D — x 
sh -—  

W»j  ,.+» dX- (5.38) 
L 

With sufficiently large values of £±^L , this expression is simpli- 

fied: 

\     L ' (5.39) 

where n is the yield of y  quanta per captured neutron. 

This formula gives us the number of capture y  quanta arising in a 
layer of thickness dx per unit surface area. 

In layer dx, the currents of y  quanta in direction x and in the 
opposite direction are equal; therefore, 

I =±JläB- e-*ILdx. (5.40) 
*  2  L 

Let us now determine the total current of all capture y quanta 
generated in a flat screen of thickness 6. For this, in expression 
(5.37) we substitute the value of I from formula (5.40). A convenient 

approximation is produced if coefficient y is replaced by the linear 
Y quantum energy absorption factor y£ and at the same time B is assumed 
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equal to 1. Then we produce the following expression for the resulting 
currentotif y  quanta formed in layer dx: 

J_ 8 -bhM. e-^L le"ll£X + \iE x Ei <~ Mldx' 

and from all capture y  quanta generated in the barrier and leaving its 
surface in the direction of the neutron source, 

'< - /'A (o) a: i Q~X,L [e~ii"x+^xEi (_M)I dx= 
(5.41) 

AA(0) 2L 

-(l/H-i>.£)* 

T + ^ 

8 I 

+ (i£je-*
//'A-£f(-^)rfx , 

where e is the total energy of y  radiation generated upon capture of 

one neutron, equal to the product of the yield n^ times the mean energy 

of capture y  quanta. 

Integrating this expression [28], we produce 

E I,-/,.<0)i *,L(^ [1 - <r('^>'"-1 - (-f + l) X 
(5.42) 

= /«(0)/Ce. 

Calculation of the flux through the surface opposite to the sur- 
face struck by the neutrons is performed similarly: 

~~fe = l)h (0) -^ f e-XIL {e-^(5-x) + M6- *)Ei \~»E(6 - x))\ dx^ 
o 

L — PE 

XEi[-H^-x\d{d-~x)\ 

After integration [28] we produce the function K£, characterizing the 

yield of energy of capture Y quanta generated per incident thermal 
neutron on the opposite surface of the shield 
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/; = ^W^e^j^l- leC-^) *"■ - 1] + 

+ Ei [(l-fx£I)|-]-ln ^    } - //A(0)^, 
(5.44) 

where 

Ei 
z 

J y 

If (1 - ycL) is negative, we must replace the expression 
E 

ln,-(1*L 

with another expression 

«[-(-■^-»il-*^- Hg^-I (5.45) 

In designing shielding, we must consider also the capture y  radia- 
tion formed upon capture of moderated fast neutrons. To do this, in 
place of expression (5.39) we use the first portion of formula (5.32) 
which, with sufficiently high values of 6 + 2D/Lg and 6 + 2D/L, will be: 

//(0) / Ls  V 7/(0) 

'"   \  L i     . e-*. cw-     m 
/^_ k t-"

L. (5.46) 

This expression must be introduced to formula (5.44). 

In order to simplify calculation, we can replace L with Lg in 

(5.44) [28]: 
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According to expression (5.46), the value of -K ,.' produced must be multi- 

plied by 

W- 
and the value of K', corresponding to the same conditions, by 

then we subtract the second product from the first product: 

*■     V    \ L I     - K'. !  

ffl->    (rtl 
(5.48) 

Similarly, we can find the yield of capture y radiation energy on the 
side of the source: 

(5.49) 
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These functions characterize the yield of capture y  radiation on 
the surface of the shield resulting from moderated neutrons. 

Table 5.9 shows constants for calculation of the yield of capture 
Y radiation from certain materials. 

Table 5-9 

CONSTANTS FOR CALCULATION OF YIELD OF CAPTURE y  RADIATION 

Meterial L,   CM D,  CM 2a. «* L     CM 
nv,düanta/ifc    » -+—      —     Tav 
Neutrons      Mev CM     l 

"Water 
tron 
Concrete 

2,9 
1.5 
4,85 

0,14 
0,461 
0,342 

0,017 
0,205 
0,0146 

5,6 
16,0 
8,65 

1,0 
l.i 
1,0 

2,23 
6,4    ' 
6,0 

9,0241 
0,177 
0,048 

The results of calculation of the yield of capture y radiation 
from shiald barriers of various compositions and thickness are pre- 
sented on Figure 5.5. 

One important characteristic of secondary y  radiation is its 
angular distribution. If the protective shield is represented as a 
barrier of infinite area and thickness 6, the angular distributions of 
the capture y  radiation leaving the barrier will be independent of the 
azimuthal angle and the points near which they are studied. 

Since the distribution function of neutron capture density can be 
expressed by an exponential dependence, simple calculations allow us 
to produce the angular distribution function of capture y radiation 
energy flux generated by thermal neutrons diffusing from without: 

fcto) 

P-£5 

/,„'(0)    •   cos^   e" «^-e 

1'A*) 4n 

/f(t)öia!5Le,»i±L 

cos *|> — \iE L 

cos \!f \ L     / 

L\t.E + COS ^ 

(5.50) 

C5.511 
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The angular distribution functions of capture y  radiation energy 
flux resulting from moderated fast neutrons can be represented as 

&(*) = 
M°K 

'>[(*)'-'] 
costy 

4.1 (*)V 

COS \f      I h 
cos ip — H£ Li 

C05 rf  , 

cos ^ — n£ L 

(5.52) 

/„(♦)-- 
//(0)' 

MC^H 
cos1 

An w x 

L, |A£ - cos rf Ll*e + CÜS t 

(5.53) 

Concrete 

Concrete 

i Concrete 

Concrete 

o   t B    8     10   12    H   16   18   2D   22   « # » 

Figure 5.5. Functions of Yield of Secondary 
Y Radiation From Protective Barrier: A, on 
side of source (K); B, on opposite side (K1); 
 , due to capture of fast neutrons moderated 
in barrier (K f);  , due to capture of thermal 
neutrons striking barrier from without (K ) 
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These functions characterize the portion of the total energy (dose) 
of capture y  radiation on the surface of the barrier leaving per unit 
solid angle in the direction defined by angle y,  which is counted from 
the normal to the surface of the barrier. 
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CHAPTER 6. DESIGN OF SHIELDING OF SURFACE STRUCTURES FROM THE RADIATION 
OF A NUCLEAR EXPLOSION 

§ 1. General Form of Angular Distribution Functions of Doses of Neutrons 
and Y Radiation During a Nuclear Explosion 

The angular energy distribution functions of neutrons and y  radia- 
tion from a nuclear explosion presented in Chapter 2 describe the field 
of radiation near the surface of the earth when the position of the 
center is known. However, the specific position of the center of an 
explosion is always unknown. 

If the distribution of probability densities of appearance of 
centers of explosions in the azimuthal direction around a position to 
be designed is considered even, corresponding to the rule of circular 
scattering of shells relative to an aiming point, the characteristics of 
the shielding properties of a structure can be determined as the mean 
result produced for various azimuthal positions of the epicenter of the 
explosion around the object being designed. This approach greatly 
increases thevvofcume of calculation in determining the protective pro- 
perties of a structure. A significant reduction of the required volume 
of calculation can be achieved if we do not use the expressions relating 
to a fixed explosion center as the angular distribution functions, but 
rather use certain general functions considering the equal probability 
of appearnace of an explosion at various azimuthal positions [1]. 

For neutrons, this function can be calculated as follows: 

Fn(Q, ß)= — f {0,033 + 0,4045 exp [-0,03345 arc cos X 
in J 

o 
C6.1) 

X (sin ß cos <p cos a + cos ß cos a)]] dy ster    . 

the results of calculation of this generalized angular distribution func- 
tion for neutrons of a nuclear explosion, based on expression (6.1) are 
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s;hown on Figure 6.1. This function describes the share of the total 
dose of neutrons arriving at a detector per unit solid angle from the 
direction determined by angle ß, which is read from the normal to the 

surface of the earth. 

The angular distribution functions of doses of fragment y  radia- 
tion are calculated similarly: 

v it 

F, (Q, ß) = — f (0,0092 + 3,22 exp I- 0,08 arccos (sin ß X 
(6.2) 

X cos q> cos a + cos ß sin a)]] dq> 

as are the functions for capture y radiation 
 — r 

fe(Q, ß) = — f (0,008+ 2,11 exp [-0,065 arccos (sin ßX 
4*    ,/ 

' 0 

X cos <p cos « -}- cos ß sin a)]} dy. 

(6.3) 

k 20  X W M SO  W  i) 1)0 °     X)   20 30 U)  50  80 70  80 W 
A. degrees A.degrees 

Figure 6.1. Generalized Angular Distribution 
Functions of Doses of Nuclear Explosion Neutrons 

F («, 3) 
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The results of calculations of the generalized angular distribution 
functions of the y radiation of a nuclear explosion scattered in the 
air are shown on Figure 6.2. When the data of Figure 6.2 are used in 
practical calculations for the design of shielding, the quantities F(Q, ß) 
must be multiplied by the corresponding values of coefficients K^, cal- 

culated in correspondence with the design elevation angle of the explo- 
sion a (symbols for angles shown on Figure 2.10). 

The generalized angular distribution functions of doses of y 
radiation from a nuclear explosion can be conveniently used to estimate 
the penetration of radiation through spaces in structures, when the y 
quanta scattered in the air can act directly on the people in the struc- 
ture without undergoing the attenuating effects of the walls and roof. 
These data are insufficient to design closed shielding or sectors covered 
with various shields, since the spectral characteristics of the radiation 

change significantly as a function of angle ß. 

The data presented in Chapter 2 on the spectral and angular distri- 
butions of Y quanta scattered in the air following annufclear explosion 
allow us to calculate the generalized characteristics of the spectral- 
angular distributions of the y radiation. These calculations were per- 

formed using the equation 

F. (Q, P, £Y) == — f Si (0, Ey) [0,0092 + 3,22 exp (-0,080)] ricp    (6.4) 

o 

for fragment y radiation and 

Fr (Q, ß, £v) - — f S; (0, Ey) [0,008 -|- 2,11 exp (-0,0650)] dq>  (6.5) 

o 

for capture y radiation. 

In these expressions 6 = arccos (sin ß cos cf> cos a + cos ß sin a) . 
The value of these functions calculated for various energy intervals 
AE , angles ß and a are presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. When performing 

calculations using equations (6.4) and (6.5), the functions E(0, E^) 

were selected from Tables 2.6 and 2.7 in correspondence with the expres- 

sion 

'■('>• Ey) 
B'(0,Ev) = 100  ' (6.6) 

keeping in mind the assumption that the spectral distribution of the doses 
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0  MO 30 (0 SO 60 70 BO SO       0 ß 10 30 (0 SO 60 10 SO 90 

ß. degrees       A. degrees*! 

Figure 6.2. Generalized Angular Distribu- 
tion Function of y  Quantum Doses:  , 
for fragment y  radiation F.(üf   $);----■ 

for capture y  radiation F (tt,   ß) 
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shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7 for angular intervals A6 remain unchanged 
with all angles 6 within the limits of the interval A6 in question. 

Thus, the functions F(n, 3, E ) produced characterize the portion 

of the total dose of scattered radiation of this component in the 
energy interval AE arriving per unit solid angle from the direction 

determined by angle ß, under the condition that the distribution func- 
tion of probability densities of explosion centers in the azimuthal 
direction relative to the design position is constant. These results 
represent exhaustive information on radiation acting on structures from 
the upper half space over the surface of the earth followingaa nuclear 

explosion. 

As concerns radiation scattered from the ground, no additional 
calculations are necessary with respect for neutrons, since the angular 
distribution function of the dose of neutrons reflected from the ground 
is isotropic. The angular distribution of neutrons incident to the 
surface of structures from the earth from any direction depends only on 
angle ß, read from the normal to the surface of the earth. 

The angular distribution of the dose of initial y  radiation 
reflected from the earth does not have azimuthal symmetry. However,_ 
the use of the assumption of evenness of distribution of the probability 
of appearance of explosion centers in the azimuthal direction around 
the calculated position makes it possible to produce a generalized 
distribution function of y  quantum reflected from the earth, in which 
the angular dose power depends only on one parameter -- angle ß. 

The differential albedo of y  quanta of a nuclear explosion can be 
calculated using the formula 

a?. rf = 2S TI K. F (Q, ß, Ey) a^ (Ey, %) sin ß dß d<p,    (ß ?) 
£v 0  0 

where a7Tt ,CE , ib ) is the differential albedo for a broad parallel beam 
Y, d Y  

s 

of Y quanta for earth described by formula (5.16). 

The total scattering angle ty    of reflected radiation is calculated 

using the equation 

cos % = sin ß sin \J> cos q> — cos ß cos y, „ g. 

where i>  is the exit angle of the reflected radiation, read from the normal 
to the surface of the earth. The remaining angles have values corresponding 

to Figure 2.10. 
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The. results of calculation of the generalized characteristics of 
the angular distributions of y radiation scattered from the earth are 
shown on Figure 6.3. 

§ 2. Method of Design of Shielding for Surface Structures 

The radiation of a nuclear explosion and radioactive fallout, 
scattered in the air, strikes the walls of structures rising over the 
surface of the ground or buried below the surface, penetrates through 
them and acts on the people inside the structures. 

Let us study the general nature of this effect in greater detail 
using the example of a simple protective structure shown on Figure 6.4. 
If the integral dose in the open terrain of any type of nuclear explo- 
sion radiation is DQ, in correspondence with the form of the function 

and spectral-angular distributions of the radiation in the air, the 
dose generated at the surface of the wall by the radiation arriving from 
direction Ü  with energy E will be DQF(fi, E) . With anr.angle of incidence 

to the surface of the wall of y,  the total dose of this type of radia- 
tion at point A on the internal surface of the wall will be 

D^=D0j" Im E)Kt{6, v, E)dQdE, C6-9) 
2K E 

where K (6, y,  E) is the transmission factor for the total dose of 

the parallel beam of radiation striking the surface of the wall at 
angle y  with initial energy E, and integration is performed with respect 
to the entire spectrum of bombarding particles and all directions in 
the half space over the outer surface of the wall. 

If we ignore boundary effects at points of contact between the 
wall and other elements of the structure due to the slight contribu- 
tion of these effects to the total illuminated surface, we can consider 
that this value of total dose DAt will be characteristic for all points 

on the internal surface of the flat wall. 

Dose D  is formed by the scattered and unscattered radiation 

leaving the wall, so that 

DM --= DAS + DM, (6.10) 

where D  and D  are the doses of scattered and unscattered components 
As     Au 

of radiation at point A. 
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Figure 6.4. Analysis of Method of 
Calculating Shielding for Surface 
Structures. 

The dose of the scattered component at point A on the internal 
surface of the wall can be calculated from the equation 

DAs-D0^F(Q,E)KA^y^)d^iE, 
2« E 

(6.11) 

where K (6, y,  E) is the transmission-factor of the dose of the scat- 

tered component of radiation, striking the surface of the wall at angle 
Y with initial energy E. 

The dose of unscattered radiation at a detector located on the 
inner surface of the wall will be 

, DM**DoSiF(Q,E)Xu(6,y.E)dQdE, (6.12) 

where K (6, y,  E) is the dose transmission factor for unscattered radia- 
u 

tion in a parallel beam, if 

DAs=DoY(8); 
DM^D0A(8), 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

where r(6) and A(6) are the generalized transmission factors, called the 
barrier factors. 
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If the detector is moved from point A to point D, located at a 
certain distance frcm the inner surface of the wall, the dose at the 
detector is changed [2, 3]. The attenuation resulting from movement 
of the detector away from the wall will be referred to as geometric 
attenuation. Geometric attenuation can be looked upon as the effect 
of the finite extent of the source. Actually, the wall acts as a 
secondary source,aand if this source were infinite in size, there would 
be no difference between positions of the detector A and D, since in 
both cases the detector would collect radiation from a 2TT space. 
Geometric attenuation occurs because the wall is finite in size and as 
the detector is moved from A to D, the solid angle in which radiation 
is collected is reduced. 

Thus, the change in the dose at point D from the scattered compo- 
nent can be calculated by introducing the so-called geometric radiation 
attenuation factor G 

is        n r (6.15) 

If the angular distribution function of the dose of scattered 
radiation leaving the barrier is known, the geometric factor is deter- 
mined by integrating the angular distribution functionff(to) within 
limits of solid angle ud, subtended by the wall in question or an 

element of the wall at point D: 

%, = J7 (<»)</©. (6.16) 
V 

In the simplest case, when the scattered radiation leaving the barrier 
is distributed isotropically, expression (6.16) is simplified: 

Gj  =-2*. 
*  2n ' (6.17) 

and the dose of scattered radiation at point D can be calculated as 

This expression shows that the dose of scattered radiation at the 
detector at some distance from the wall decreases in comparison with 
the dose of scattered radiation at the surface of the wall, in inverse 
proportion to the square of the distance to the wall. 
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The assumption of isotropy of radiation scattered in shields of 
a structure and radiating within it is basic to the method of calculation 
used. Although consideration of the angular distribution of radiation 
by the scattered component represents no difficulty in principle and 
equation (6.16) can be rather simply realized when the problem is solved 
by electronic computer, the lack in many cases of exhaustive information 
on angular distributions of radiation, particularly with inclined inci- 
dence to the surface of the barrier, hinders consideration of the angular 
characteristics. However, the assumption of isotropy of the scattered 
radiation should not lead to any significant errors. 

As concerns the contribution of the unscattered component, its 
dose at point D is determined in correspondence with the expression 

Ddu = Z)0 J IF(Q, E) Ku (8, y, E) dQdE, (6.19) 

Integration in which is performed within limits of the solidaangle 
subtended by the wall or wall element being studied at the point of 
placement of the detector. Physically, this corresponds to the fact 
that the particles of the unscattered component do not change the 
direction of their initial movement upon penetration through the bar- 
rier and therefore that portion of the radiation of the nuclear explosion 
which strikes the surface of the wall, moving in directions passing by 
point d, cannot act on the detector located at this point. However, 
since the particles of the unscattered component do not interact with 
the materials of the wall, the wall cannot be looked upon as a secondary 
source. Therefore, in contrast to the scattered radiation, the unscat- 
tered radiation does not undergo geometric attenuation upon movement 
from the surface of the wall to the detector. Actually, the sources of 
thoseoparticles which strike the detector without interacting with the 
material of the wall are the centers of the last scattering events in 
the atmosphere. The degree of geometric attenuation of the dose of 
unscattered radiation propagating from the wall to the detector depends 
on the relationship between distances from the scattering center to the 
wall and from the wall to the detector. 

If a particle has undergone scattering in the direction of the 
detector at distance R from the wall and, without interacting with the 
material of the wall, strikes the detector, located at distance L from 
it, the factor of geometric attenuation is R2/(R + L)2. Let us estimate 
the value which may be reached by this factor under actual conditions. 
Let us assume for simplicity that the density of scattering centers in 
the air surrounding the structure is identical throughout and that the 
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number of particles scatteredpper unit volume about point M is N. In 
an elenent volume dv, this will amount to 

Their flux at point B per unit solid angle is 

N&dadR    _R/X ^ Afe-*/x dR  ^ 
4nRldu>   €   "_   4jl 

Integrating with respect to ray BM, we produce 

R an 
_ 4n 

ALrc"
T''R = —. (6.20) 

At point D this amounts to 

<p        *_f R*-** dRm (6.21) 
*       4« J </? + L)2 

The geometric factor determining the attenuation of the unscat- 
tered component upon propagation from the wall to a detector located 
at distance L from it is 

o 

Calculations performed using this equation show that the geometric 
factor is 0.994 for a distance L = 1 m from the wall; 0.986 for L = 2 m; 
0.958 for L = 5 m; 0.922 for L - 10 m. 

Thus, for practical purposes in the design of shielding of surface 
structures, geometric attenuation of the dose of the unscattered compo- 
nent can be ignored. The total dose at point D within the structure is 
determined by adding the contribution from the individual walls and the 

structural elements 

"z>«r=S<Drf, + D(fc). (6-23) 
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In some cases in order to estimate the protective properties of 
structures, we can use a simplified calculation method. According to 
this method, the contribution of any given structural element to the 
total dose at point D is calculated using the formula 

(6.24) 
D* =- DAGd, s - (DAs + DA,) Gd. »• 

It is not difficult to see that in expression (6.24), the unseat- 
tered radiation component reaching the internal surface of the wall is 
given the same geometric attenuation as the scattered component. This 
causes a reduction in the dose at point D in comparison to the actual 

dose by 

bD^D^-DAuG^-Do J Jf(Q, E)KU{6, y, E)dQ-dE- 
•'V£ 

-q,s^F(Q,E)Ka(&,y,E)dQdE. (6.25) 

Jic E 

Thus, the results of calculations performed using the two methods 
outlined above are interrelated by the relationship 

In many cases, however, the value of correction ADd is insignifi- 

cant and expression (6.24) can be used for approximate!design of 

shielding. 

§ 3. Calculation of Barrier and Geometric Factors in Attenuation of 

Radiation 

The value of the barrier factor depends on the material and thick- 
ness of the shield 6, its position in space and the spectral angular 
distribution of the radiation scattered in the air. 

If the position of the wall of a structure is fixed by angle 6 
(see Figure 6.5), calculated between the normal to its outer surface 
and the normal to the earth (top downward), the barrier factor of trans- 
mission of the total neutron dose is calculated using the expression 

An. t <6, », «) = 2f j sin yl<ttl (6, y) F„ (Q, ß) dydx, (6.27) 
0   b 
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where $ =  arccos (sin v cos x sin ft + cos v cos ft). 

The barrier transmission factor for the unscattered component of 
neutron dose is defined as 

A„„(6, ft, «)- 2]12] sinY/C„„(6, Y)Fn(Q,ß)dY^. 
b b 

(6.28) 

Then the barrier transmission factor for the scattered component of 
neutrons is 

Aw<6, ft, a)-Afl,<8, ft, a)-An„(6, Ö). (6.29) 

The results of calculation of the barrier transmission factors for the 
total neutron dose and the scattered component of neutrons are pre- 
sented in Appendix 1 (Table a. 1 and Table a. 2.). 

VMMEzs*. 

Mt(*z,<k,hK 

(ct(*cjc,Zc)  ;..   2 

 »- X. 

~~777?777777777777777? 

Figure 6.5-  Geometry of General Design 
of Shielding of a Structure 
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The barrier transmission factor for the total dose of fragment Y 
radiation is calculated using the equation 

A'v< (6. ö) = 2 27 J sin Ytyß. P' £v) Kyt (8. V. £v) ^Y^-    (6.30) £v o o 

Addition is performed over the entire spectrum of y  quanta scattered in 
the air. 

Similarly, the barrier transmission factor of the unscattered compo- 
nent of Y quanta is calculated by 

A;, (8, 0) = 2 £ 7 J sin yFe (Q, ß, £v) e^v) 7577 dydx. (6.31) 
£v 0 0 

The barrier transmission factor for the scattered component is 

A'vs (/, ») - A'T< (6, 9) - A'yt (6,0). C6.32) 

The results of calculation of the barrier transmission factors for 
the total dose of y  quanta and the dose of scattered fragment y  radia- 
tion are presented in Appendix 2 (Tables a. 3 and a. 4). 

Using expressions similar to (6.30) and (6.31), the barrier trans- 
mission factors for the total dose of capture y  radiation in the air 

ACt(<5, 6, a) Y radiation from radioactive fallout A  CS» 9 ) and the 

corresponding factors for the unscattered component A^u(6, 9, a) and 

Ar (<5, 6, t) were calculated. The factors A*\ (6, 6, a) and A*; (6, 6, a) 
YUV '  '  •* Yt YS 
are presented in Appendix 3 (Tables a. 5 and a. 6), while A (6, 0, t) 

and Ar (6, 9) are presented in Appendix 4 (Tables a. 7. and a. 8). 

The barrier transmission factors for capture y  radiation formed in 
the materials of the shielding structure were determined using the 
expression 

Av(8, », o) == 2^c,(6)*f ] sinycosyF(ß)dydT^= 
00 (6 33) 

= A*,(6)A*/(&)c/.). 
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Factors A .(6) 
Yi 

a. 10). 

and A . (6, a) are presented in Table 5 (Tables a. 9 and 

As concerns calculation of the geometric attenution factors of 
radiation within the shielding structure, with the assumption made of 
isotropy of the distribution of the scattered radiation leaving the 
barrier it is reduced, as follows from expression (6.17), to calculation 
of the solid angles subtended by the structural elements in question 
at the point of observation. 

y^f- 
&>¥* 

Figure 6.6.  Position of Coordinate System 
Describing Rectangular Radiating Surface 

In many cases of practical importance, the elements of the structure 
are rectangular (walls, ceilings) or can be represented as a sum of 
rectangular elements. Calculation of the solid angles in this case is 
rather simple [4]. 

If we use the geometry of Figure 6.6, on which the coordinate origin 
is selected in the plane of the rectangular element in question beneath 
the location of the detector, the distance from the detector to the plane 
of the rectangle is represented by z , and the coordinates of the four 

angles of the rectangle are represented by x^,  yi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), then 

if the coordinate system is selected so that its axes are parallel to 
the sides of the rectangle and the numeration of the angles is performed 
clockwise, the solid angle subtended by the rectangle in question at 
point D will be 

Md = | <7,' To (e„ T|.) - q2 T0 (e2, n2) + q'3 x0 (&,, t\3) 

— q'4i:0(e4, r\t) |    ster, (6.34) 
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where 

To (e/( 11,) --= arctg 

y,- 
;   i\i - 

"■''F^' + lf+l 

; q'i - IL. 

(6.35) 

(6.36) 

In more complex cases, when the form of the structure cannot be 
represented by flat rectangular elements, the method described below 
must be used to calculate the solid angles. 

If the protective shield has a complex shape, it can be represented 
as a set of triangular elements of arbitrary form. The solid angle sub- 
tended at any point by a triangular element oriented arbitrarily in 
space is relatively easy to calculate. 

Ftgure 6.7. Calculation of Solid Angle of 
Element of Triangular Shape 

Suppose 0 M1 M„ M_ is a triangular solid angle fixed in coordinate 

system Oxyz by points M. (x., y., z.) of each side and point 0 (xQ, yQ, 

zQ) (Figure 6.7). 

If we construct a sphere of unit radius with its center at point 
0, it is not difficult to see that the value of quantity u, the solid 
angle, is exactly equal to the value of the area of the surface of the 
spherical triangle formed by the trace of each edge on the surface of 
the sphere: 

S
AM[M'2M'3 =J? = (*' +■ ß' + Y' - «). (6.37) 
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where a', $' and y' are the angles at point AM' M'2 M'3, equal to: 

,      o        •        f sin (n — b) sin (h — c) ,,   _... a'= 2 arcsin i / - —- '- ; (6.38) 
]/ sin & sine 

ß' = 2arcsin ,/»'"<" 7")»'" <»-zfL 
y sin a sine v ' 

V'^2arcsin    /»'»(n-,,)..„ (ft£g 
1/ sinasinfc (6.40) 

The values of a, b and c determine the lengths of the sides of this 
triangle and are calculated according to the relationships of the scalar 
product of the vectors M,, M„ and M_, constructed on the faces of the 

solid angle: 

a = arccos ^^ • (6.41) 

6-arccos (MtMa) • (6.42) 
II Mx || || M31|    ' 

c=arccos <*!**>  (6.43) 
II «i II II M21| 

2h = a + b + c. (6.44) 

§ k.    Sequence of Design of Shielding From the Radiation of Nuclear Explo- 
sions 

The calculation of the shielding ability of a surface structure1 

against the radiation ofrmuclear explosions is reduced to arbitrary 
subdivision of the surfaces of the structure into individual elements, 
determination of the position of these elements in space, determination 
of the barrier transmission factors for these elements and the geometric 
attenuation factors relative to a selected design position within the 
structure, with subsequent addition of radiation doses created at the 
detector by the individual structural elements. 

lrrhe calculation plan for subterrainean structures differs only in 
that there is only one surface in this case. 
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Let us first study a simple method of estimating the shielding of 
a surface structure, the use of which does not require computer equip- 
ment. This method is recommended to be used when the surface of the 
structure to be calculated can be represented as a set of a small 
number of flat rectangular shields. The edges of these elements are 
selected so that the thickness of the shield of homogeneous material 
within each is identical. 

The position of each of the rectangular shields in this type of 
structure is determined by the value of angle 6 between the normal to 
the surface of the earth and the external normal of the element (see 
Figure 6.5). 

In correspondence with this angle and the known shield-thickness 
6, the appendices of this book can be used to find the barrier trans- 
mission factors for the total dose of neutrons and y radiation from a 
nuclear explosion. 

After this, the geometric attenuation factor is calculated for 
each element of the structure and the selected design points within the 
structure. The geometric factor is calculated using expression (6.17). 
The solid angle subtended by the rectangular element at the detection 
point is determined using equation (6.34). 

The contribution of each element to the total transmission factor 
for the structure at the design point is calculated using the expres- 
sion 

The total transmission factor of the structure for the dose of each 
type of radiation is determined by adding the values for each structural 
element. In order to produce the transmission factor for all types of 
radiation existing in a nuclear explosion, the total transmission factors 
for the individual types of radiation must be added in correspondence 
to their relative share of ihe total dose of nuclear radiation on the 
open terrain. 

If a shielding structure has a complex shape and complex shield 
structure, analysis of the shielding properties may require dividing 
the entire surface into a large number of elements. In particular, 
this necessity arises when the form of the structure is curved. In 
this case, the dimensions of the elements must be selected so that the 
thickness of the shield does not change significantly within the limits 
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of an element, and the surface can be considered flat. The mathematical 
operations involved in calculating this type of shielding arc simple to 
perform.if the elements are triangles of arbitrary shape. The position 
of each triangular element can be fixed by the coordinates of its 
points on the external surface M^x^ y^ z^),  M2^

x2' y2'   Z2^'  M3^x3' 

v , z„), calculated in the main system of coordinates XYZ, coupled to 
J 3      3 
the structure being calculated. This main system of coordinates will 
be selected in the remainder of this book such that the positive direc- 
tion of the Z axis forms a perpendicular to the surface of the earth. 
The thickness of the shielding can be fixed by the mean thickness 6 of 
a shield within the limits of each of the geometric elements selected, 
measured in the normal cross section. 

Thus, the first stage in calculation consists of preparation of 
a system of initial data concerning the geometry of the shielding 
structure, which includes the set of coordinates of points selected on 
the external surface of the structure and the thickness of the shielding 
materials at these points. Preparation of this type of initial informa- 
tion for a structure of any configuration represents no great difficul- 

ties. 

The second stage in calculation consists of determination for each 
element of the angle 6 readnbetween the normal to the element and the 
normal to the surface of the earth. 

The normal to the element will be considered the unit vector n, 
perpendicular to its external surface (Figure 6.7). We note also that 
in the system of coordinates which we. are using, the normal to the sur- 
face of the earth corresponds in its direction to the axis OZ. Thus, 
angle 6 between the normal to the element and the normal to the surface 
of the earth is the angle between the normal to the element and the 
OZ axis. 

The vector of the normal to the element is found as the vector 
product of two noncolinear vectors, lying in the plane of the surface 
of the element. These vectors can be the vectors Mj M2 and MjM^ , 

constructededn the sides of the triangle defining the element (see 
Figure 6.5). 

The vectors M.M2 andlMjM- can be defined as follows: 

MiM2 = {(*« — *0; (J/2 - yi):  te — Ol; 
(6.46) 

MiM,= i(*3-*i); (y» — yi)<  (z*-zi)\- 
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The resulting vector product will be the vector N: 

N = [M!M2;   MXM3] 
i j k 

(x2 — xj   (yt — yi)  (Zi—zt) 
ix3 — xx) (y3 — yi) (z3 — zi) 

iHi - Hi) (z3 - zi) - (i/3 - yi) (z2 - zx) 
(*2 - *l) (Z3 - Zj) - (x, - xt) (z2 — Zl) 

{x2 — ^i) (y3 - yi) - (y2 - yi) {x3 — xt) 
?N 

(6.47) 

In order that the direction of vector N might correspond to the 
direction of the vector of the normal to the element n, the numeration 
of points M1j 

from the end of vector n. 

M? and M, should be selected counterclockwise as seen 

Thus, 

& = arccos 
ZN 

V*N + VN + *N 
(6.48) 

The third stage in the calculation consists of calculating the 
doses of the scattered radiation component of each type from the struc- 
tural element. In correspondence with the known thickness of the 
shielding material 6 of the element and the angle 6 calculated for it, 
the barrier transmission factors of the doses of the scattered component 
of neutrons and y radiation from the nuclear explosion are determined 
from the appendices. 

Then, calculation of the geometric attenuation factor is performed 
for each structural element and the selected design points within the 
structure, fixed by the coordinates D, xd> yd> z£ . The geometric factor 

is calculated using expression (6.17). The solid angle subtended by the 
triangular element MMJ at the point of detection D is determined in 

correspondence with equation (6.37). We should note only that the 
vectors M,, M? and M- used in calculation of the solid angle are the 

vectors, the origins of which are liocated at point D (xd , yd, z^),  the 

ends at points M^x., y., Zj), M (x2, y„, z„) and M3(x3, y^>  Zg) 

respectively, i. e. 
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M2 = ((x2 - .ve); («/, - yty,  (?s - 2C) 1; 

M3 = {(*3 — xe)\   (y3 — yc)',   (*s — zc)\- 

(6.49) 

The contribution of each element to the total transmission factor 
of the scattered component at the point in question is calculated using 
the expression 

A G , , s ds 
(6.50) 

The total transmission factor of the structure for the scattered 
component of the dose of each type of radiation is determined by adding 
the values of II for all structural elements, 

s 

The fourth stage is the calculation of angle ß between the lines 
connecting the point to the center of the element and the normal to 
the surface of the earth. 

The coordinates xß, yß, zß of the center of gravity of the tri- 

angular element, fixed by the coordinates of points M^Xj, y^>  z^), 

M (x2, y2, z2) and M3(x3> y3> z3) are calculated using the equations 

"B      y„-yi   B        y»-Vi 

Va (*» - x,) (y» - yi) - (y« - ft) (*M - *i> (6.51) 

where 

*»=■* n
Xl   + *T.   0u = 

*23 

,   2 

*8 — *2 

*=*- + *;   212 = i^- + Zl; 

+ *ji       i/23 — 

2 

y,i — ya 
+ t/2,       Z23 

2 

Z3 —?2 
23 + *2 

The unit vector corresponding in direction to the direction from 
point D(x,, y,, z,) to the center of element B(xß, yß, zß) is the vector 

B=={(*fl-*.); (yB-yä)\ (*B-*<d> (6.52) 
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Therefore, the desired angle ß is 

*a-'* 
p"arccos i/fa-^+(»,-».)^fa-^ ' (6-53) 

The fifth stage in the calculation consists of calculation of angle 
ty  between the line connecting the point to the center of the element 
and the normal to the element. 

Angle T\>  is defined as the angle between vectors B and n and is 
calculated using the formula 

^arccos <5H> = arccos ^L__ . (6.54) V II nII || B|| ■ II Nil || B || 

The coordinates of vectors B and n are calculated using formulas (6.52) 
and (6.47) respectively. 

Thus, 

XN (XB - *«) + VN (VR ~ ft») + *N (ZB - ZA) rrN 
$ = —  - -,/■ ,   2 . 2"'      (6.55) 

V(*B - X*Y+(VB - ytf + (
Z
B - Z*Y V*N+!TN + 

Z
N 

During the sixth stage, the dose of the unscattered component of 
neutrons at the point of detection is calculated. In correspondence 
with the angle g calculated for the element, using the data of § 1 of 
Chapter 6, the values of the generalized angular distribution functions 
of radiation scattered in the air or reflected from the earth F(n, g) 
are found. The contribution of each element to the total transmission 
factor of the unscattered component of each type of radiation at the 
point in question is 

n„ (8, ß,» = F (Q, P) coÄKu (6, *), (6.56) 

where K (6, i{0 is the transmission factor for the dose of the unscat- 

tered component of radiation by a shield of thickness 6 with a beam 
incident angle to its surface y = \\>. 

In the case of y radiation, addition is performed for the entire 
spectrum of energies: 
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nViH(6, ß, it>)=-S^(ß, ß,.£T)o) /Cv«(6, *, Ev).        (6.57) 
iv 

The total transmission factor of the structure for the unscattered 
component of each type of radiation is determined by addition of the 
values of II' for all  structural elements. The transmission factor of 

the structure for the total dose of radiation of each type is equal to 
the sum of the transmission factors for the-scattered and unscattered 
components: 

n/ = n. + n- (6.58) 

In order to produce the transmission factor for all types of 
radiation acting during a nuclear explosion, the total transmission 
factors for the individual types of radiation must be added in cor- 
respondence- to their relative shares in the total dose of nuclear radia- 
tion on the open terrain. 

This method of calculation considers the presence in the structure 
of windows and open doorways. For these elements with 0 shielding thick- 
ness, the transmission factor of the scattered component of radiation 
is zero, the transmission factor for the unscattered component is one. 
Therefore, using the method which we have outlined it is possible to 
calculate the radiation situation at windows and openings. 

§ 5.  Estimate of Radiation Dose Repeatedly Scattered Within a Structure 

The radiation from a nuclear explosion which passes through the 
shielding may undergo repeated reflection from the walls of the structure, 
thus increasing the dose recorded at any point within the structure. 
An estimation of the degree of increase of the dose within a structure 
due to reflection can be performed using the example of a room of 
spherical shape. 

If for simplicity we assume that the angular distribution of radia- 
tion leaving the walls of the spherical room is isotropic, and the 
total transmission factor for the walls of the structure is identical 
everywhere and equal to K , the transmission factor for radiation for 

the entire structure for any point within the room is nt = 2Kt- 

Due to the symmetry of the problem, the angular distribution of 
radiation striking the surface of the wall at any point on the wall is 
isotropic.  If the albedo of radiation from the material of the walls of 
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the room is A*(Y), where y is the angle of incidence of the radiation 

to the surface of the wall, the dose of singly reflected radiation at 
the point of observation is 

n/2 

tf-iCJ sinyAa{y)dy. (6.59) 

For   neutrons   in the case of concrete or iron walls 

«/.*   . .,. 
D'n = Kt K* (Y = 0) j  sin Y cos '• ydy - 

= 0,6^^(7 = 0), 
(6.60) 

where k"  (y =  0) is the albedo with normal incidence on the surface of 
nd 

the wall, about 0.9 for iron and 0.6 for concrete. 

Since as been shown in Chapter 4 the distribution of reflected 
neutrons is isotropic, and their spectrum is slightly deformed in com- 
parison tc the spectrum of the incident neutrons to the barrier, the 
geometric conditions of repeated reflection will correspond precisely 
with the conditions of first reflection. Therefore, the dose recorded 
due to multiple reflection at any point M within the structure will be 

"„..JCJI^^L. (6.61) 

In the case of a concrete structure, Dm = 0.563 K , for iron walls 

Dm = 1.175-K . Recalling that the transmission factor for radiation of 
n        t 
the structure for any point within the structure is n = 2 Kt, we can 

conclude that in order to consider the contribution of multiply reflec- 
ted neutrons within a concrete structure the total transmission factor 
for neutrons n should be multiplied by 1.28. For structures with 

iron shielding, this correcting factor is about 1.585.  In other words, 
the increase in the dose due to multiple reflection within a concrete 
structure is about 28%, within an iron structure about 58.5%. For 
polyethylene (water), this contribution is about 8-10%. 

In the case of y  radiation, the yield of singly reflected radia- 
tion D» is D = A*, K«., i. e. 0.073 K. for water, 0.069 K for concrete 

Y    Y   Yd t i L 
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and 0.066 K for iron based on the mean y radiation energy [3]. 

It was established in Chapter 5, with the exception of cases of 
incidence of y radiation at very high inclination, the cosinusoidal 
dependence is very satisfactory as an approximation of the angular 
distribution of radiation scattered back from a barrier. As concerns 
the spectral distribution of reflected y radiation, most y quanta 
undergoing single or multiple reflection have energies in the intervals 
0.1-0.5 MeV (see Figure 5.3). We can see from Figure 5.2 that in this 
energy interval the albedo of the y  radiation does not change signi- 
ficantly at all and can be assumed equal to 0.065 for iron, 0.160 for 
concrete and 0.25 for water with normal incidence. 

The contribution of the second reflection of y  quanta from the 
walls is 

Dy = 2nDy -J A"« sin 7 cos ydy = D'vAl,, (6.62) 

A*, is the albedo of y  radiation from the wall with an energy of 0.1- 
yd 
0.5 MeV and normal incidence. 

The dose recorded due to multiple reflection at any point within 
the structure will be 

D^D', + D'V-^—,  ■ (6.63) 

For concrete, this expression is 0.082, for iron 0.0707 and for 
water 0.0985. Thus, in order to consider the contribution of multiply 
reflected y quanta from the walls within a concrete structure, the 
total transmission factor for y quanta should be multiplied by about 
1.041, within an iron structure -- by about 1.0304 and within a struc- 
ture having a shield of wate< or polyethylene -- about 1,050. In other 
words, the contribution of multiply reflected y quanta does not exceed 
5% and can generally be ignored. 
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